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The third book is the mesmerizing RAVEN CYCLE quartet by bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of the SHIVER trilogy will love this new quartet!380 printed pages looking for the face it was before the world was made. - WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS, Before the world is made Let's be grateful to the
mirror for revealing to us only our appearance. - SAMUEL BUTLER, EREWHON Prologue OVER Persephone stood on a bare mountaintop, her ruffled ivory dress whipping around her legs, her crowds of white blonde curls streaming behind her. It was cunning, irrelevant, something blew between the
rocks and caught one of them. The wind was fierce up here, without trees, to cover it up. The world below was gloriously autumnal. Adam Parrish stood next to him, his hands tinged in his fat-stained cargo pants pocket. He looked tired, but his eyes were clear, more so than the last time he saw him. Since
Persephone was only interested in important things, she had not considered her age for a long time, but she seemed to look at it as brand new. That crude expression, the youthful intuition on his shoulders, the frantic rampant energy in it. What a good day, he thought. It was cool and ed overly, the power
of the sun, the lunar order or nearby road construction did not intervene. This corpse path, he said, aligned his body with the invisible path. As he did, he felt something in it starting to buzz pleasantly, a feeling very similar to the satisfaction that came with aligning book spikes on a shelf. The Ley line,
Adam cleared it. He nodded calmly. Find it for yourself. He immediately stepped on the line, his face turning along its length to a natural gaze like a flower looking into the sun. It took Persephone rather longer to master this skill, but then, unlike his young student, he didn't do any cheaply in supernatural
forests. It wasn't very good for deals. Group projects weren't usually my worlds. What do you see? Asked. His eyes were shaking, his dusty eyelashes resting on his face. Because he was on Persephone, and because it was a good day to do so, he saw what he was seeing. It had nothing to do with the
Ley line. There was a disturbance of shattered figures on the floor of a nice castle. An official letter printed on county stationery. A friend twitching at his feet. Besides you - reminded persephone slightly. He himself saw so many events and opportunities along the corpse path that no one stood up. She
was a much better medium when she had two friends Calla and Maura with her: Calla settled on her impressions and Maura to put them in context. Adam seemed to have potential in this department, although he's too new to replace Maura - no, it's a ridiculous one To put it this way, Persephone told you
you weren't going to replace your friends. He struggled to think of the right word. He's not replacing her. Save. Yes, of course, that's what you did to your friends. Maura was supposed to be rescued? If Maura had been on the mountain, Persephone could have told me. But if Maura had been on the
mountain, Persephone wouldn't have had to say it. He sighed deeply. He sighed a lot. I see things. Adam's eyebrows have either developed concentration or uncertainty. It's more than one thing. It's like animals in the Barn. I see things ... Sleep. Dreaming, Persephone agreed. As soon as he brought the
sleepers to his attention, they were at the head of his consciousness. Three, he added. What's three? Three in particular, he murmured. To wake up. Oh, no, no, no, no, no. You can't wake up. Persephone has never been very useful in the concept of right and wrong. But in this case, the third sleeper was
definitely wrong. For a few minutes, he and the boy, Adam, reminded themselves; it was so difficult to find the birth names important—they were both standing there, feeling the trajectory of the ley line under their feet. Persephone carefully and unsuccessfully tried to find the bright thread of Maura's
existence in the tangled fibers of energy. Next to him, Adam was once again inside himself, most interested, as always, in what remained unknown to him: in his own mind. Outside, Persephone reminded him. Adam didn't open his eyes. His words were so soft that the wind almost destroyed them. I don't
mean to be rude, ma'am, but I don't know why it's worth learning. Of coursephone wasn't sure if he thought such a reasonable question could be rude. When you were a baby, what was it about learning to talk? Who am I learning to communicate with? He was pleased to understand the concept
immediately. He said, Everything. Calla was overwhelmed by how much Maura had in her room at 300 Fox Way, and that's what she told Blue. Blue didn't answer. He went through the papers at the window and head butted his head. From this angle, he looked exactly like his mother, compact and athletic
and hard to overturn. Oddly enough, he was kind, despite cutting his dark hair unevenly on his head and wearing a shirt he attacked with a rototillar. Or maybe it's these things. When did she get so beautiful and grown up? Without being taller? That's probably what happened to the girls when they only
lived on yogurt. Blue asked: Have you seen these? They're really good. Calla wasn't sure what Blue was looking at, but she believed him. Blue wasn't the kind of girl who gave fake compliments, not even to her mother. Although he was nice, he wasn't nice. It's a good thing, too, because they're nice
people. Calla's irritable. Your mother is a woman of many talents, growled. He took years of his life. Calla loved the things she could rely on: filing systems, months of 31 days, purple lipstick. Maura liked chaos. Like to aggravate. Calla picked up Maura's pillow. He was abused by feelings. At the same
time, he felt where the pillow was obtained, how Maura balled it up under his neck, the number of tears carried on the pillowcase and the content of five-year dreams. The psychic hotline rang in the next room. Calla's concentration is gone. Damn it, he said. It was psychometric – only his touch often
revealed both the origin of the object and the feelings of the owner. But this pillow was treated so often that it contained too many memories to rearrange. If Maura had been there, Calla would have been able to easily separate the useful ones. But if Maura had been there, she wouldn't have been needed.
Blue, over here. Blue theatrically applauded Calla's shoulder. His natural talent immediately sharpened Calla's abilities. He saw Maura's hope keep him awake. Gray's shaded jaw on the pillowcase. I saw the contents of Maura's last dream: a mirrored lake and a distant familiar man. Artemus, it's not my
fault. Maura's long-missing ex-lover. Anything? Blue asked. Nothing useful. Blue then took her hand, knowing that Calla was able to pick up as much of the girls' feelings as she could from the pillows. But Calla didn't need psychic powers to figure out that Blue's sensible, pleasant expression contradicted
the fire that burned angrily inside. School was imminent, love was in the air, and Blue's mother disappeared on some mysterious personal quest more than a month earlier, leaving behind her newly acquired hit man beau. The blue was a hurricane lurking on the beach. Oh, Maura! Calla's stomach is
dislocated. I told you not to go. Touch it. Blue showed a large black scrying bowl. It's been slanted on the carpet, untouched since Maura used it. Calla didn't think much of the scrying or mirror magic or anything that had to do with plumbing the mysterious ether of space and time in order to really fuck
around on the other side as well. Technically, crying wasn't dangerous; He was just meditating on a mirrored surface. But practically often involves freeing the soul from the body. And the soul was a fragile traveler. The last time Calla, Persephone and Maura messed with mirror magia, they accidentally
made Maura's half-sister, Neeve, disappear. At least Calla never liked Neeve. But Blue was right. Probably the scrying bowl was the most answer. Calla said, All right. But don't touch me. I don't want you to make him any stronger than he is now. Blue raised his hand as if to prove it. He didn't have a gun.
Reluctantly, Calla touched the bowl rim and the darkness immediately billowed through her vision. He was asleep, dreaming. To fall through the endless black water. He soared towards his stars. It's a metal piece in his face. The hair stuck to the corner of his mouth. Where was Maura in all this? An
unknown voice chanted his head, strident and astringent and sing-song: Queens and Kings Kings and Queens Blue Lilies, Lily Blue Crowns and Birds Swords and Things Blue Lily, Lily Blue Suddenly, he focused. It was Calla again. Now he saw what Maura saw: three sleepers - light, dark, and in

between. The knowledge that Artemus is underground. The certainty is that no one will come out of the caves unless they bring it. The realization that Blue and his friends were part of something mightier, something huge and stretching and slowly waking up – BLUE! screamed Calla because she realized
why her efforts were suddenly so successful. I'm sure Blue touched his shoulder, amplified everything. Hey, i'm sorry. I told you not to touch me. Blue didn't look sorry. What did you see? Calla still slipped into the other consciousness. He couldn't get it out of my head that he was preparing for a fight that
had actually been fought. He couldn't remember if he won last time. During Maura Sargent there was a nagging feeling that time no longer works. Not that it didn't work, exactly. Just that he no longer runs forward the way he came to think as usual. Minutes stacked in minutes to hours, then days and
weeks. He was beginning to suspect that he might be using the same minute over and over again. This may have bothered some people. Some people may not have noticed at all. But Maura wasn't a few people. When he was 14, he began to dream about the future. He spoke to his first soul when he
was 16. When he was 19, he used remote control to look at the other side of the world. The time and space was a bathtub maura splashed into. So you knew there were impossible things in the world, but you didn't believe that a cave where time stands is one of them. You've been here an hour? Two?
One day? Four days? 20 years? His flashlights aren't dead. But if time doesn't move forward, they never will, will they? He painted his flashlight floor by ceiling as he climbed through the tunnel. He didn't want to break his head, but he didn't want to fall into a bottomless crevice. He had already entered
some deep puss, and his worn boots were soaked and cold. The worst part was boredom. A poor childhood in west Virginia left Maura with strong self-confidence, high discomfort and a black sense of humour. But that's monotony. This was To tell a joke when you were alone. The only sign that Maura
could move somewhere was that she sometimes forgot who she was looking for down here. Artemus is the goal, he reminded himself. 17 years earlier, he let Calla convince him he was just going to run away. Maybe he wanted to be convinced. Deep down, he knew it was part of something bigger. He
knew it was a bigger part of it. Probably. So far, he's only found doubt in this tunnel. This wasn't the place the sun-worshiper Artemus would have ever chosen. He had half the idea that this was the place where a man like Artemus would die. He was starting to feel bad about the letter he left behind. He
read it in its entirety: Glendower is underground. So am I. At the time, he felt quite complacent; the note was intended to enraify and inspire, depending on who read it. Of course, he wrote that he thought he'd be back the next day. She reviewed now in her mind: Go to timeless caves to look for her exboyfriend. If it looks like I'm going to miss Blue's graduation, send me help. P.E., pies aren't food. He kept going. It was inky black in front of us and behind ink black. The sweep of his flashlight illuminated details: truncated stalins on uneven ceilings. There was water on the walls. But it wasn't lost because
there was only one possibility: deeper and deeper. He wasn't afraid yet. It took a long time to scare someone who played in time and space like a bathtub. Maura used a muddy stalagmite as a handrail and dragged herself through a narrow opening. The scene across the way was confusing. The ceiling
was dreated; the floor was a thorn; it was infinite; It was impossible. Then a little dripping water unspooled ripples through the image, momentarily ruining the illusion. It was an underground lake. The dark surface reflected the golden stones on the ceiling, making it seem as if the same number of
stalagmites jabbed up at the bottom of the lake. The real bottom of the lake was hidden. Water can be two inches, two feet, no depth. Ah. So he was here, finally. That's what he dreamed of. He still wasn't completely afraid, but his heart jumped out uneasily. Page 2, I could go home. I know the way. But if
Mr. Gray had been willing to risk his life for what he wanted, he could surely be so brave. He was wondering if he was alive. He was surprised at how much he hoped it was him. He reworked the note in his head. I'm going to timeless caves to find her ex-boyfriend. If it looks like I'm going to miss Blue's
graduation, send me help. P.E.Pie is still not food. P.P.S. Don't forget to take the car in for the oil change. P.P.P.S. Look for me at the bottom of a mirrored lake. A voice whispered in his ear. Someone from the future or the past. Someone lives or lives or sleeps. It wasn't really a Maura found out. He was
just hoarse. The voice of someone who's been calling me for a long time without an answer. Maura was a good listener. What did you say? Asked. He whispered again, Find me. It wasn't Artemus. It was someone else who got lost, or got lost, or got lost. In these caves, time was not a line; It was a
mirrored lake. P.P.P.P.S. Don't wake the third sleeper. 1 Do you think this is really real? Blue asked. They sat among the rising oaks under a stolen summer sky. Roots and rocks buckle up the moist soil around them. The foggy air wasn't like the overkn overly autumn cold they just left behind. They
craved summer, so Cabeswater gave them the summer. Richard Gansey III lay on his back, staring at the warm blue above the branches. In his khaki and citrus-yellow V-neck sweater, he drated and looked boisterous, throwing him out, the sensual heir to the forest around him. What's real? Blue said,
Maybe we'll all come here, fall asleep, and have the same dream. He knew that wasn't true, but it was both comforting and exciting to imagine that it was so connected that Cabeswater represented something they all thought of when they closed their eyes. I know when I'm awake and when I'm asleep,
Ronan Lynch said. If everything around Gansey was soft-edged and organic, faded and homogeneous, Ronan was sharp, dark and dissonant, standing out of the woods in sharp relief. Adam Parrish, curled up with a pair of shabby, greasy leg hairs, asked: You? Ronan despised or grinned badly. He was
like Cabeswater: creator of dreams. If he didn't know the difference between waking up and sleeping, it was because the difference didn't matter to him. Maybe I dreamt it, he said. Thanks for the straight teeth then, Adam replied. Around them, Cabeswater hummed and mumbled life. The birds that didn't
exist outside the woods were flapping over their heads. Somewhere nearby, the water gassed through rocks. The trees were big and old, covered with moss and lichen. Maybe it's because he knew the forest was a sensory one, but Blue thought it seemed wise. If he let his mind wander far enough, he
could almost feel the feeling of the forest listening to him. It was hard to explain; It was like the feeling of someone hovering your hand over your skin, not really touching it. Adam said: We have to gain Cabeswater's trust before we go into the cave. Blue didn't understand what it meant for Adam to be so
attached to the forest that he promised to have his hands and eyes. He suspected adam sometimes didn't. But on his advice, the group returned again and again into the woods, walking through the trees, exploring carefully, taking nothing. Walking in the cave, which can be kept both - and Maura. Mother.
The letter, which he had left more than a month earlier, did not indicate when he intended to return. It didn't say if he wanted to come back at all. So it was impossible to tell if he was still gone because he was in trouble or because he didn't want to come home. Other people's mothers disappeared into the
ground during their midlife crisis? I don't dream, said Noah Czerny. He was dead, so he probably didn't sleep either. I think it has to be real. It's real, but it's theirs, it's theirs. A few more minutes, hours, or days — what was the time? - they were lazy. A little away from the group, Ronan's younger brother,
Matthew, wagging their mother, Aurora, rejoiced in this visit. The two were golden-haired and angelic, both of them looking like inventions of this place. Blue longed to hate Aurora because of her origins - literally dreamed up by her husband - and because she had the attention span and intellectual
prowess of a puppy. But the truth was that he was infinitely kind and cheerful, as compulsively lovable as his youngest son. He wouldn't have left his daughter before senior year. The most infuriating part of Maura's disappearance was that Blue didn't know if she was consumed by worry or anger. He
fluctuated wildly between the two, sometimes burned himself out, and felt nothing at all. How could he do this to me? Blue lay his face facing a rock covered with warm moss, trying to keep his thoughts well and pleasant. The same ability that amplified clairvoyance, amplified Cabeswater's strange magic,
and he didn't want to cause another earthquake or cause panic. Instead, he started talking to the trees. He thought birds were singing – thought, or desired, or longed for, or dreamed of. It was a thought turned to the side, a door left cracked in his head. He told me more and more when he did it right. A
strange bird trilled high and off-key over it. He thought longed-for-dreamed leaves were snouting. The trees have sedated their leaves, creating vague, whispered words. Avide audimus. He meant spring flowers. A lily, blue, like its name. A blue petal fell aimlessly into her hair. Another fell on his palm and
slid down his wrist like a kiss. Gansey's eyes opened as the petals easily reached his face. As his lips parted, he became more and more amazed, a petal landed directly on his mouth. Adam dared his head back to watch the floral, fragrant rain drift down around them, slow motion butterflies in blue.
Blue's heart exploded with angry joy. It's real, it's real, it's real - Ronan looked blue, eyes narrowed. He didn't look away. He sometimes played this game with Ronan Lynch: Who would look away first? It was always a draw. He has changed the and now Blue felt less unequal in the group. Not because he
knew Ronan better, but because he felt gansey and adam were less familiar with him now. He challenged them to learn again. Gansey pushed himself to his elbow; petals fell from it, as if waking up from a long dream. Okay, that's it. I think it's time. Lynch? He rose, and stood proudly with his mother and
brother; Matthew, who waved his arms like a performing bear, was quiet. Aurora stroked Ronan's hand, which Ronan authorized. Up, he told Matthew. It's time to go. Aurora smiled gently at her sons. He stayed here in Cabeswater and did what his dreams did when no one was there to see them. It was
no surprise that Blue would fall asleep immediately if he left the forest; It was impossible to imagine Aurora existing in the real world. It's even more impossible to imagine you growing up with a mother like her. My mother wouldn't go away forever. Right? Ronan put his hand on both sides of Matthew's
head, smashed the blonde curls and locked his brother's gaze on his. Go and wait in the car, he said. If we're not back by 9:00, call Blue's house. Matthew's expression was pleasant and he wasn't afraid. His eyes were as blue as Rona's, but they were more innocent. How will I know the number? Ronan
continued to clasped his brother's head. Matthew. Focus. We've been over this. I want you to think. Tell me, how do you know the number? His brother laughed a little and scavezed his pocket. Oh, yes. It's programmed into your phone. Now I remember. I'll stay with him, Noah offered at the same time.
Chicken, said Ronan ungrateful. Lynch, said Gansey. That's a good idea, Noah, if you feel like you're up to it. Noah, as a ghost, needed external energy to remain visible. Both the Blue and the Ley lines were powerful spiritual elements; waiting in the car parked nearby should have been more than
enough. But sometimes it's not the energy that does Noah - it was his courage. He will be the champion, Blue said, fisting Noah's arm with ease. I will be a champion, repeated Noah. The forest was waiting, watching, snouting. The edge of the sky was grayer than the blue directly above their heads than
Cabeswater's attention was so closely focused on them that the real world is now able to penetrate. At the mouth of the cave, Gansey said, But fumo in the flammam. The smoke in the fire, Adam translated Blue. In the cave. In the cave. Everything in Cabeswater was magical, but the cave was unusual
because it didn't exist when the forest was first discovered. Or maybe it existed, but in another place. Gansey said equipment check. Blue threw out the contents of his tagged backpack. Helmets (bicycles, used), knee pads (roller skates, used) and (miniature, used) rolled out as well as a pink
switchblade. As he began applying these things to his body, Gansey emptied his messenger bag next to him. He included a helmet (caving, used), knee pads (caving, used), and a flashlight (Maglite, used), as well as several lengths of new rope, harness, and assorted screw anchors and metal carabinar.
Blue and Adam were staring at the equipment they were using. It seemed impossible that Richard Campbell Gansey III would have thought he was buying anything other than the brand-new one. Gansey, not caring about their attention, effortlessly tied a carabiner to a rope with a perfect knot. Blue got it
a moment before Adam. The device was used because Gansey used it. Sometimes it was hard to remember that he lived a life before they met him. Gansey started loosening a longer safety cable. What we talked about. We're tied together, three tractors, if you get scared in the slightest. Time check?
Adam checked his shabby watch. My watch isn't working. Ronan checked his precious black and shook his head. Although this was not unexpected, Blue is still disturbed, the dragon cut free. Gansey frowned as if he had shared his thoughts. Neither is my phone. Okay, Ronan. As Ronan cried Latin in the
air, Adam whispered to Blue if it was safe to go in? And my mother's still in there? The answer came in the form of sympathy leaves and guttural scraping, wilder than the sounds Blue had heard before. Greywaren semper est incorruptus. Always safe, Gansey translated quickly, eager to prove that he
wasn't completely useless when it came to Latin. Greywaren is always safe. Greywaren was Ronan. Whatever they were in these woods, Ronan got it better. Adam's a smudger, Incorrupt. I never thought anyone would use that word to describe Lynch. Ronan seemed as pleased as a viper. What do you
want from us? Blue was amazed as he entered. How do you see us? Only four teenagers sneak into an ancient forest. There was a strange, quiet earth room inside the cave entrance. The walls were dust and rock, roots and chalk, all the colors of Adam's hair and skin. Blue touched the reluctantly wavy
fern, the last foliage, before the sunlight faded. Adam turned his head, watched, but it was just the dull, ordinary sound of their footsteps. Gansey turned on his headlight. It barely tressed through the darkness of the narrowing tunnel. One of the boys was shaking a little. Blue didn't know it was Adam or
Ronan, but he could feel the cable shaking on his belt. I wish we'd brought Noah, said Gansey suddenly. We're going in. Ronan, don't forget to set the direction indicators on the fly. We're counting on you. Don't just stare at me. Nod, as you understand. Good. You know what? Give it to Jane. What's going
on? It sounded like he'd been betrayed. Blue accepted the markers - round, plastic plates with arrow keys drawn on them. He did not realize how nervous he was until he had it in his hand; It felt good to have something concrete to do. I want you to whistle, buzz or sing, Ronan, and keep track of time,
Gansey said. You have to shit on me, Ronan replied. Gansey looked down at the tunnel. I know you know a lot of songs all along and do them at the same speed and long all the time. Because you had to memorize all the melodies for the Irish music competitions. Blue and Adam were happy to look at the
look. The only thing more pleasant than seeing Ronan call him was that I saw him highlighted and forced him to sing an Irish jig several times. Piss on a rope, Ronan said. Gansey, not of any anith me, waited. Ronan shook his head, but then, with an evil smile, he started singing, Squash one, squash two,
s- Not one, both Adam and Gansey said. I don't listen to this for three hours, said Adam. Gansey pointed to Ronan until he started breathing. And they went deeper. Deeper. The sun is gone. The roots gave it to the lestals. The air was wet and smelled familiar. The walls scented like something alive. From
time to time, Blue and the others had to curse pools and streams - the narrow, uneven path was carved by water, and the water was still doing this job. Page 3 Ronan rolls around ten times, Blue deposited a marker. As the amount of chips in his hand dropped, he wondered how far they were going, how
they knew if they were even close. It was hard to believe there was a king hiding down here. It's even harder to imagine her mother being. This wasn't a place to live. It calmed his thoughts. There's no earthquake. They don't have any. He tried not for long, or to hope, to think, or to call Maura. The last
thing he wanted was Cabeswater to make him a copy of his mother. He just wanted the right one. The truth. It's getting steeper. The darkness itself was tiring; Blue longed for light, space, sky. He felt buried alive. Adam slipped and caught you with his hands outstretted. Hey, i'm sorry. They're feeding him
blue. Don't touch the walls. Ronan whistlingly asked: Cave bacteria? It's bad for styinatic growth. Oh, honestly - Ronan! Gansey, at the front of the line, did not turn, and his canary sweater turned light grey. Back to work. Ronan only started whistling when Gansey disappeared. What's going on? Adam
asked. Then they took him from his feet. Slammed the ground and slipped on the side, fingers closing. Blue didn't have time to figure out what that meant when he felt Ronan grab him from behind. Then the rope was tightly stuck around his waist, to pull it off his feet. But he was well implanted. His fingers
were rooted so tightly in his arms, they hurt. Adam was still on the ground, but he didn't slide anymore. Gansey, what's going on? - cried the word doleful in the vast space beyond. Are you all right down there? Because Gansey didn't just disappear, he fell into a hole. Thank God we were connected, Blue
thought. Ronan's arms were still around him; he felt them trembling. He didn't know if it was muscle pull or worry. He didn't even hesitate before grabbing her. I can't let myself forget that. Gansey, what's going on? Adam repeated it, and there was something terrible behind it. He was too confident
because of his anxiety to be invisible. Three tow trucks. Blue felt them shudder through Adam to him. Adam put his face in the mud with visible relief. What's going on? Ronan asked. Where is he? I'm sure it's ananakti, Adam replied, leaving with uncertainty that Henrietta's accent would snatch the last G
away from hanging. The rope cuts in half, pulls so hard. I can't get any closer to help. It's slimy - its weight just tightens it. Freeing himself from Ronan's arms, Blue took an experimental step closer to Gansey's whereabouts. The rope between him and Adam loosened, but he didn't slip any closer to the
hole. Slowly he said, I think there could be a counterweight if you don't move, Adam. Ronan, stay here - if anything happens and I start to slide, can you anchor yourself? Ronan's headlights pointed to a muddy post. Nodded. Okay, he said. I'm going to go over there and check it out. It slowly snated past
Adam. His fingers were hung in the sloppy ground next to his face. He almost fell into the hole. No wonder Gansey didn't see it. There was a rock ledge, and then, just - nothing. He swept his headlights back and forth, and all he saw was inky black. The gap was too wide to see the other side. It's too deep
to see the bottom. The safety rope, however, was dark, muddy, leading to the pit. Blue glittered with a flashlight in black. Gansey, what's going on? I'm right here. Gansey's voice was closer than he expected. It's quieter than you expected. I'm just... I think I'm having a panic attack. Are you having a panic
attack? New rule: Everyone has to give four tow trucks before suddenly disappearing. Did something break? Long break. No, no, no, no, no, the tone of the only word conveyed at the same time that he wasn't joking about his fear. Blue wasn't sure if reasking was his strong suit, especially when he wanted
it, but he tried. It's going to be okay. We're anchored here. All you have to do is get out. You're not going to fall. That's not what this is about. His voice was a splinter. I have something in my and it reminds me ... Missed. Or mud. It's everywhere. Tell me something else so I can point the flashlight at you.
There was nothing but the sound of his breathing, jagged and scared. He swept through the flashlight again. Or mosquitoes. Mosquitoes are everywhere, he said, sound bright. He didn't answer. There are more than two dozen species of cave beetles, he added. I read it before we left today. Gansey
whispered, Wasp. His heart contracted. In the washing of adrenaline, he talked himself out of it: Yes, the wasp can spew gansey with a stinger, but no, there were no wasps in this cave. And today wasn't the day Gansey was going to die because he saw his soul the day he died, and that ghost was
wearing an Aglionby sweater spattered with rain. Not a pair of khakis and a cheerful yellow V-neck. His flashlight finally found him. He hung a lycly in his harness, his head bowed, his hands above his ears. His flashlight tracked his shoulders. They were splashed with mud and dirt, but they didn't have
insects on them. He could breathe again. Look at me, he ordered. There are no wasps. I know, he muttered. That's why I said I thought I was having a panic attack. I know there are no wasps. What he didn't say, but what they both knew, was that Cabeswater was a cautious listener. Which meant he
didn't have to think about wasps. Well, you made me angry,' Blue said. Adam's lying in the mud for you. Ronan's going home. Gansey laughed out loud. Keep talking, Jane. I don't want to. I want you to grab the rope and pull yourself up here as soon as I know you can do it perfectly. What good is it to
talk? He looked up at her, and then her face was striped and unrecognizable. There's just something underneath me, and your voice is suppressing it. A nasty shudder went down Blue's spine. Cabeswater was such a good listener. Ronan, shouted softly over his shoulder. New plan: Adam and I are going
to pull Gansey out very quickly. What is it, what is it? It's a f**king terrible idea, Ronan said. Why this plan? Blue didn't want to shout it out loud. Adam, however, listened, and said softly and clearly: Adad is the liquid of foramen. I don't know. Api? Apibus? Forsitan, i'm sorry. Latin hid nothing from
Cabeswater; They were just trying to spare Gansey. No, Ronan said. No, i don't. That's not what's down there. Gansey closed his eyes. I saw him, Blue thought. I saw his soul when he died, and he wasn't wearing it. That's not how it happens. It's not now, it's later, it's later - Ronan kept going, his voice
louder. No, no, no, no, no, can you hear me, Cabeswater? You promised to protect me. Who are we to you? If you let him die, it won't keep me safe. You get it? If they die, I die. Now Blue could hear the buzzing sound from the pit. Adam spoke, the sound half dull from the mud. I made a deal with you,
Cabeswater. I'm your hand and your eyes. What do you think I'm going to see when he dies? The snout has increased. It sounded a lot. It's not hornets, blue thought, desired, longed for, dreamed. Who are we to you, Cabeswater? Who am I to you? He said out loud: We've made the Ley line stronger.
We've made you stronger. And we're going to keep helping you, but you've got to help us - Blackness ate his flashlight, rising from the depths. The sound exploded. Buzzed; It was wings. They filled the hole, hiding Gansey. Gansey, i'm sorry. Blue was yelling, or maybe it was Adam, or maybe it was
Ronan. Then something hit him in the face, and one more thing. It's a body that's been pinned down against a wall. Off the ceiling. The beams of the headlights were cut into thousands of flashing pieces. The sound of their wings. The voice. He's not a wasp. Bats? No, Ravens. This wasn't the place where
the ravens lived, and the ravens didn't act like that. But they exploded and broke out of the pit beneath Gansey. The flock never seemed to end. Blue was the disturbing feeling that has always been so, ravens coursing around them, feathers brushing their faces, claws scraping over his helmet. Then all of
a sudden, the ravens started shouting, back and forth, back and forth. More and more vocals and then resolved into words. Rex Corvus, parate Regis Corvi. The Raven King, make way for the Raven King. Feathers fell down as the birds careened toward the cave mouth. Blue's heart was out of the way of
how big it was at this moment, and that's it. Then there was silence, or at least not enough sound, to make Blue's trembling heart heard. The feathers were shaking in the mud next to Adam. Wait, Gansey said. I'm coming out. 2 Adam Parrish was lonely. There's no good word for the opposite of lonely.
You may be tempted to suggest togetherness or satisfaction, but the fact that these two other words bear definitions independent of each other perfectly shows why loneliness can't be properly reflected. This is not to say loneliness, neither alone nor lonely, although loneliness may contain all these words
pers none. Lonesome means the state of separation. That I'm different. Alone, some. Adam wasn't always alone, but he was always lonely. Even in a group, he slowly perfected the ability to keep himself separate. It was easier than we expected; The others allowed him to do it. He knew he was different
as he was better suited to the Ley line this summer. He was himself, but he was stronger. He's himself, but he's less human. If it was them, he'd quietly watch him leave. It was better this way. He didn't fight. anyone for so long. He hasn't been angry in weeks. Now, the day after they went into the ravens'
den, Adam drove his little, shitty car away from Henrietta on his way to Cabeswater's work. Through the soles of his shoes, he felt the slow pulse of the Ley line. If he didn't focus on it, his heartbeat was unconsciously synchronized with him. There was something reassuring and uneasy about the way it
was now intertwined; he could no longer tell if he was just a strong friend, or if he was power now. Adam looked carefully at the gas meter. The car will be back, he thought, if you don't have to go too far into the autumn mountains. He didn't know what to do for Cabeswater yet. His needs came to him on
restless nights and twinging days, slowly becoming visible as something floating on the surface of a lake. The current feeling, a nagging sense of unfinishedness, wasn't really clear yet, but the school was about to begin and she hoped to get it taken care of before classes started. That morning, he lined
his sink with tin foil, filled it with water, and spardled for clarification. All he could see was a blurry place. The rest will come to me when I'm closer. Probably. Instead, however, as he approached, his mind kept drifting back to Gansey's voice in the cave the day before. The tremming sound in it. Fear - fear
is so deep that Gansey couldn't bring himself to climb out of the pit, although physically nothing prevented him. He didn't know Richard Gansey thought he was a coward in Ill. Adam remembered squatting on his parents' kitchen floor and telling himself to buy Gansey's much-repeated advice to leave. Just
put what you need in the car, Adam. But he stayed. He hung in the pit of his father's wrath. And he's a coward. Adam felt the need to restructure every conversation he had with Gansey in light of this new knowledge. As the entrance to Skyline Drive came into view, his thoughts suddenly switched to
Cabeswater. Adam wasn't in the park, but he knew from Henrietta's life that it was a national park stretching along the Blue Ridge Mountains and following the ley line with almost gruesome precision. Before that, three lanes were fed into three snot-brown booths. There was a short line of cars waiting. His
gaze found the prize plate. He didn't realize he had to pay to enter. $15. Although he could not pinpoint the exact location of Cabeswater's task, he was confident it was on the other side of the pay-per-side cabs. There was no other way. But he also knew his pockets, and it wasn't $15. I'll come back
another time. He's so tired of doing things differently, in a different way, in a cheaper way, one day when Gansey was able to get his edges in order. That's how it was supposed to be. He could do it on his own, like the magician, touching the Ley line. But the Ley line couldn't get him through the toll mall. If
Gansey had been here, he would have easily thrown the bills out of the Camaro. He wouldn't even have thought about it. One day, Adam thought. One day. As he got in line, he ripped out his wallet, and when he couldn't produce enough, he started digging after the change during the sessions. It was a
moment that would have been easier and worse if it had been with Gansey, Ronan and Blue. Since then ious should have been created, the haves assured them that there was no need to be repaid, the have-nots insist that they were. Page 4 But since it was only Adam, a lonely Adam, he looked only
silently at the small amount he had managed to scrape together. $12.38. He didn't beg in the booth. He didn't have much except some damn dignity, and he couldn't bring himself to pass it through the driver's side window. It has to be another day. He didn't get angry. There was no one I could have been
mad at. He leaned back with his head in front of the driver's side window for just a moment, then pulled it out of line and leaned on his shoulder to turn around. As he did, his attention to the vehicles is still in line. Two cars were exactly what Adam might imagine: a minivan with a young family, a sedan with
a laughing, college-aged couple. But the third car wasn't quite right. It was a rental car - he saw the barcode sticker in the corner of the windshield. Maybe that wasn't weird; a tourist can fly and visit the park. But on the dashboard, there was a device adam knew very well: an electromagnetic frequency
scanner. Another device was sitting next to him, although he wasn't sure what it was. Maybe it's a geophone. The kind of device Gansey and the others used to hunt the Ley Line. The kind they used to find Cabeswater. Then he blinked, and the dashboard of the car was empty. It's always been empty. It
was just a rental car with a bored family in it. A month ago, Adam wouldn't understand why he was seeing things that weren't real. But now he knew Cabeswater better and understood that what he was seeing now was real - just real in another place, or at another time. Someone else came to Henrietta's
to find the Ley line. 3 Mapey's neat downer, Blue said, how far he goes. How far are you going? Gansey demanded it. He replayed his words, but they remained meaningless. Lynch, don't take this down. It has been several days since the trip to the cave of ravens, and now it is on its way to the airport to
pick up Dr Roger Malory, international Ley Line expert and elderly mentor at Gansey's. Ronan was in the passenger seat. Adam slammed into a window in the back, his mouth in the unresensed sleep of the exhausted. Blue sat behind Gansey, clutching his head support space to be heard. This car, he
said. Gansey knew that the reliable and powerful Suburban would have been a more logical choice for the trip, but he wanted the old Camaro to be the first thing the professor saw, not the expensive new SUV. The Camaro was shorthand for the person he became, and more than anything, he wanted
Malory to feel that person was worth the trip. The professor didn't fly, but he flew 3,000 miles for it. Gansey could not decipher how to reciprocate such kindness, especially given the circumstances in which he left England. I said maybe we should descend into the pit you helpfully found. Blue's voice was
paced with the engine, and Ronan's still offensive electronics. It seemed impossible for Adam to sleep through it. I just don't - Ronan. My ears are bleeding! Ronan turned down the music. Gansey started again. I can't imagine why Glendower's men are tired of letting him in that hole. I just can't, Jane. Even
thinking about the pit made long ago poison buzz and burn in the throat; easily summoned the image of warning striped insects lurking thin skin between their fingers. He almost forgot how terrible and fascinating it was to re-live the moment. Watch the road, Gansey. Maybe it's another hole, he suggested.
The collapsed top of a lower cave. If that's true, we need to get through it, not in it. Ronan and I have to climb the walls like spiders. Unless you and Adam have rock climbing experience, I don't know about it. Outside the car, Washington, D.C., slunk closer; the deep blue sky grew smaller. The widening
interstate has increased railings, street lights, BMWs, airport taxis. In the rearview mirror, Gansey saw a corner of Blue's face. Her wide awake gaze snagged something outside, fast, and she was craned to look out the window as if it were a different country. That's what it was. He was, as always, a
reluctantly returning abroad. He felt pain, he felt a desire to run, and that surprised him. It's been a long time. Blue said: Ronan can dream us a bridge. Ronan has made a glorious encyclical. Don't just suck on me. Tell me why you don't. You're a magical creature. Why can't you do magic? With acid
accuracy, Ronan replied: For starters, I need to sleep there in the pit, as I need touching something to pull out a dream. And I need to know what was on the other side so I know what kind of bridge to make. And even if I took all this off, if I took something this big out of my dream, it would suck out the Ley
line, it would probably make Cabeswater disappear again, this time with us, and send us all to something never-ever-earth. f**kery that you might never escape. I thought that after the events of the summer, all this was self-evident, which is why I put it together earlier, Ronan said of the noise of glorious
disdain. Thanks for the super useful alternative suggestions, Ronan Lynch. Your contribution at the end of the world will be tallied accordingly, Blue said. He turned his attention back to Gansey and insisted, so what? It has to be important, or Cabeswater wouldn't have shown it to us. Gansey says that
assumes Cabeswater's priorities are the same as ours. He said out loud: We'll find another way in. One that leads us from the other side to the hole. Since this is not a normal cave - it's all tied to the Ley line - Malory can help us. He couldn't believe Malory was really here. He spent almost a year with the
professor, the longest time he's been anywhere, and he felt like there would never be a time when he wasn't looking. Now he looked into a narrowing grave, and somewhere in that vast darkness was glendower and the end. Gansey felt off-kilter; time played nervous fast forward. In the rearview mirror, he
accidentally caught a glimpse of Blue's eyes. Oddly enough, he saw his own thoughts reflected on his face: excitement and dismay. Coincidentally, in front of Ronan, convinced that Adam was still asleep, Gansey swayed his hand between the driver's seat and the door. Palms up, fingers dating back to
blue. That wasn't allowed. He knew he wasn't supposed to do that. He could not afford to play favorites between Adam and Ronan; He and Blue couldn't play favorites like that. He wouldn't see the gesture anyway. He'd ignore it if he did. His heart was humming. Blue touched his fingers. Just this - He
pinched his fingers lightly, just for a moment, then pulled his hand out and put it back on the wheel. His chest was warm. That wasn't allowed. Ronan didn't see it; Adam was still asleep. The only victim was his pulse. The exit, dick! Ronan's crazy. Or Dick. It could have been, really. Gansey steered in a
hurry. Adam blinked awake. Ronan swore. Gansey's heart restarted. Watch the road, Gansey. At the airport, the professor didn't wait in the outdoor check-in area, as we discussed, and he didn't answer his phone. He was eventually found next to the luggage carousel, next to a group of people talking, a
baggage tower and an irritable-looking service dog. It looked exactly like Gansey remembered it. He had some kind of turtle in his respect, and it wasn't just one jaw, it was another one standing behind him. His nose and ears were made of rubber imbolyatically. The round bags under his eyes perfectly
mirrored his round eyebrow lines. The look on his face is confused. Mr Malory, i'm sorry. said he was happy to. Oh, my God, Ronan said under his breath. He's so old. Adam hit Ronan, saving Gansey trouble. Gansey, said Malory, clasped his hands with him. What a relief. I'm terribly sorry to keep you
waiting, I called. My damn phone. The battery on these things is rubbish. It's like a conspiracy to sell us something. Hypotensive, probably. Are planes always like this? So full of people? I'm afraid so, Gansey said. From the corner of his eye, he noticed that Adam was not entirely Adam in relation to
Malory, his head was a tucked-up, pensive concentration in his eyes. Gansey rushed in a bewildered hurry. Let me introduce you. These are my friends Ronan, Adam Parrish and Jane. Adam's expression was focused. It's adam-like. He blinked at Gansey. Blue, blue corrected. Oh, yes, you're blue,
Malory agreed. How thoughtful of you. What was his name? Jane? That's the lady I spoke to on the phone months ago, right? It's so small. Are you done growing? What is that? Blue told me. Gansey felt it was time to remove Malory from the terminal. Which one of these is your bag? All of them, Malory
said tragically. Ronan did everything he could to catch Gansey's eye, but Gansey wouldn't let him. The teens picked up the bags. The service dog is up. Blue, a friend of all blood teeth, said, Wow, my friend. You stay here. Oh, no, Malory objected. The dog is mine. They looked at the Dog. He wore a
smart blue vest that advertised his usefulness without further details. Okay, Gansey said. He avoided another sensible look for Ronan. On the curb, we all stopped by Malory to remove the dog vest and then watched the dog relieve himself of the sign of the rental car shuttle. Ronan asked, What's a dog
for? Malory's turtle's tortoise is very small. He's a service animal. What kind of service do you provide? Excuse me, Malory replied. Gansey avoided a third meaningful look from both Adam and Malory. They've reached the car, which hasn't got any bigger since they entered the terminal. Gansey didn't like
to be so directly confronted with the consequences of his folly. Ladies and gentlemen, my trick today will be to take this 1973 Camaro, except for the spare tire from the trunk, Gansey left it by a street light. The price of Malory's visit. - and fits five people, a dog, and a hell of a lot of luggage inside. After
completing this magic trick, he sat in the driver's seat. The dog was panting anxiously. Gansey knew what it felt like. Can I pet him? Is that him? Blue asked. Yes, Malory replied. But you're not going to enjoy it. He's very tense. Gansey allowed Blue to look at her in the rearview mirror as they returned to
the The food on the plane was appalling; It's amazing the staff didn't die from bleeding ulcers, said Malory. He hit Gansey's arm so suddenly, both Gansey and the Dog were surprised. Do you know anything about the draperies the English lost in Mawddwy? Lambrequin? Oh, was it red-handed women? I
thought they decided it was a flag, gansey said. Yes, yes, it's the real thing. You're good! Gansey thought it was no better than you'd expect after seven years of fairly purposeful learning, but he appreciated the feeling. He raised his voice to include the back seat in the conversation. It's actually very
interesting. The English chased some of Glendower's men, and although they left, the English caught this ancient draperia. Flag, whatever. Red hands are interesting because red hands are associated with Mab Darogan, a mythical title. It was given to people like King Arthur and Llewellyn, the great, and
of course Owain Lawgoch - Of course, echoed Ronan sarcastically. Of course it's Owain Lawgoch. Don't be such a scumbag, Adam murmured. This lane ends, Blue said. That's right, said Gansey, merging. Besides, Mab Darogan was a kind of Welsh 'Son of Destiny.' Malory broke in, blame the poets. It's
easier to start a riot if they think they're on the side of a half-god or a chosen one. Never trust a poet. They - Gansey interrupted, the flag was destroyed, right? Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to cut you off. That's totally fine, Malory said, and it sounded like it was more than okay. This - plucking strands from
the narrow weave of history - was a common ground. Gansey was relieved to discover that their relationship was still intact, based only on a very different foundation than his relationship with the people currently in the back seat. As Honda blew them away, the occupants put Gansey on his finger, the
professor continued: This was actually thought destroyed. They remodeled it, really. Skidmore wrote that it became Henrik's fourth nightgly, although I couldn't find his sources. Nightglys! Why nightgings? Gansey said, For maximum infamy. No one knows what shame means, Gansey, muttered Adam.
Shame, deliveredmalory. The destruction of dignity. It's like flying. But the draperia was actually only redied last week. Gansey swerved. You're kidding! Page 5 It's in terrible condition – textiles don't keep it nicely, as you well know. And it took them forever to figure out what it was. Now get off at the exit,
Gansey, to show you this. Strange coincidence, the draperia was found under a barn in Kirtling. The flood cut a deep path through the topsoil, which revealed the older foundation. Meters and meters away from the contamination. Adam asked: Did all that water not destroy the flag? The professor turns
around. That's exactly the question. A trick of physics, water did not fill the foundation, but managed to cut a separate course slightly upwards! And in answer to your question, yes! The barn was on a ley line. That was the question I wanted to ask, ronan said. Ronan, Blue said, don't be such a piece of
shit. Gansey caught a corner of Adam's laughter in the rearview mirror as he drove into a parking lot at a dragged gas station. Malory made an old digital camera somewhere in her person and is now clicking back on the photos on it. They're now blaming the flood for a flash thunderstorm or something
like that. But the people who were there say it's because the barn walls were crying. She was crying! It was impossible to tell if he was horrified or delighted. What do you think? Gansey asked. In response, Malory simply handed him the camera. Gansey looked at the window. Oh, he said. In the photo, a
badly degraded textile painted three women, each in simple capes at the same time long before Glendower. They stood in identical poses, raising their hands to both sides of their heads, palms of bloodied red proclaiming Mab Darogan. They were both wearing Blue Sergeant's face. Impossible. But no,
i'm not. Nothing's been impossible these days. She zoomed in on the photo for a better look. Blue's wide eyes looked back at him. Stylized, yes, but still, the resemblance was gruesome: questionable eyebrows, curious mouth. He put a snot to his ear as the wasp spewed in his ear. He suddenly flooded
his seat, as he had not been there for a long time, with the memory of the voice in his head as his life was saved. You're going to live for Glendower. Someone else on the Ley line is dying when he shouldn't be, and he's going to live like this when he shouldn't. He was full of meeting Glendower himself,
touching his hand, kneel in front of him, thanking him for being him. Hands reach from behind; He didn't know whose it was. He let them take the camera. The blue murmured about something he didn't catch. Adam whispered, He looks like you. Which? Each. Fuck, Ronan said, voicing all their thoughts.
The photo is so close, Gansey said eventually. The quality is excellent. Of course, replied Malory. Don't you understand? This is the barn outside my cabin. I saw the tears. My team found the draperia. Gansey struggled to put this together. How did you know you had to look there? That's it, Gansey, that's
the thing. I wasn't looking for anything. I was on a well-deserved vacation. After the summer I fought the wretched Simmons' neighbor over his wild animals. question, I desperately need some time away. I assure you, my presence in Kirtling was accidental. Coincidence, echoed Adam, is insensiable.
What was that thing, this huge thing? Gansey lived forward and with fear. His greatness was like the black pit in the cave - he could not see the bottom or the other side. I must say, Gansey, said Malory brightly. I'm so excited to meet your ley line. 4 Blue couldn't sleep that night. He couldn't stop waiting
for the sound of the front door. Some ingrained, stupid parts couldn't believe her mother wouldn't come home before school started tomorrow. His mother always had an answer for everything, even if it was wrong, and Blue took it for granted that he would be unchanged as everything else turned
sideways. Blue missed him. He went out into the hallway and kept quiet. Outside, Orla was holding a midnight scakicing with some enthusiastic clients. Downstairs, Calla watched tv alone angrily. On his floor he heard nothing, nothing - and then a series of short, purposeful sighs from Persephone's room
at the end of the hall. When he knocked, Persephone said in his tiny voice: You might as well do it. Inside, the lamplight reached only a shoddy little table and the end of Persephone's tall, elderly twin bed. Perky sat cross-legged in the Victorian desk chair, her huge nimbus curly hair lit in gold with the only
bulb. He worked in an old sweater. As Blue climbed onto the shabby mattress, several thread slurs raced to get his ass barefoot. She yanked her oversized shirt off her knees and watched Persephone for a few minutes. It appeared to add length to the sleeves by sewing the inappropriate cuffs. Every so
often, he sighed as if annoyed himself or his sweater. Is this yours? Blue asked. What's mine? Persephone followed his eyes to the sweater. Oh, it's not my fault. Oh, no, I mean, it was. Once. But you see I'm changing it. Someone with huge, long arms? Persephone stretched out the dress to check if that
was the case. Yes, yes, i'm sorry. Blue slowly line up the theme color on the bed next to it. You think mom was looking for Butternut? He's your father. Artemus, Persephone corrected. Or clarified. Butternut wasn't really Blue's father's name - it's a pet named Maura apparently given to him by Ye Olde
Days. I think it's over-simple. Yes, that's one of the reasons he left. I thought you had a thing for Mr. Gray. Persephone is considered. The problem with your mother, Blue, is that she likes to touch things. We told him Artemus was a thing of the past. I said he made his decisions long before you did. But
no, he had to keep on touching it. How can you expect something to heal if you keep telling me? so he ... Went... To... Get Her? Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no, Persephone said with a little laugh. I don't think it's - no. Like you said, he has a thing for Mr. Gray. Are young people really saying that? I just told
you. I'm young. Ish. Are you asking or not? Either you accept my authority, or we move on. We're moving on. But it's up to him if he wants to find her. You'll never be alone, and this is your chance to have some time for yourself. Maura didn't strike Blue as a time to make herself a person, but maybe that
was the problem. So you're saying we shouldn't look any further. How am I supposed to know? You're a psychic! You ask people to tell you their future! Look to the future. Persephone looked blue with her all-black eyes until she felt a little unwell about her outburst, and then Persephone added: 'Maura

went into Cabeswater. It's not the future. Besides, if he needed help, he would have asked. Probably. If I had paid you, said Blue dangerously, I would have asked for my money back right now. It's a good thing you didn't pay me. Do you think that's even the way it is? Persephone held up the sweater. The
two fingers didn't look the same. With a pretty damn pshaw! Blue jumped off the bed and stormed out of the room. You heard Persfon's call: Sleep is brain food! as he headed down the hall. The blue one wasn't comforted. He didn't feel like he was having a meaningful conversation with a man right now.
Instead of her bedroom, she crept into the obscure Phone/Sewing/Cat Room and sat down next to the psychic hotline, folding her naked legs underneath. The window, open, let in the cold air. Street light casts familiar, living shadows through leaves on the compartments of sewing materials. Grabbing the
pillow from the chair, Blue rested on top of her goose-bumped leg before picking up the handset. He listened to see if there was a dial tone and no psychic activity at the other end. Then he called Gansey. It rang twice, three times, and then, hello? He sounded boy-like and ordinary. Blue said, Am I going
to wake you up? He heard Gansey scrape off his wireframes. No, he lied, I was awake. I called you by accident anyway. I was going to call Congress, but your number is one by one. Oh? Yes, because yours is 6-6-5. Stopped. Do you get it? Oh, you. 6-6-5. One number is different. I understand? Yes, I
got it. Then he was quiet for a minute, although he could hear him breathing. I didn't know hell could be called hell. Then call him in, Blue said. The thing is, you can't scream. I suppose you could send me a letter. There were never enough postal jobs. No, faxes, said Gansey. Pretend I didn't say a letter.
Faxes are funnier. he laughed in the pillow. Okay, that was all. What's the whole thing? That's all I wanted to say. I've learned a lot. I'm glad you dialed wrong. Well, it's my fault. It's easy to make a mistake, he said. Maybe I'll do it again. A very, very long break. He opened his mouth to fill in, then changed
his mind and didn't. He trembled again, even if it wasn't cold with the pillow on his feet. You shouldn't, Gansey said eventually. But I hope so. 5 The next morning, Gansey and Malory went outside to investigate the Ley line. Adam agreed to join them, which surprised Gansey. It wasn't that they were
fighting. It was that they had been ... I'm not fighting. I'm not talking. Anything. Gansey was on the same path as usual, and Adam put a fork on the second trip. But for now, at least, they've been heading in the same direction. Goal: Find another entrance to the raven cave. Method: Track steps in previous
Ley line searches. Sources: Roger Malory. It was a good time of year to show you the city. Henrietta and her surroundings were a coloring box. Green hayfields, golden cornfields, yellow shovels, orange trees, periwinkle mountains, cerulean cloudless skies. The freshly paved road was black and snaking
and inviting. The air was sharp and breathable and he insisted on acting. All three moved quickly until Malory's attention was caught and held at their fourth stop in the morning, Mount Massanutten. It wasn't the most mystical place. The neighborhoods bubbled from the side and were crowned by a ski
resort. Gansey found it rude, tourist and student fed, but if he had said it out loud, Adam would have ripped his throat out in a minute because he was elitist. The three of them stopped off the road, avoiding staring at slow drivers. Malory was pushed behind his tripod, either by adam or by himself. The
procedure for ley hunting is quite different in the United States! In England, a real ley must have at least one aligned element - church, barrow, standing stone - every two miles, or it is considered accidental. But of course here in the colonies - both boys smiled good-natured - all much further apart. In fact,
it was never the Romans to build you things in wonderfully straight lines. Damage. One of them's missing. I miss the Romans, Gansey said, only for Adam to grin at what he did. Malory saw his passage through the gaping trees towards the gaping valley. And although the line is now awake and deep positively deep - in energy, the secondary line we are looking for today is n- curses! He tripped over the dog. The dog looked at Malory. The look on his face said, Curses! Give me that pencil. Malory took the pencil from Adam and marked something on the map. Get in the car. Sorry? Adam polite and
shocked. It's not you! The dog! The dog sulkily retired. Another car slowed down to stare. Malory mumbled to herself. Adam remotely touched his finger on his own wrist, a gesture somehow unsettling and otherworldly. Insects buzzed around them; The wings combed Gansey's face. A bee, perhaps; I
could be dead in a minute, maybe on the side of the road, before Malory takes her cell phone out of the car before Adam finds out what's going on. Don't swat the insect. He's buzzed, but his heart's still beating fast. Tell me what you're doing,' Gansey said. Then he corrected: We. Malory accepted the
professor's voice. Your cave is connected to the Ley line, and it has no permanent location. Therefore, if we're looking for a cave to join him, there's no point in looking for proper cave entrances. Just one pass on a ley is enough. And as your cave map shows, you've been going right to ley instead of
going all the way through, I think the cave network exists entirely on several lines. So we're looking for a way out. Tell me, what is this? It indicated something on one of the maps that a younger Gansey had noticed strongly. Gansey Sr. raised Malory's finger to look underneath. Spruce Button. The highest
peak in West Virginia. 4,500 feet or something? Page 6: Virginia's highest peak? Malory echoed. West, Gansey and Adam said at the same time. West Virginia, Gansey repeated, diligently avoiding eye contact with another slowing leader. Sixty miles west of here. Maybe 70? Malory pulled the square
fingertip a few inches along one of the many short highlighter paths. And what is this? Coopers Mountain. Malory touched him. What's with the message? Giant's grave? That's another name for the mountain. The professor raised his hairy eyebrows. Interesting name for the new world. Gansey recalled
how excited he was to learn the old name of Coopers Mountain. It felt like a fascinating bit of detective work tripping over it in an old court document, and then even more exciting to discover that the mountain was suitly strange: located all by itself in the middle of sloping fields, two miles from the main
ridge. Why is it interesting? Adam asked. Gansey explained: Kings were often giants in British mythology. There are many British places associated with kings of the word giant in them, or giant in size. There is a mountain in Wales, what is it ... Idris, what's the matter? Dr. Malory, help me. Malory hit him
in the mouth. Cadair Idris. That's right, that's it. This means that the chair idris, who is a king and a giant, and thus the chair on the mountain is giant in size as well. I got permission to hike the Giant's Grave – there were some rumors of Indian graves there, but I couldn't find There's no cave. Malory
continued to search for the highlight line. What about this one? Mole Hill. It used to be a volcano. It's in the middle of a flat field. There's no cave there, just a lot of geology students. Malory's connected to the last spot on the line. And that's us, right? Mass-a-nut-ten. All right, this line is yours. I've waited a
lifetime to see something like this. Remarkable! Tell me, are you sure there's other people hanging around? Yes, Adam replied immediately. Gansey looked at him. Yes left no doubt; yes, it's not paranoia, it's observation. To Gansey, not Malory, Adam said, Because of Mr. Gray. Naturally. Mr. Gray was
looking for a magic package, and when he couldn't deliver it to his employer, Colin Greenmantle, Greenmantle flooded the city with people looking for Mr. Gray. It would be foolish to assume they're all gone. Gansey wanted to be more of a fool. It's no surprise! Malory's finished. He applauded Gansey's
shoulder. Lucky for you, this young man has a better ear than most; He'll hear that king long before anyone else listens. Now let's get out of here before he grabs me. Spruce Knob. Beyond the other two knots. Out of the old habit, Gansey collected the transit and GPS and laser bars as Malory climbed the
Suburban wait. Adam went a little further into the woods to pee, which always wished Gansey wouldn't have too much inhibition to do the same. When he returned, Adam suddenly said, I'm glad we're not fighting. It was stupid that it took so long. Yes, replied Gansey, trying not to sound relieved,
exhausted, satisfied. He was afraid to say too much; It would destroy this moment, which seemed imaginary. Adam continued: That thing with Blue. I should have known it would be weird to date her when she was one of them... You know, with all of us. Anyway. Gansey was thinking about his fingers at
Blue's, and how stupid that gesture was. That balance is so hard to win. He liked to be a fool, but he couldn't keep his way. Both boys looked out at the bare spot towards the trees in the valley. Thunder rumbled somewhere, though there was no cloud in the sky. I didn't feel it coming from the sky anyway.
It was like he came from under them on the Ley line. Adam's expression was cruel and content; Gansey was immediately proud to know him and was insecure. I can't believe we're doing this, Gansey said. Adam replied, I can. 6 This was not Blue's real life. As he leaned against the wall in front of the
guidance counselor's office, he wondered when he would start thinking of school as an important thing again. After an extraordinary summer full of kings and missing mothers, to really, really picture yourself going to class every day. What would that be in two years? No one here would remember him, or
vice versa. All he remembered was that this was the fall that his mother had disappeared. It was glendower year. Looking through the linoleum-basted hall of the clock. In an hour, you can walk home to your real life. You'll be back tomorrow, Blue told you. And the next day. But it looked more like a dream
than Cabeswater. He touched the palm of his hand with the fingers of his other hand and thought of the flag Malory found, painted with three women with red hands and faces. He thought the boys were exploring without him. He found out about Noah's presence. At first, he knew he was there, and when
he thought about what he knew by accident, he realized he could see him slipping next to him in his crumpled Aglionby uniform. Here? Blue demanded it, although he was really pleased. Here, and not in the raven cave of death? Noah shrugged, apologetic and sleety. Its proximity cooled Blue as she
pulled energy from it to remain visible. He blinked at two girls walking around pushing a car. They didn't notice, but it was hard to tell if it was because he was invisible to them or just because he was Noah. I think I miss this part, he said. The beginning. That's the beginning, isn't it? Day one, Blue replied.
Oh, yes. Noah leaned back and inhaled. Oh, wait, no, that's the other one. I forgot. I hate this part. Blue didn't hate it because it had to be acknowledged that it actually happened. What are you doing? Noah asked. He handed her a pamphlet, even though he felt like he was sharing it consciously, like he
was giving santa a list. I'll talk to the counselor about it. Noah read the words as if they were in a foreign language. Ex-per-ie-ence di-verse fo-rest type on A-ma-zon. The Sch-ooool of E-col-o-gy fea-tures is smanes-y a-wide - oh, you can't go somewhere. He was very aware that he was probably right.
Thank you for your trust. People will see that you don't talk to anyone, and they think you're weird. That amused him. He wasn't messing around, and he wasn't worried, Blue. She was the daughter of the city psychic for 18 years, and now, in her senior year, she's had every possible conversation about
that fact. Ostracized, hugged, bullied and cajoled. He went to hell, had a straight line to spiritual nirva. His mother was a fraud, his mother a witch. Dressed in blue as a drifter, Blue dressed as a fashion mogul. She was untouchably cheerful, she was a friendless whore. It would put me in monotonous
background noise. The sad and lonely end result was that Blue Sargent was the in the halls of Mountain View High School. Except Noah. Do you see any other dead people? Blue asked. You mean, you see my mother? Noah trembled. A voice came from the cracked office door. Blue? Honey, you can
come in now. Noah slipped into the office before that. Even though he looked solid and lived in strong sunlight through the office window, the consultant looked right through him. His invisibility seemed downright wonderful as he sat on the ground in front of the metal table pleasantly eavesdropping. Blue
took a disheartening look at him. There were two kinds of people: people who saw Noah and people who didn't. Blue usually only came out with the former. The counselor - Ms. Shiftlet - was new at school, but not for Henrietta. Blue recognized him from the post office. She was one of those impeccably
dressed older women who liked to do things right the first time. He sat perfectly upright in a chair designed for slouching, out of place behind a cheap shared desk crowded with inappropriate personal trinkets. Ms. Shiftlet checked the computer effectively. I see someone just had a birthday. Was it your
birthday? Noah demanded it. Blue struggled to talk to the counselor instead of Noah. We- oh- yes. It was two weeks ago. Maura usually made sludgy brownies, but she wasn't there. Persephone tried his best to recreate the raw glory, but the brownie accidentally turned out nice and accurate powdered
sugar dusted with tat samples on top. Calla was worried blue was going to get angry, which interrupted blue. Why would Blue be mad at them? He was going to slap Maura. Or hugs. I can't believe you didn't tell us, said Noah. We could have gone for ice cream. Noah couldn't eat, but he loved the gelato
parlor in town because he escaped from Blue. Ms. Shiftlet leaned toward Blue without disrupting her perfect posture. I see you spoke to Mr. Torres before he left. There's a note here about an incident-- It's all taken care of, and that's it, Blue interrupted, avoiding Noah's eyes. He slipped the brochure
across the table. Pretend it never happened. I just want to know if there's any way I can get here from what I'm doing right now. Ms. Shiftlet was apparently eager to get anything that could be considered an incident off the subject. He looked at the brochure. Well, this looks like a barrel of monkey, pun
intended! Are you interested in wildlife? Let me get some information on this school. Noah leaned in. You should see his shoes. Pointed. Blue didn't care. I'd like to do something about the river systems or the forest - Oh, this school is very competitive. Ms. Shiftlet was too effective for Blue to finish her
sentence. Here, let me the average score of the students shed. Rude, Noah commented. Ms. Shiftlet turned the monitor so Blue could see a slightly demoralizing graph. You see how few students are accepted. This means that financial support would also be very competitive. Would you ask for support?
He said it was a statement, not an issue, but he wasn't wrong. That was Mountain View High. No one paid openly for a private school. Most of Blue's peers consider community college or public schools, if they consider college at all. I don't know if Mr. Torres went through the school he needs. Ms. Shiftlet
sounded like she suspected she didn't, and that's why she judged him. What you need are three different types. Reach schools, matches and security schools. This is a wonderful example of a reach school. But now it's time to add a few others to the list. Some schools make sure they can get in and
afford it. It's just common sense. Ms. Shiftlet wrote reach, match, and security on an index card. Emphasizing security, he slipped it across the table. Blue wasn't sure he had to keep it. Have you completed the application fee waiver form? There's four of them. Did I read on the Internet that I can dispense
with up to four? This efficiency show apparently pleased Ms. Shiftlet. So maybe you already know it's reach school! Now it's time to make a meaningful security plan. Blue was fed up with compromises. He's tired of being intelligent. Noah scratched his nails on the table. The sound - which is admittedly
uncomfortable - made Ms. Shiftlet's forehead. He said: I'd be a lot sunier if I was a consultant. If I did get in, Blue said, could I get a loan and a grant to cover the whole thing? Let me get some paperwork, Ms. Shiftlet said. FaFSA will pay one percent depending on the need. The amount varies. Blue can't
expect help from the lean budget of 300 Fox Way. He meant the bank account he filled slowly. How much is left? Can you guess? Ms. Shiftlet sighed. The speculation was clearly out of his interest. He turned the monitor around again to reveal the school's tuition. If you lived in the dorm, he'd probably
commit you for $10,000 a year. Your parents, of course, can borrow money. I've got paperwork for that, too, if you want. Blue leaned back as his heart emptied his chest cavity. Of course it's impossible. It was impossible before it arrived and still impossible forever. It's just that his time with Gansey and
the others made him think that the impossible might be more possible than he thought. Maura always told him to look at your potential. Other options Although. Blue doesn't. It wasn't good to shed tears over something you've known for so long. It was just, on top of everything- He swallowed it. I'm not
going to cry in front of her about this. Suddenly, Noah ran out from under the table. He jumped on his feet. There was something wrong with the action, something about it, which meant it was too fast or too vertical or too violent for a living boy to perform. And he kept going, even after he got up. As he
reached to the ceiling, the card that he said would reach, match, and security hurt into the air. Page 7 Oh? Ms. Shiftlet said. Even his voice wasn't surprised. The heat was sucked from Blue's skin. The water was squeaking in Ms. Shiftlet's bottle. The business card holder is outraged. The cards are on the
table. A speaker fell on his face. A line of paper swirled up. Someone's family photo was taken upwards. Blue jumped up. He didn't have a direct plan like stopping Noah, but the way he threw his hand out, he realized Noah wasn't there. It was just a tossed explosion of fabrics, business envelopes and
business cards, a frenetic tornado that lost its propulsion. The material has collapsed back to the table. Blue and Ms. Shiftlet were staring at each other. The paper rattled as he calmed down completely. The overturned computer speaker buzzed; one of his cables was knocked out. The temperature
slowly rises in the room again. What just happened? Ms. Shiftlet asked. His blue pulse is galloping. Honestly, he replied: I have no idea. 7 Blue arrived at Monmouth Manufacturing in front of everyone else. He knocked to make sure, and then he let himself in. He was immediately covered in the
comfortable smell of the room: the faded library smell of old books, the cool smell of mint, the must-and-rust smell of centuries-old brick and ancient pipes, the ruins of dirty laundry propped up against the wall. Noah? His voice was small in the vast expanse. He dropped his backpack on the table chair. Are
you here? It's okay, I'm not nervous. You can use my energy if you need it. There was no answer. The space is getting grey and blue as one of the strange flash thunderstorms roiled through the mountains, filling the floor-to-ceiling windows with warehouse clouds. Behind the sharp afternoon shadows
piles of books mutated and scattered. The room looked heavy and sleepy. Blue looked into the dark gathering at the far peak of the roof. Noah? I just want to talk about what happened. He put his head in the door of Noah's room. Malory's things took over, and she smelled masculine and evergreen. One
of his bags was open, and Blue saw it was full of books. It surprised him as practical and Gansey-like, and he felt a little benevolent toward the professor. Noah wasn't there. You have verified the which was also a kind of laundry room and kitchen. The doors hung open a little stacked from that dryer;
socks cover the sink edge, either drying or tossing. A small refrigerator was snating dangerously close to the toilet. The length of rubber tube strangled the shower head over dirty duct; the shower curtain was on the school year from the ceiling with fishing line. The blue one was disturbed by the number of
chip bags available from the toilet. A dark red tie on the floor showed a jagged line toward the exit. Some foreign impulses urged Blue to pick up the clutter, any ingredient, to improve the disaster. It wasn't him. He backed off. Ronan's room was forbidden, but he looked in it. Raven'sketrece sat open,
impeccably and incongruously clean. His room was not so full of filth, but a mess: shovels and swords bent in corners, speakers and printers on the wall. And bizarre among items: an old suitcase with grapes trailing from it, a potted tree that appeared to be buzzing itself, with a cowboy boot in the middle
of the floor. A mask hung high up on the wall, eyes wide, mouth gaping. It blackened, as if a fire had started, and the edges were badly bitten, as if it were a saw. Something that looked suspiciously like a tire track went through one eye. Because of the mask, Blue thought of words like survivor and
destroyer. He didn't like it. The accident behind Blue made her jump - but it was just the apartment door open. The guilt amplified the sound. Blue ventured out of Ronan's room. Gansey and Malory talking slowly and deeply. The dog was behind their backs, excluded because he didn't speak English. Of
course Iolo Goch would make sense as a mate, Gansey said, sloughing off his jacket. I think it's him or Gruffudd Llwyd. But- no, that's impossible. He died in Wales. But are we sure? Malory asked. Do we know where he was buried? That he was buried? Or if it's just made out of a nightgly shirt, you
mean? Gansey then saw Blue and rewarded him with his best smile — not the polished one, but the cradier number that meant he was excited. Hello, Jane. Tell me what Iolo Goch means to you. Blue pulled his thoughts out of Ronan's mask, Noah and school. Do I have a cold in my chest? Glendower's
closest poet, Gansey said. And it's very funny. Did you find anything? He asked. Absolutely nothing, he replied, but he sounded cheerful about it. Malory lowered her weight to the leather couch. The dog lay on it. It didn't seem very comfortable; The dog draped over the professor like a sliding cloth on a
chair. But Malory just closed her eyes and stroked her in an unusual show of love. Gansey, I'm going to die for a cup of tea. Can you do that in this place? I can't hope to survive this jet lag without a cup of tea. I brought tea just for you, Gansey said. I'll make some. Please, not the toilet with water, Malory
afterwards, didn't open her eyes. The dog kept lying on it. For an overwhelming moment, Blue feared he would not be able to prevent himself from asking what the dog was. Instead, he followed Gansey to the kitchen-bathroom laundroma. He searched the crowded shelves. We were just talking about
bringing Glendower here. The books say he traveled with magicians - are they the ones who make him sleep? Did he want it? Did you sleep before you left, or did you sleep here? Suddenly, it seemed lonely that they had dug a sea away from your home, as if they were shooting into space. Was Iolo
Goch one of the magicians? No, he's just a poet. You heard Malory in the car. Very poetic – poetic – political file. Gansey laughed at his own stumble. Poets are political. I know it's not really a tongue twister. I've been listening to Malory all day. P-p-political. Poets. Iolo composed these truly flattering
poems about Glendower's past prowess, his house and his fields. It's his family. And that's what it's like. Oh, what am I doing here? He stopped to look for the little microwave. He examined the inside of a mug before filling it. Pull the mint leaf from his pocket to suck it, talking around him as the water
heated. Really, if Glendower were Robin Hood, Iolo Goch would have been... That other guy. Maid Marian, said Blue. Little John. Gansey pointed it out. Like Batman and Robin. But he died in Wales. Do we believe he returned to Wales after leaving Glendower? No, I refuse. Blue loved this pensive,
scholarly Gansey, who got too involved in the facts to think about how he appeared from the outside. He said, Glendower had a wife, didn't he? He died in the Tower of London. Brothers? Beheaded. Kids? There's a million of them, but most of them are imprisoned and dead, or just plain dead. He lost his
whole family in the uprising. It's going to be a poet! Gansey asked: Have you ever heard the rumor that if you boil water in the microwave, it explodes if you touch it? It must be clean, he replied. Distilled water. Regular water won't explode because of the minerals. You shouldn't believe everything you
read on the Internet. They were interrupted by a roaring voice, sudden and complete. Blue started it, but Gansey just raised his eyes. It's raining on the roof. It must be dumping. He turned, mug in hand, and suddenly an inch away from each other. He could smell the mint in his mouth. He saw his throat
move as he swallowed. He was angry at his body for betraying him because he wanted him differently than any other boy, for not listening to him, for insisting that They're just friends. How was your first day of school, Jane? He asked, in a different tone than before. Mom's gone. Noah exploded. I'm not
going to college. I don't want to go home to a place where everything's weird, and I don't want to go to a school where everything's normal. Oh, you know, public school, he said, didn't meet his eyes. Instead, he focused on Gansey's neck, which was at eye level, and the way his collar wasn't completely
lying on his skin because of his Adam's antlers. We've been watching cartoons all day. I wanted it wrong, but I don't think it's quite working. We will find him, he said, shaking his chest again. I don't know if he wants to be found. Rightly. Jane, ha - Stopped and swirled the tea. I hope Malory doesn't want
milk. I totally forgot. He wished he could still recall the Blue who despised him. He wished he knew if Adam felt terrible about it. He wished he knew if gansey's forethes were less destroying. He closed the microwave. Gansey left the room. On the dafa, Malory saw tea as a man's death sentence. What
else? Gansey asked nicely. Malory pushed the dog off him. I'd like a new hip. And better weather. Ah - however. This is your home, and I know I'm an outsider, whether it's to reflap or generally go beyond the promotion. That being said, did you know that there was someone under...? He signaled the
storm-dark area under the pool table. If Blue squinted, he could get a form out in black. Noah, Gansey said. Come out right now. No, Noah replied. Well, that's it! I see you two know each other, and everything's fine, malory said, in the voice of someone who felt something was wrong and didn't bring an
umbrella. I'm going to be in my room, taking care of the jet lag. After retiring, Blue exasperatedly said, Noah! I called and called. Noah stayed where he was, arms hugging around his body. He seemed much less alive than before; There was something blurry in his eyes, something uncertain about the
edges. It was quite difficult to see the place where Noah stopped and the shadow below began. Something unpleasant happened in Blue's throat when he tried to say what was on his face. I'm sick of it,' Noah said. How do you get tired of it? Gansey asked, sound nice. It's de-densi. Cried. That was the
problem with his face, Blue found out. Nothing supernatural. Oh, Noah, he said, crouching down. What can I do? Gansey asked. It's us. What can we do? Noah shrugged in a wet encyclical. Blue was suddenly desperately afraid that Noah really wanted to die. This seemed like something most ghosts
wanted - to be put on the other. It was awful. an eternal goodbye. His selfishness was fiercely siicing with every single etiquette he had ever learned from his family's women. Blast. I had to like it. He asked: Do you want to find a way to, um, to properly lay ... Before he finished, Noah started to shake his
head. He hugged his legs closer. No, no, no, no, no, Nonono. You don't have to be ashamed, Blue said, because it sounded like what his mother would have said. He was sure that his mother would have put something soothing in the afterlife, but this time she could not sound reassuring when she herself
wanted to comfort him. Lami, he's finished, don't be afraid. You don't know! Noah said he was vaguely hysterical. You don't know! He reached out. Okay, hey - Noah repeated: You don't know! We can talk about this, Gansey said, as if a rotting soul was something that could be resolved in the
conversation. You don't know! You don't know! Noah was standing. It was impossible because there was no room under the pool table to stand. But somehow he escaped on both sides, surrounding Gansey and Blue. The maps were frantically hacked on the green surface. A group of dust fell from under
the table and ran through the streets of Gansey's miniature Henrietta model. The table lamp flashed. The temperature has dropped. Blue saw Gansey's eyes dilated behind a cloud of his own breath. Noah, Blue warned me. His head felt like he was swimming as Noah deprived him of his energy. Oddly
enough, he sensed the old carpet smell of the career consultant's office and then cabeswater's live, green scent. That's not you! The vortex of wind still rose, slamming papers and tore up a pile of books. The dog barked from behind the locked door of Noah's old room. He had goose bumps on Blue's skin,
and his limbs were hard. Noah, stop, Gansey said. But he didn't. The apartment's house has been closed. Blue said, Noah, now please. He wasn't there, or he wasn't enough of the real Noah. Standing up on his shaky feet, Blue began using all the protective visualizations his mother had taught him. He
imagined himself in an unbreakable marble; He could see out, but no one could touch him. He imagined the white light piercing the stormy clouds, the roof, noah's darkness, finding Blue and giving him armor. Page 8 Then pulled the plug on the battery, which was Blue Sargent. The room was quiet. The
papers are settled. The light flashed again and then strengthened. He heard a little sobbing, and then he heard a complete silence. Gansey's in shock. Noah sat in the middle of the floor, papers around him, the mint plant pouring dirt on his hands. It was completely skanked and shadowless, the shape
was mild and striped, barely there. at all. She cried again. One very softly, said Blue, said I can use the energy. He knelt in front of her. He wanted to hug her, but he wasn't really there. Without his energy, he was a paper-thin boy, skull, noah-shaped air. Not like that. He whispered, I'm sorry. Me, too. He
covered his face, and then he disappeared. Gansey said, That was amazing, Jane. 8 That night, Blue leaned into the spread-out beech tree in his garden, his eyes cast up by the stars and fingers touched by the cold, smooth bark of one of his roots. The kitchen lamp through the sliding door looked
remote. That was impressive, Jane. Although Blue was perfectly aware of the positive effects of his ability, he never thought otherwise. And yet Noah would have destroyed Monmouth Manufacturing if he had not cut himself off from it. The stars winked through the bee bee leaves. He read that new stars
usually form in pairs. Binary stars, orbiting in close proximity, were only getting a single star when their partner smashed them down into another pair of wildly rotating new stars. If he pretended hard enough, he saw a multitude of couples clinging to each other in the destructive and creative gravity of their
constellation. Impressive. Maybe he's a little impressed. Not pulling the plug on a dead boy - he seemed sad, nothing to brag about. But because he learned something about himself today, and he thought there was nothing there to discover. The stars moved slowly over him, a series of options, and for
the first time in a long time he felt them reflected in his heart. Calla opened the sliding door. What's blue? When you're done gallivanting for the day, I could use it on your body, Calla said. I have a reading. Blue raised his eyebrows. Maura only asked for her help during important readings, and Calla never
asked, period. Curiosity, instead of obedience, dragged Blue to his feet. So late? Now? I'm asking you now, aren't I? After entering, Calla worried over the reading room and called Persephone so many times that Orla shouted back that some people were trying to make phone calls, and Jimi shouted, Is
there anything I can do to help? All this fuss has made Blue strangely nervous. At 300 Fox Way, readings occurred so often that they generally felt both superficial and unmagical. But it was like chaos. I felt like anything could happen. The bell rang. PERSEPHONE, I told you, Calla screamed. Blue, get
this. I'll be in the reading room. Bring him in there. When Blue opened the front door, he discovered an Aglionby student standing in the light of the porch. Moths fluttering around his head. He wore salmon-coloured trousers and white Top-Siders and had flawless skin and Hair. Then his eyes adapted and
he realized he was too old to be a raven boy. He's a little too old; It was hard to imagine that he might have thought of that before taking a moment. Blue bearish on his shoes, then on his face. Although everything about her has been cultivated to impress, she has found her less impressive than she would
have done a few months earlier. Hola. Hooray, he replied with a cheerful smile, full of, unsurprisingly, straight teeth. I'm here to examine my future. I guess the timing's still good? You're waiting, sailor. Come in. In the reading room, Calla joined Persephone. They sat on one side of the table like the jury.
The man stood opposite them, idly drumming his hands back to a chair. Sit down, calla's gone. All old chairs, Persephone added slightly. It's not an old chair, Calla said. Pointed out. That's the one. Sitting opposite, his bright eyes all over the room, like him, his body dynamic. He looked like he was going
to take care of things. Blue couldn't decide if he was handsome, or if his behavior tricked him into believing him like that. He asked: Well, how does it work? Should I pay up front, or decide how much it is after you see how complicated my future is? Everything was old in time, Persephone said. No, Calla
said. Now, i'm sorry. Fifty. He left the accounts without malice. Can I have a receipt? Business expenses. It's a fantastic portrait of Steve Martin, by the way. Here's how his eyes follow you in the room. Blue, can you get the bill? Persephone asked. Blue, by the door, went to get a business card to write
down the amount. When he returned, Persphone told Calla, Oh, we just have to use yours. I don't have mine. Don't have it. Calla replied in disbeliefidel. What happened to them? They're in the Coca-Cola T-shirt. In a huge sniff, Calla retrieved tarot cards and instructed the man how to shuffle them. He's
done: Then give it back to me, face down, and I'll draw them. Began. As you shuffle them, you'll need to think about what you want to know, Persephone added to his little voice. It will focus on reading a bit. Good, good, he replied, chubbing the cards more aggressively. He looked up to Blue. Then,
without warning, he flipped on board so that the cards were faceup. He shot them out, his eyes darted through the selection. Calla didn't order it that way. Blue's nerves gave him some kind of warning. So if the question is, how can I make that happen? - he plucked a card for free and set it on the table it's a good start, isn't it? It was dead quiet. The card was the three of swords. It depicted a bloody heart stabbed with the three swords mentioned above. Gore dripping down the blades. He called it a heartbreaking card. Blue didn't need psychic perception to feel the threat. The psychics were staring at
you. With a cool curl in his stomach, Blue realized he didn't see this coming. Calla growled: What is the game? He kept smiling at his cheerful, friendly smile. Here's the question: is there another one of you? One that looks more like that? He pointed to Blue, whose stomach turned uncomely again.
Mother. Go to hell, Calla broke out. Nodded. That's what I thought. Are you expecting him soon? I'd like to talk to him. Hell, Persephone said. In that case, I agree. As for the father there. What does this man want with mom? Blue desperately memorized everything about him so he could write it down
later. The man stood up and swept up the three of the swords. You know what? I'll keep this. Thanks for the info As he turned around, Calla started afterwards, but Persephone with one finger also stopped Calla's arm and stopped it. No, Persephone said softly. The front door's closed. You can't touch
that. 9 Adam read and reread his first-quarter schedule when Ronan threw himself to the table next to him. It was just the two of them in the marine carpet classroom; Adam arrived at Borden House very early. It seemed wrong to carry the same emotional weight on the first day of school as the anxious
afternoon in the ravens' den, but there is no denying that the cheerful and forward-thinking vibretry in his veins was now as pronounced as those breathtaking minutes when the birds were singing around them. Another year, and he did. The first day was the easiest, of course. Before it all started:
homework and sports, school dinners and college counseling, exams and extra credits. Before Adam's night job, and he studied until three A.M to destroy him. He read his schedule again. It's full of classes and extracurriculars. It seemed impossible. Aglionby was a tough school: harder for Adam because
he had to be the best. Last year, Barrington Whelk stood at the front of the room and taught them Latin. Now he was dead. Adam knew he saw Whelk's death, but he didn't seem to remember what the event really looked like - although he was able, if he tried hard enough, imagine what it was supposed to
look like. Adam closed his eyes for a second. In the silence of the empty classroom, he heard the letters squeaking against more letters. I can't take it, Ronan said. Adam opened his eyes. What do we take? Looks like you're going to have to sit down. Ronan went on the board and started writing. He had
angry handwriting. Malory, i'm sorry. He always complains about the h*ps or the eyes or the steering wheel or - oh, and that dog. That's not it. Blind or crippled or something. Why can't something normal be like a raven? Ronan ignored that. And he got up three times last night to pee. I think he's got a
tumor. Adam said, You're not sleeping anyway. Not anymore. Ronan's dry-erased marker creaked in protest as he stabbed Latin words. Although Ronan didn't smile and Adam didn't know the vocabulary, Adam was sure it was a dirty joke. For a moment, he watched Ronan and tried to imagine that he
was a teacher, not Ronan. It was impossible. Adam couldn't decide how he pushed up his sleeve or tied his tie in an apocalyptic way. He knows everything, Ronan said in a casual way. Adam did not immediately respond, though he knew what Ronan meant, because he also found the professor's
omniscient uncomfortable. When he thought more about the source of the discomfort —the idea that Malory spent a year with 15-year-old Gansey—he had to admit that it wasn't paranoia, it was jealousy. He's older than I expected, said Adam. Oh my God, the eldest, Ronan replied at once, as if he had
been waiting for Adam to mention. He never chews with his mouth closed. I got a floorboard. Ronan put his marker down immediately. The man could not open the front door of Borden House without the floor opening with two rooms. So both boys knew what the noise meant: the school was in progress.
Well, said Ronan, ugly and unhappy, here we go, cowboy. Returning to his desk, he set foot on it. That was forbidden, of course. He crossed his arm, tilted his jaw back, closed his eyes. Instant insolence. He prepared his own version of Aglionby, his brother Declan, and sometimes Gansey. Ronan always
said he never lied, but he wore a lying face. The students are here. It was such a familiar sound - the desk legs scraping the floor, swooshing jackets over the back of his chair, notebooks slamming countertops - that Adam closed his eyes and still had a perfect clear view of the scene. They were
chattering, hateful and forgetful. Where were you during the break, man? Cape, always, where else? It's so boring. Vail. Mom broke her ankle. Oh, you know, we made Europe, tramp style. Grandpa said I needed some muscle because I've been looking like a g*y lately. No, he didn't really say that.
Speaking of which, here's Parrish. Someone handcuffed Adam's back of the head. He blinked. One way, then the other. His attacker was on Adam's deaf side. Oh, Adam said. It was Tad Carruthers whose biggest mistake was that Adam didn't like him and Tad couldn't tell. Oh, imitated Tad benevolently,
as if Adam's standoffishness charmed him. Adam desperately and masochistically wanted Tad to ask where he was on vacation. Instead he turned to where Ronan was still standing with his eyes closed. He raised his hand to handcuff Ronan's head, but lost his nerves by an inch on the swing. Instead, he
drummed on Ronan's desk and moved away. Adam felt the pulse of the Ley line in the veins of his hand. The students kept coming in. Adam kept watching. He was good at this part, observing others. He was the one who couldn't learn or understand. That he despised them for how he wanted to be like
that. How pointless is the summer in Maine, how much he wanted to do it. How it affected their speech, how much he longed for their lazy monotony. He couldn't tell me how these things could be equally true. Gansey showed up at the door. He spoke to a teacher in the hallway, thumbed his thumb at the
lower lip, eyebrows shook nicely, uniform wore confidently. He entered the classroom, shoulders space, and for just a moment, it was as if he were a stranger again - once again, that lofty, unknown Virginia duchy. He hit Adam like a real secret. Somehow he wasn't Gansey's friend anymore, and until this
moment, he wasn't anymore. It's like Gansey's taking a seat on the other side of Ronan, not Adam. Like last year it didn't happen, and once again it would just be Adam against the other overfed predators. Then Gansey sat in front of the seat with Adam with a sigh. Turned. Jesus, I didn't sleep a minute.
He remembered his manners and stretched out his fists. As Adam struck his fist with him, he felt extraordinary relief and love. Ronan, legs down. Page 9 Ronan put his foot down. Gansey turned back to Adam. Ronan told me all about the Pig. Ronan didn't tell me anything. I told you about, Ronan said.
Adam didn't care. What about the car? Gansey looked at the Borden house as if he expected it to change over the summer. Of course not: navy carpet under everything, motherboard heating too early in the year, bookshelves crowded with elegantly tagged books in Latin and Greek and French. Your
favorite aunt was the one who sensed it when you hugged her. Last night, we went to get bread, jam and more tea at the Pig, and the power steering went out. Then the radio, the lights. Jesus. Ronan was singing that horrible killer squash song the whole time, and he could only get through half a verse
before I had nothing. I had to wrestle him off the road. Generator again, Adam noted. Yes, yes, yes, Gansey said. I opened the hood, and I saw the generator belt hanging because of it. We had to go get another one and it was just an absolute zoo to find one in stock for some reason, as if it were running
at this exact size. Of course, putting on a new belt on the side of the road was the quick part. Said In the most offhanded way, as if there was nothing to be thrown into a new belt, but once in a not-too-long time ago, Richard Gansey III was just an automotive skill: calling for a tow truck. Adam said: You
were smart to find out. Oh, I don't know, Gansey answered, but it was obvious, he was proud. Adam felt like he was helping a bird hatch from an egg. Thank God we're not fighting thank God, we're not fighting thank God we're not fighting, how can I stop it from happening again - Ronan said: Keep it up
and you might become a mechanic after you graduate. They're putting this in the alumn magazine. Ha and - Gansey turned away from his site to watch as the new Latin teacher made his way to the front. All the students were watching him. In his glove compartment, Adam kept a cut-out ad for inspiration.
The photo shows an elegant grey car taken by the happy Germans. A young man leaned against the vehicle in a long coat of black virgin wool, collar turned upside down by the wind. He was confident and blinking like a strong child with a lot of dark hair and white teeth. His arms were cross-crossed on
his chest like a boxer. This is what their new Latin teacher looked like. Adam was very impressed. The new teacher brushed off his dark coat while noticing Ronan's work on the board. Then he turned his gaze as confidently to the sitting students as he did to the man in the car ad. Well, look at you, he
said. His eyes were on Gansey, Adam, Ronan. America's youth. I can't decide if you're the best or the worst thing I've seen this week. Whose job is this? Everyone knew, but no one could handle it. He put his hand behind his back and took a closer look. The vocabulary is fascinating. He bumped a couple
of words. It was kinetic. But what about grammar here? What about here? You'd want a knitting road in this fear clause. I'm afraid you might believe that - there's a reconciliation here. I know what they're saying here because I already know the joke, but a native speaker would have just stared at you.
This is not usable in Latin. Adam didn't have to turn his head to feel Ronan simmering. The new Latin teacher turned fast and compact and sharp, and once again Adam felt that rush of both intimidation and will. It's a good thing, too, or I'd be unemployed. Well, you little tits. Gentlemen. I'm your Latin
teacher this year. I'm not really a fan of languages for languages. All I care about is how we can use them. And I'm not really a Latin teacher. I'm a historian. That means I'm really just interested in Latin as a mechanism – for - rifles through dead people's papers. Any questions? The students looked at it.
It was the first period of the first day of school and nothing knew that the Latin class was less full This man's fervent energy has descended uselessly into moss-covered stones. Adam put his hand up. The man pointed it out. Miserere nobis, Adam said. Timeo nos horrendi esse. Sir, I don't know what
happened. Have mercy on us - I'm afraid we're terrible. The man's smile widened with the gentleman. But he must have known that students should call teachers sir or lady to show respect. Nihil timeo, he replied. Solvitur ambulando. The nuances of the first statement - I'm not afraid of anything! —he was
saved for most of the class, and the second statement — is an idiom of the merits of the practice, which was blown away by the others. Ronan smiled lazily. Without raising his hand, he said, Heh. Noli prohicere maccaritas gives cartilaginous. Don't throw the pearls in front of the pigs. He didn't add, sir. So
you're pigs? asked the man. Or are you men? Adam didn't want to watch Ronan or their new Latin teacher run out to the end of the ropes. He quickly asked: Quod nomen est tibi, sir? My name - the man swept out of a large swate of Ronan's bad grammar on the edge of an eraser and used the space to
replace the effective letters of his own - is Colin Greenmantle. 10 Here we are, living among the provinces! Colin Greenmantle leaned out the window. Down there, a herd of cows looked at him. Piper, look at these cows. This one ass-down is looking right at me. Colin, says this cow, you really live among

the country people. Piper said, I'm in the tub. But his voice came from the kitchen. His wife (although he didn't like to use that word, wife, because he made her think he was over 30 years old, but still, he didn't need to be reminded, and besides, he still had the boy-boy good looks; in fact, the cashier at the
store flirted with him just last night, and while he might have been overaoverly overdressed with a cheese-run cracker, he thought he was That's probably the akvamarin's eyes, because she's been practically swimming in them) took the step to make Henrietta better than she expected. So far, the only riot
Piper has ever put forward was that she destroyed the rental car by aggressively driving through a mall sign to demonstrate how unfit she was to live in a place where she couldn't go to the shops. It's possible he didn't do it on purpose, but there were very few Pipers by accident. They are basically
monsters, Greenmantle said, though they now have less thought about cows and their new disciples. They've been receiving handouts all day, but they'll eat you in an instant if they have the right teeth. They just moved into their historic rent on a cattle farm. Greenmantle, who has made a lot of history,
cast doubt on the historic claim of the farmhouse, but it was quite charming. He the idea of farming; in the most basic language sense, he is now a farmer. They'll be here for your blood on Friday, piper called. The cows were curiously degraded. Greenmantle experimentally mirrored them; their
expressions have not changed. They're here now. Not the cows. I'm getting you more life insurance, and they need your blood. Friday. Be here. He snuggled back and creaked into the kitchen. Piper was standing at the counter in a pink bra and underwear, chopping a mango. Her blonde hair was a
curtain around her head. He didn't look up. I teach on Friday, he said. Think about the kids. How much life insurance do we need? I have a certain standard of living that I want to maintain if something terrible happens to you in the middle of the night. He stabbed her with the knife while stealing a piece of
mango. The only reason he was able to get away from the wound was because of his speed, not his lack of intent. Just come back after class. Don't be thirsty like you used to. I'm not frittering, Greenmantle said. I'm pretty purposeful. yes, I know, getting revenge, doing testicles, whatnot. You can help me
if you want. You're much better with directions and things. He couldn't completely hide that appeal from his ego he liked. I can't until Sunday. I have eyebrows on Wednesday. Bikini line on Thursday. Don't come home on Saturday. Fritter on Saturday. People come wise to the house. Greenmantle stole
another piece of mango; The knife came a little closer this time. What does that mean? I saw a flyer. You have to get rid of the bad energy in one place. This house is full of it. It's just you. He threw the knife in the sink, where he stayed until death. Piper wasn't much for chores. He had very narrow skills.
He drifted towards the bedroom, bathed on the road, naps, or started a war. Don't kill us. No one is going to kill us, Greenmantle said with certainty. The Grey Man knows the rules. And the others ... He rinsed the knife and put it back in the knife block. The rest of us what? He didn't realize he was still in
the room. Oh, I just thought I saw one of Niall Lynch's sons today. Was he a jerk, too? Piper asked. Niall Lynch was responsible for seven moderately unpleasant and four extremely unpleasant months of their lives together. Probably. God, he looked just like that f**ker. I can't wait to let him down. I
wonder if you know who I am. I wonder if I should tell him. You are such a sadist, he said, snretly. He hit his fist on the counter. I'm going to see which jaw those cows have teeth on. To the bottom. I saw it on Animal Planet. I'm still going. As he tried to call which door In the mud room, he heard her say
something, but he didn't catch her. He's already dialed the number of a Belgian contact whose 15th-century phone number was used. It took the guy forever to invade him. Too bad he couldn't put the Grey Man on it; He was the best. Until you betrayed Greenmantle, of course. He wondered how long it
would take for the Grey Man to come to him. 11 When Gansey and Ronan arrived at 300 Fox Way after school, Calla was being attacked in the living room by a man dressed completely in gray. Blue, Persephone, and the furniture was snating the walls. The man stood in perfect combat form, his legs a
little wider than his shoulders, one foot ahead. He had a solid grip on one hand. Calla was holding a Manhattan in his other hand that he was trying not to tell. The Grey Man smiled thinly. He had extraordinary teeth. The boys entered without knocking, familiarly, and now Gansey had access to his
messenger bag on the old buckle floor and stood at the living room door. He wasn't sure if the situation required intervention. The Grey Man was a (possibly retired) assassin. There's nothing to joke about. But if Calla had asked for help, i'm sure she'd have put her drink down. Blue certainly doesn't just
eat yogurt. Show it again,' Calla said. I didn't see it, I don't think so. I'm going to do it a little harder, Mr. Gray replied, but I don't want to break your arm. He was nowhere near her, he assured her. Put your back in it. He sipped his Manhattan food. He clasped his hands and wrists again, his skin pale
against his, and he quickly turned his entire arm. His shoulders tilted sharply downwards; he grabbed his drink and chuckled. That's what I felt. Now do it to me, Mr. Gray said. I'll keep your drink. Gansey, reaching into his pocket, leaned against the doorway and watched. He instinctively knew that the
terrible news he carried was the kind of burden that would only be harder if he shared it. For a moment before the storm, he let the atmosphere of the house do the usual work. Unlike Monmouth Manufacturing, 300 Fox Way was crowded with alien people and whimsy objects. It hummed with
conversation, music, phones, old appliances. It was impossible to forget that these women were all plugged into the past and connected to the future, connected to everything in the world and to each other. Gansey didn't visit him as much as he did to immerse himself in it. Adored. He wanted to be a part
of this world, even though he understood that there was an infinite reason why he could never be. Blue was the natural result of such a home: confident, strange, gullible, curious. And here it was: neurotic, squawking, a product of something completely different. Else? Calla asked. I can show you how to
hang my jaw, if you will, Mr. Gray said kindly. Oh, yes, that - well, there's Richard Gansey in the third, Calla said, catching a sight on him. And the snake. Where's Coca-Cola? Work, Gansey said. He couldn't land. Persephone waved vaguely from behind a tall, light pink drink. The blue one didn't wave. He
saw gansey's expression. Does the name Colin Greenmantle mean anything to you? Gansey asked Mr. Gray, though he already knew the answer. Page 10, handing Calla her drink, the Grey Man wiped his palms on his pants. Excellent teeth are gone. Colin Greenmantle was my employer. He's our new
Latin teacher. Oh, my God, said Persi. Would you like a drink? Gansey found out you were talking to him. Oh, no, thank you. I need another one, he said. I'll make you one, too, Mr. Gray. The Grey Man went through the window. His car, a fine white Mitsubishi with a huge spoiler, was parked outside and
both he and Ronan studied it pondering. After a very long moment, the Grey Man said, He's the man who asked me to kill Ronan's father. Gansey knew he couldn't be hurt by the casualness of the statement - Mr. Gray was the assassin, Niall Lynch was a sign he didn't know Ronan then, and ethically Mr.
Gray's profession was probably no worse than a professional mercenary - but it didn't change that Ronan's father died. He reminded himself that the Grey Man was just the un caring weapon. Greenmantle was the hand that turned it. Ronan, who's been silent all this time, said, I'm going to kill him. Gansey
suddenly had a terrible vision: Ronan's hand painted with blood, his eyes empty and comprehensible, a corpse at his feet. It was a wild and unspeakable image, which got worse because Gansey saw enough of the pieces separately to know exactly how they appear together. The Grey Man quickly turned
around. He won't, said he, with the same force as Gansey had ever heard of him. Can you hear me? No, i can't. Oh, you can't? Ronan asked. His voice was quiet and dangerous; He's infinitely more threatening than if he'd snarled at his answer. Colin Greenmantle is untouchable, the Grey Man said. He
spread his fingers wide, his hands hanging in the air. He was a spider clinging to the net. Every foot touches a thread, and if anything happens to the spider, hell falls. Ronan said, I've been through hell. You have no idea what hell is, said the Grey Man, but it's not unfriendly. You think you're the first son
to want revenge? Do you think your father was the first person you killed? And yet Greenmantle is alive and untouched. Because we all know how it works. Before he came here from Boston, he would have attached 16 small threads. Like me, computer programs, bank accounts. The spider dies, the web
twitchs, suddenly the accounts are deleted, his younger brother gets amputated, his brother dies behind the wheel of a car in D.C., Mrs. Gansey's campaign immunes over fake scandalous photos, Adam's scholarship disappears, Blue loses an eye - Stop, Gansey said. He thought he might throw up.
Jesus, please stop. I just want Ronan to understand that he can't do anything stupid, he told The Grey Man. If you kill Greenmantle, it will end your lives as you know it. And what good will revenge do? Says the killer, Ronan said. Now his snark is back, which meant he was hurt. Says the killer, yes, but
I'm good at it, Mr. Gray replied. Even if there wasn't a spider in a dazzling web, would you be willing to go to jail for killing him? Without saying a word, Ronan walked through the front door, slammed it. Gansey didn't follow me. Torn from the urge to relieve Ronan's pain and the one that let it hurt, but he's
careful. Violence was a disease Gansey didn't think he could catch. But around him, his friends slowly became infected. Persephone brought the Grey Man a drink; He had another one of his own. They were knocked back. Is that what you want? Blue asked Gansey. He tipped the yogurt container for her
to see that the fruit was all that was left at the bottom. He didn't nod, but he brought it to her and gave her the spoon. It had a grounding effect - the shocking sludge of blueberries, the sugar hitting his stomach, empty from school, the knowledge that his mouth was the last thing to touch the spoon. Blue
watched him bite the first bite, and quickly turned to Mr. Gray. He was the one who read it to you last night, wasn't he? Yes, Mr. Gray said. Just like I thought. And now he's teaching the boys Latin. Why? Gansey asked. Why us? Not you, replied Mr. Gray. I. He obviously didn't believe my story that I was
running with Greywaren. He came to this house to look for Maura because he thought she was important to me. He infiltrated the school because he found out that you and I knew each other. He wants me to know that he knows I'm still here, and he wants me to know how much he knows about my life
here. What do we do? Gansey asked. He began to feel that this day was a mistake; it was not the first day of school; He was supposed to stay in bed until tomorrow and try again. He's not your problem; He's mine, Mr. Gray said. He's at my school every day. Ronan has to look at his face every day. Why
isn't that my problem? Mr. Gray said, Because he doesn't want you. I'll take care of it. Your problem is letting me deal with it. Gansey sank in a squat. He Mr. Gray intended to, but not in the statement. If you've learned anything in the last year, it's that everything in this town is messed up. Calla took Mr.
Gray's wrist and slowly pretended to break his arm. Shaking her head a little, she swapped with him, taking his palm in one hand and his wrist in the other. He turned it over with slow precision. A few times to see how he does it. There was something satisfying about the way he savantly demonstrated
this pretend violence, something controlled and beautiful, like a dance. Everything about the clean, muscular look and clean, deliberate process said we got the control. Where he stood for everything. Gansey wanted Greenmantle to be the Grey Man's problem. But again he saw the narrowing black tunnel
and the pit, and at the bottom, a grave. Calla cursed him and took his shoulder. I'm sorry, Mr. Gray told me. To Gansey: I'll find out what he wants. Don't die, Blue said immediately. I have no intention of doing so. Persephone finally spoke out in his tiny voice. I think it's a good thing you almost found that
king. Gansey found out you were talking to him. Is it me? I'm sure, Calla said. It took a long time. 12 That night, shortly after returning from work, Adam heard a knock on the door of his temple dwelling. When he responded, he was first surprised that the person on the other side was real, and then
surprised that person was Gansey, not Ronan. Oh, he said. It's late. Know. Gansey was in his coat and wireframe; obviously tried to sleep but failed. I'm sorry, I didn't know this was going to happen. Have you done your calculations yet? I can't get the four. He didn't say greenmantle. There was nothing to
say until they heard more about Mr. Gray. yes, but look at it. Adam let Gansey in and swept the letter —the letter—behind the small shelf next to the door, just like he did. Unlike Ronan, Gansey was out of place in the apartment. The ceiling transported made it even more difficult; the cracks in the plaster
are engraved even more sharply; The utily-minded plastic crates containing Adam's things seemed even more deprived of aesthetic charm. Gansey belonged to the old stuff, but this place wasn't just old, it was cheap. The letter was hidden, wasn't it? That's what it was. Adam felt his outline shine from
behind the shelf. Gansey would pity him and hire a lawyer, and Adam feels like dirt, and then they're going to fight - we're not going to fight. Gansey threw off his coat - underneath it was a T-shirt and pyjamas, which was perhaps the most metaphorical dress Adam could imagine for his friend unless he
could wear another coat under the T-shirt, and another pajama under the second jacket, so on and on, ganseys endless matryoshka - and at the end of the bed. Mom called, Gansey said. Do I want to see the governor next weekend because it would be nice if I did and wanted to bring my friends? No,
Mom, I wouldn't like that. Helen's going to be there. Yes, Mom, I assumed so, but I hardly think it's a positive, because I'm worried he's going to kidnap Adam. All right, all right, no, I know you're busy, but oh, dot dot dot et cetera, et cetera. Oh, I forgot, I brought a salary for my intrusion. He pulled his coat
closer by his arm and took two chocolate bars out of his pocket. He threw one in Adam's lap, and the other one he skins for himself. Adam really wanted to eat it, but he put it aside to keep eating during public holidays tomorrow night. This will help you hold him up. He liked the idea that Gansey's elegant
sister found him handsome. Because of its impossibility, it's just a pleasant ego stroke. Turn? I don't know, I don't know. If I do, will you come? Adam felt an instinctive envelosion. Muscle memory from the last political event in Gansey. I'd better invite Blue. He put me out of my way for not being invited to
the last one. Gansey blinked, his eyes frightened behind his glasses. Because I didn't invite him? No, I did. But he's going to want to leave. Trust me. It was something scary. I believe you. Jesus, I pictured him meeting the governor. There's a slide show about his questions playing in my head. Adam
grinned. He deserves them all. Gansey ran a pencil through his homework and aligned it with Adam's, although Adam saw that he had done the fourth properly before he arrived. Adam saw the chocolate and rubbed his hands. Every winter, they flew arselessly despite all their efforts, and they were
already starting to dry. He realized that the knock had stopped, and when he looked up, he saw Gansey wrinkle it into space. Everyone says just find Glendower, Gansey said suddenly, but around me the cave walls are crumbling. It wasn't the walls of the cave that collapsed. Now that Adam had heard
Gansey's anxiety in the cave, he was very at the tune of showing up again. He looked away to give Gansey a chance to get his act together, and then asked: What does Malory say to do next? I seem to be enthusiastic about Giant's Grave, and I can decipher it for no reason. Gansey did indeed take away
the moment when Adam gave it to him to carefully give him his tone; anxiety transubstantiated by wry eprecation is a much-practiced ritual. He's talking about visual signals and energy readings, and how they all show there. He says how much he loves our ley line. He's all starry-eyed on it. You used to
be, Adam reminded him. They both were. How ungrateful they have become, how greedy they are for better miracles. Gansey touched his pencil without a word. In this Adam heard a whisper from the direction of the bathroom. He knew from experience that they came from water dripping from the tap and
that the tongue was gibberish to him. Ronan may have been able to identify a word or two; He had the puzzle box that translated the old language. But Adam was still silent, waiting to hear if the sounds were rising or ebbing, waiting to hear if the Ley line was heeling or if Cabeswater was trying to
communicate. He found out Gansey looked at him, frowning. Adam wasn't sure what his expression was or how long he focused on something Gansey didn't hear. Gansey's face for a while. Malory's been stuck in Monmouth all day? Adam asked quickly. Gansey's face is clear. I gave him the Suburban to
show me around. God help us; He drives like he's going out. But I can see you don't like Monmouth. Treason, said Adam, for he knew that gansey would please him, and he saw that it was so. Where's Ronan? Barns, he said. Do you believe him? Probably. He took his chainsaw, Gansey said. I don't think
he's going to mess with Greenmantle - Mr. Gray is very persuasive. And what else would it cost? Kavinsky's dead, so- Jesus Christ, listen to me. Jesus Christ. The walls of the cave fell even more; before the ceremony was imperfect. Gansey leaned back against the wall and closed his eyes. Adam
watched him swallow. He heard Gansey's voice in the cave again. It's okay,' Adam said. He didn't care that Joseph Kavinsky was dead, but he liked Gansey. I know what you mean. No, it's not. It's disgusting of me. Gansey didn't open his eyes. It all got so ugly. It wasn't supposed to be like this.
Everything got ugly for Adam, but he knew what Gansey meant. His noble, forgetful and optimistic friend slowly opened his eyes and saw the world for what it was, filthy, violent, profane and unjust. Adam always thought that's what he wanted — gansey needs to know. But now he wasn't sure. Gansey
wasn't like everyone else, and all of a sudden Adam wasn't sure he really wanted her to be. Here, Adam said, standing, brought the history text. Read it. Loud. I'm taking notes. An hour passed so, Gansey read aloud his lovely old voice, and Adam jotting in his overambitial hands, and when Gansey
reached the end of the task, he closed the text carefully and set the upside-down plastic bin Adam used for a bedside table. On page 11, Gansey stood up and put on his jacket. I think, he said, that if - if - we find Glendower, I'm going to ask him for Noah's life. Do you think that would work? It's such a
non-sequitur of the previous conversation topic that Adam did not immediately respond to. He just looked at her, Something about him has changed; He changed while Adam turned his back. The wrinkle between your eyebrows? The way he got caught with his jaw? The tighter look in his mouth, perhaps,
as responsibility yanked the corners down. Adam couldn't remember how they managed to fight so constantly this summer. Gansey, his best friend, his stupid, kind and wonderful best friend. He replied, No, but I think it's worth asking. Gansey nodded, once. Twice. I'm sorry I kept you up late. I'll see you
tomorrow? The first thing. After Gansey left, Adam brought the hidden letter. It included his father's res scheduled trial. A distant part of Adam marveled that the sheer sight of Robert Parrish could twist his stomach in a muddy, homesick way. Eyes forward, Adam. He'll be behind you soon. Soon this
school year will be behind him. They'll find Glendower soon, soon they'll all be kings. Soon, soon. 13 The next day after school, Blue sat at the table with a spoon in one hand, and Lysistrata, in the game he decided to analyze the Englishman, the other. (It's not easy, you know, for women to run away.
One is busy with her husband; he awakens the servant; to put your child to sleep or to wash or feed the cub.) Gray drizzle squeezing the windows of the crowded kitchen. Blue didn't mean Lysistrat. He meant Gansey and the Grey Man, Maura and the Ravens' Den. Suddenly, a shadow, the exact size and
shape of his cousin Orla, fell over the table. I understand that Maura is away, but that's no reason to go around that social tard, Orla said by way of hello. And when was the last time you ate food that didn't contain yogurt? Sometimes Blue couldn't take Orla. It was one of those times. He didn't look up.
Don't be offensive. Charity said that T.J. asked me out today, and you just stared at him. What's going on? T.J. asked me out. You were just staring at him. Are they ringing? Orla graduated from Mountain View High a long time ago, but they were still friends or ex-girlfriends with her entire class, and the
collective power of younger siblings served to give Orla a slightly incomplete, view of Blue's current high school life. Blue looked up (and up and up) at her tall cousin. At lunch, T.J. came up to my desk and drew a penis on the unicorn on my binder. Is this the case charity's referring to? Not Richard
Gansey is third to me, Orla replied. Because if that's what you mean, yes, I was just staring at him. I didn't know it was a conversation because it's penis. Orla was magnificently widened in her nostrilholes. Here's some advice: Sometimes people just try to be friendly. You can't expect everyone to always
be deep. We're just talking. I chat, Blue hit back. T.J. incident didn't offend him, although he would have preferred his unicorn, not sex. It just felt tired older than everyone at school. Do you mind? I'm trying to take care of it before Gansey gets here. (O Zeus, what a pulsating suffering!) You know, you can
only be friends with people, said Orla. I think it's crazy that you're in love with raven boys. Orla, of course, wasn't wrong. But what he didn't realize about Blue and his sons was that they were all in love. He is no less obsessed with them than they were with him or another, analyzing every conversation
and gesture, drawing out every joke in a longer and longer running gag, spending every moment either with each other or thinking when the next would be with each other. Blue was perfectly aware that it was possible to have a friendship that wasn't all encompassing, that it wasn't blinding, deafening,
maddening, accelerator. It's just that now that he had that kind, he didn't want the other one. Orla snapped her fingers between Blue and her book. Blue. That's what I'm talking about. Blue folded his finger on the sides to hold his seat. I didn't ask for advice. No, but I should, Orla said. What do you think's
going to happen in a year? All your people are going to go to fancy school, and where are you going to be? Here in Henrietta with the people you didn't talk to. Blue opened his mouth and closed it, and Orla's eyes flashed to victory. He knew he dug me down into the bone marrow. Outside, the
acquaintance grumbles about an old Camaro sounded blue and jumped up. He threw the spoon in the sink. Here's my ride. It's a temporary trip. The blue one exploded and threw his yogurt can in the recycling bin. What is it, Orla? Jealousy? Or what? You just don't want me to like them as well as I do
because... Are you trying to save me from getting hurt? You know what's temporary? Life. Oh, please, you don't think you're going to take this away a little bit, so maybe I should have spread my love through other mothers! Blue picked up his coat and ran down the hall towards the door. If I didn't love him
so much, it wouldn't feel so bad if he left. I might have some spare parents, each with a little bit of my affection, that when one of them disappears, I barely notice! Or maybe I shouldn't love anyone or anything! That's what makes it easiest, really, because then I'll never let you down. I'm building a tower
for my heart! Oh, relax your ass off, Orla said, clomping after Blue on his platform cloggings. That's not what I meant. You know what I think, Orla? I think you're a big, fat bully – Blue barreled right into Gansey, who entered the front hallway. It stank for a second. he felt the strength of his chest, and then
he rolled back. Gansey untangled his watch from Blue's crochet jacket. Hey, i'm sorry. Oh, Orla. 'Oh, Orla,' replied Orla, not very pleasantly. He didn't have it, but he didn't know it; he backed down. From upstairs, Calla screamed, Shut up! Later, you'll remember this conversation and apologize to me, Orla
told Blue. You forget who you are. She spind as much grace as she could handle her long legs and huge shoes. Gansey was too gracious to inquire about the source of the dispute late. Get me out of here,' Blue said. Besides, it was an unfortunate day, wet and cool, late autumn came too early. Malory
was already installed in the front seat of the Pig; Blue felt sorry for him at the same time, and he was glad he was here. It would have stopped him from doing something stupid. Now he was sitting next to the dog, looking out of the back seat window as they passed Mount Mole on the way to Mount
Coopers and felt in a bad mood towards grey. It was a completely different part of the world than Henrietta. It's rural, but less wild. More cows, less forest. And very poor. The houses that lined the highway were smaller than single-width trailers. I'm not hopeful about this, Gansey said of Malory. He tore his
left shoulder; Rain came in through the window, though it was re-released. The water also drips on the instrument under the rearview mirror. Malory blew the water off the map in his hand. I've been climbing this mountain for a year, and I haven't seen a cave. If there is, it's someone else's secret. Blue
leaned forward; So is the Dog. He said: There's this super smart way for people in the country to learn someone else's secrets. We'll ask them. Gansey met his eyes, then the dog's, in the rearview mirror. Adam keeps his secrets pretty close. Oh, not Adam's country people. Blue discovered that there
were two different stereotypes about the rural population in his part of Virginia: neighbors who lent each other cups of sugar and knew everything about everyone, and peasants who stood on the porch with shotguns and shouted racist things when they got drunk. Because he was so thoroughly integrated
into the first group, he didn't believe in the second group until he was in his teens. The school taught him that the two breeds were almost never born in the same alomba. Look, he said. When we get there, I'll show you the houses where you can stop. Coopers Mountain turned out to be more of a
mountain than a proper mountain, impressive mostly because of its sudden appearance in sparsely populated areas. There was a small neighborhood lying on one side. The rest of the area was widely tossed by farmhouses. Blue directed Gansey past the former and towards the latter. People in the area
only know about the people in the area, Said. There are no caves in the area. Here, here, that's good. You'd better wait in the car with your fancy face. Gansey was too aware of his face to protest. He minced the Camaro on a long gravel road that ended in a white farmhouse. The shaggy dog is not breed,
or all breeds burst out to bark at him as he climbed out into the rain. Hey, you, Blue greeted him, and the dog retreated immediately on the porch. At the door, an older woman holding a magazine responded to her knock. He seemed friendly. In Blue's experience, everyone who lived in remote tired
farmhouses generally seemed friendly until they didn't. What can I do for you? Blue slathered her accent as slow and local as possible. I'm not going to sell anything, I promise. My name is Blue Sargent and I live in Henrietta, and I'm doing a geological project. I heard there's a cave around here. Can you
show me the right way? Then he smiled, as if she had already helped him. If there was one thing Blue learned while she was a waitress and a dog walker and Maura Sargent's daughter, it was that people usually became the people you expected. She considered it. Well, that sounds familiar, but I don't
think... Did you ask Wayne? Bauer? He's good at this area. Which one is it now? She introduced me across the highway. Blue gave him an upright thumb. She wished me luck. Turns out Wayne Bauer wasn't home, but his wife didn't know anything about the cave, but if they'd asked Jimmy on the road
because he was always digging trenches, and you knew you'd found all sorts of things in the trenches. And Jimmy didn't know, but he thought Gloria Mitchell said something about it last year. They found out Gloria wasn't home, but her old sister, and she said, What, you mean Jesse Dittley's cave? You
don't have to look so smug, Gansey told Blue as she bucked her seat belt. Of course there is, Blue replied. The Dittley farm was right at the base of Mount Coopers. The submersed half-timbered house was surrounded by partial cars and whole stéks, all overgrown. The abandoned tires and broken
window air conditioners inspired the same feeling of blue as the crowded kitchen-bathroom-laundry in Monmouth did: the urge to tidy up and give space to order. As he climbed out, he turned the name Jesse Dittley over and over again. Something was pöking his mind, but he didn't know what to think. Old
family friend? Sex offender from a newspaper article? Character from a picture book? In case he's in the middle, i'm sure he's got his pink peng knife in his pocket. He didn't think he'd have to stab anyone, but he liked to be prepared. He was standing on the slanted porch with fourteen empty milk jugs. ten
cats and knocked. It took a long time for the door to open, and when that happened, a cigarette smoke thud came out of it. WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU? He looked up at the man. He looked down at her. She could have been nearly seven feet tall and wore the biggest white wife-beater that she'd ever
seen (and she's seen a lot). His face was mild, if surprised; In the thunderous, Blue decided he had the chest capacity and not the malice. He stared at his shirt, which he made out of ribbons and soft drink cuckoks, and then on to his face. I'm excited to meet you, that's who I am. He looked past her in the
house. He saw more reclining armchairs than he'd ever seen in his life (and he's seen a lot). There was no indication of where he heard his name. Are you Jesse Dittley? Jesse Dittley. YOU NEVER AEED THE VEGETABLES? It's true that Blue is only shy of five feet, and it's also true that he hasn't eaten
the greens, but he's done his research and he doesn't think the two are related. He said, I lost the genetic pitch of the cube. IT'S BLOODY STRAIGHT. I'm here because people say you have a cave. He took that into account. He scratched his chest. Finally, it looked to see where the Camaro was sitting
sodden in the pitted driveway. Who is it? My friends, replied Blue, who are also interested in the cave. If it exists. OH, IT EXISTS. He let out a hurricane-sized sigh. WE MIGHT AS WELL TELL THEM TO COME OUT OF THE RAIN. The Camaro is theoretically already out of the rain - well, maybe not
Gansey's left shoulder - but Blue didn't argue the point. He made a gesture to get the others to join him. Page 12 Inside the farmhouse, it was like the outside. Machines half-dissected, dead plants in dry pots, dusty bedspreads balled in the corners, cats staring from inside the sink. It was gray, colorless
and dark in the rain. There was something laterally about it as the corridors were a little too narrow or a little slanted or just slightly wrong in some way. Jesse Dittley. His familiarity drove him crazy. In the living room, Malory sat on a brown armchair without blinking an eye. Gansey stayed standing. He
seemed a little weak. Blue sat without an Ottoman chair. Jesse Dittley stood next to a card table covered in empty glasses. He didn't offer them drinks. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THE CAVE? Before they could answer, he added grimly: 'He's cursed. It's my fault, said Malory. I'm not so
interested in curses, Gansey said, with old money Virginia accents sounding elegant and concerned alongside Jesse. Is he nearby? There it is, Jesse reported. Oh, that's it! Do you know how long it is? Gansey, however, asked Blue, friendlyly, What curse? MY FATHER DIED IN IT. And my father's father.
AND MY Dad's dad. Jesse concluded, possibly erroneously, it's probably not over. SO YOU'RE ONE OF THE AGLIONBY BOYS? Yes, Gansey replied exactly. THAT DOG WANTS WATER? They were all looking at the dog. The dog looked a little weak. Oh, if it's not too much trouble, Malory said. Jesse
went to get water. Gansey checked me out with Blue. That unexpectedly became ominous. Do you think there's a curse? He asked. Of course there is, Malory replied. It's a ley line. Revelations and lightning, black beasts and time is slipping. For us, just the Ley line. For everyone else, a curse, Gansey
finished in amazement. Of course you don't. Jesse came back with a cinged glass mixing bowl full of water. The dog drank voraciously. The Camaro had an exhaust leak that had a dehydrating effect on the occupants. WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM THE CAVE? I think there's a lot of caves here without
curses. Gansey replied: We are discovering another cave system and have reached a sealed section. We're trying to find another way, and we think your cave might do it. How nicely the truth worked. Jesse took them out the back door, through another porch into the fog. It was even bigger out there than
Blue thought. Or maybe, now it was easier to compare the size of the house and find the house they wanted. As he led them through a giant cow pasture, his head didn't jump into the rain. This lack of concern struck Blue as noble, though he could not quite convince his own head to follow the lead as the
rain dripping off her earlobes. This weather reminds me of this terrible climb I went with this guy Pelham, Malory muttered, producing an umbrella for his person and sharing it with Blue. Fourteen kilometers in each direction, and all for a standing stone that looked like a dog in certain lights. The man was
talking about football and his girlfriend - it was a terrible time for everyone. With big, sloping strides, Jesse led them to a barbed wire fence. On the other side, a ruined stone structure of unspecified age grew out of the rocky hillside. It was roofless and about twenty feet square. Although it was just a
collapsed story, something about it gave the impression of height, as if it were once higher. Blue struggled to imagine what his original purpose might have been. Something about the tiny aspect of the windows seemed wrong for a residence. If it wasn't Virginia, if it had been in an older place, he would
have thought it was the ruin of a stone tower. THAT'S IT, THAT'S IT. Blue and Gansey checked it out. Gansey's look said we told him it was a cave, right? Blue said we definitely did. Jesse used a stick to push down the top string of barbed wire so they could cross – except for the Dog, who brazenly
behind. Then, feet slip on the wet leaves, climbing the mountain. On the back of the building was a much newer door in the old door frame. A padlock kept it locked. Jesse pulled out a key he gave Blue. I? He asked. I'm not going in there. Gallant, Blue noted. He wasn't exactly nervous; It was just that he
didn't leave that morning with the intention of res juicing a curse. Just kills DITTLEYS, Jesse calmed him down. Unless you have dittley blood in you? Blue said, I don't think so. He put the key in the lock and let the door open. Inside there were tree children, collapsed stones, and then a hole in the rubble.
It wasn't like the inviting cave opening cabeswater took care of for them. It was smaller, blacker, more uneven, steeper from the start. It looked like a place of secrets. Look at that cave, Gansey, Malory said. I wonder who said there was a cave here. Leave the complacency to Jane, Gansey said. Don't
come here, Blue warned him, picking his way through the rubble. In case there are nests or something. It looks bad when you look in,' Jesse said as he looked into the hole. It was all black on the inside, in black, because there was no sun. But it's not steep. It's just cursed. How do you know it's not steep?
He asked. I'VE BEEN IN IT FOR MY FATHER'S BONES. The curse won't take you until it's ready. It was hard to argue with that logic. Can we go in there? Gansey asked. I'm not coming back now, I'm coming back with the right equipment? Jesse looked at him, then Malory, and finally Blue. I like the look
of it, so - It shook his head. I'm sorry, did you say no? Gansey asked. He didn't have a clear conscience. COME ON, GET OUT OF THERE. Let's lock him up. He accepted the key from Blue's shocked fingers. Oh, but we would be very careful, he told her. Jesse locked the door again like he wasn't
talking. Can we pay for his expenses? Gansey suggested it carefully, and Blue kicked his leg hard enough to leave a muddy scuffle on his pants. Jesus, Jane! Don't take the Lord's name in vain, said Jesse. You kids have a good time when you're discovered somewhere else. OH, YES- THE SHORT
ROAD IS ACROSS THE FIELD. I've got a good one. They were dismissed. There's no way they've been dismissed. Just like that, Malory said, as she headed back across the wet area, shoulders hunked miserably. Caves are terrible places to die. What's going to happen now? Blue asked. Looks like
we're going to have to hurry. Hurry up, hurry, Gansey said. So we're going to find a way to convince him, I guess. Or we're trespassing. After getting into the car, he realized he was wearing his Aglionby uniform, his shoulders splashed together. So was his soul when he saw it on the Ley line. He could
have died in that field and been warned. But he didn't think about it after that. It was so impossible to live backwards. 14 It says: grass-fed organic cheddar from New Zealand, said Greenmantle, closing the door behind him. The empty room immediately darkened without the evening light from the
outside. Squeezing his luggage to his face to see the label and speaking loudly to be heard through the house, he continued: A slight cheddar cheese, fed with grass, made from fresh organic milk on a farm. Ingredients: cow's milk, salt, beginner cultures - so like Dave Brubeck, Warhol, that sort of thing coagulating enzyme, oh, it's the mainstream media. He dropped his coat on the chair at the front door, and after a moment of consideration, his pants. Piper's desire was like a bear trap in the wild. It was almost impossible to find him if you were looking for him, but it was something you wanted to be
prepared for if you accidentally step in. I hope silence means you're going to get the biscuits out. Greenmantle entered the kitchen. Cracker-fetching wasn't the reason For Piper's silence. He stood in the dining room with a pee look on his face and pink yoga pants on his feet and a gun pointed at his head.
Greenmantle's former employee, the Grey Man, was his gun. He and Piper both got silhouettes through the window, which looked at the cow pasture. The Grey Man looked good, healthy, tanned, as if Henrietta and the rebellion were right for him. Piper seemed angry, not at the Grey Man, but at
Greenmantle. It took the Grey Man longer to show up than Greenmantle expected. Well, at least he was here now. I think I'll just biscuit myself, then, Greenmantle said, dropping the block of cheese on the middle island. I'm sorry I'm not dressed as company. Don't move, said the Grey Man, cocking his
jaw toward the gun in his hand. He was black and shocking-looking, although Greenmantle had no idea what he was like. The silveries seemed less dangerous to him, though he thought it was a mistake that could get him into trouble. Don't move. Oh, stop, Greenmantle said exasperatedly, turning to the
chopping board from the counter. You're not going to shoot Piper. Are you sure? Yes, I think so. Greenmantle brought out the biscuits, a plate and a knife from the knife block and assembled them in a reasonable manner. He closed one eye and held up a piece of cheese. Do you think this is the right
size? Cut it thinner? These are the biscuits we have to go into. This piece is the same as a whole edgy, Piper said. I'm sorry, this knife isn't very sharp. Mr. Gray. The gun? Don't you think that's a little theatrical? The Grey Man wouldn't let the gun down. It still looks dangerous, and so does the Grey Man.
He was very good at looking scary, but his job description was to be the scariest thing in the room at any given time. Mr. Gray asked: Why are you here? And the dance started. Why am I here? Greenmantle told me. I'm more disturbed why you're here, because you specifically said you stole my things
and ran away to West Palm Springs. What a day it was for Laumonier to see Laumonier and the cursed Peruvian textiles getting stopped at customs before he ever saw them, and then the Grey Man shits on the bed. I told you the truth first. And that wasn't good enough. Greenmantle slaughtered a piece
of cheese. Oh, yes, the... Truth.. Which one was it again? Naturally. The truth was when he said that the artifact, which is said to have been in this area for more than a decade and can actually be traced back quite convincingly to that loser, Niall Lynch, didn't exist. If I remember correctly, I rejected that
truth. I'm trying to remember why I would do that. Do you remember, honey, why I decided it was a lie? Piper's talisman is going to get a talisman. Because you're not a total idiot? Greenmantle shook the knife to his wife. Spouse. Partner. Loving. Yes, it was. Now I remember. The Grey Man said, I told
you it wasn't a relic, and I'm sticking with it. It's a phenomenon, not a thing. Don't lie to me, Mr. Gray, Greenmantle said pleasantly. He put cheese biscuits in his mouth and talked him around. How do you think I knew his name? Niall Lynch told me. He's fucking pretentious. He thought he was invincible.
Can I pour some wine? There's this offensive red I brought with me. It's a nice thing. The Grey Man took a cool look at him. The assassin looks like him. Greenmantle has always loved the idea of being a mysterious assassin, but this career goal is always paled compared to the enjoyment of going out into
town, and having people admire his reputation and driving the Audi to the individual plate (GRNMNTL) and going on cheese holidays in countries that put their little hats over vowel sounds like this: ê. What do you want from me? Mr. Gray asked. Greenmantle replied: If we had a time machine, I'd say you
could pull yourself back and do what I first asked, but I think that ship sailed into the sea of clusterfuck. You want to open the wine? I always plug it in. Not? All right, then. I suppose you understand you have to set an example. He went through the kitchen and put a cheese cracker on Piper's tongue. He
offered one to the Grey Man, who wouldn't accept it, and he wouldn't let the gun down. He continued: I mean, what would the others think if I let them Are you going to get away with this? It wouldn't be good. So, while I've enjoyed our time together, I think that means you're probably going to have to
destroy me. Then shoot me, said the Grey Man without fear. He really was a work of art, the Grey Man. He's an assassin action figure. His nodule only proved what Greenmantle already knew: There are things in this city that the Grey Man thought were more important than his own life. Oh, Mr. Gray.
Dean. You know better. No one remembers a body. I know you're aware of how this works. Greenmantle cut another piece of cheese. First of all, I'm going to hang out here, just observe. Considering the view. Figuring out the best breakfast places, seeing the tourist attractions, watching you sleep, figuring
out everything that's important to you, finding the woman you fell in love with, the best way to destroy the above publicly agonizing for you. Et cetera, and so on. Page 13: Give me another one, but not so much cheese, Piper said. That's what he did. The Grey Man said, If you want to ruin my life anyway, I
have no motivation to kill you and Piper right now. Talk dirty to me, Greenmantle said. It's like the old days. There's another option, Mr. Gray. You can give me Greywaren, like I asked, and then we'll film a short video of you pulling off your trigger finger, and then it's over for today. He raised his hand like
Lady Justice, with the cheese in one hand and the knife in the other. Or/or. What if there's no Greywaren? Greenmantle said: You are always there for the public destruction of everything you love. Opportunities: the American dream. The Grey Man seemed to be considering it. Usually everyone else
seemed terrified of this point, but it's possible the Grey Man had no emotions. I need to think about it. Sure, Greenmantle told me. Should I give you a week? No, nine days. Nine is very three and three and three. I'm just going to look around while you decide. Thank you for stopping by. The Grey Man
backed away from Piper, pointed a gun at her, and then disappeared through the door behind her. The room was quiet. Isn't this a closet? Greenmantle asked. This door to the garage, you piece of crap, Piper said with characteristic affection. Now that I've missed out on the edg, what am I supposed to
tell them? I had a gun pointed at my head. And I told you to throw those boxers out months ago. The band is stretched out. That was me, he said. I stretched it out. I understand? Piper's voice remained like the rest of the left. I'm sick of your hobbies. This is the worst vacation I've ever been on. 15 Adam
was alone in the store. On the still rainy evening, it was prematurely dark inside, in the corners garage consumed in the gloom that the fluorescent over it could not reach. He spent countless hours there, so his hands knew where to find things, even if his eyes didn't. Now it's been stretched over the
engine of an old Pontiac, the dirty radio on store shelves to keep it company. Boyd set out to change the seal and close the store. The dinner, he said, was for old men like him. It wasn't hard work, which in a way was worse because his free mind was reaIly reaI. Even when he mentally went through the
details of the big events of 1920s United States history in a quiz, there was much leftover brainpower to consider, whether his back hurt by leaning over the engine, the fat felt in his ears, the frustration of this rusty head sledge, the proximity of this court date, and the presence of others here on the Ley
line. He wondered if Gansey and the others had actually gone out into the rain to explore Mount Coopers. Part of him hoped not to, although he did his best to kill the baser's emotions regarding his friends - if he let it run wild, he'd be jealous of Ronan, jealous of Blue, jealous of Gansey or the other two.
Any combination that didn't have Adam in it would cause some inconvenience if you let it. He wouldn't let me. Don't fight with Gansey. Don't fight Blue. Don't fight with Gansey. Don't fight Blue. There was no point in telling you not to fight Ronan. They fought again because Ronan was still breathing. The
wind blew in front of the store, and the rain splashed towards the small striped windows of the garage doors. Dry leaves rattled against the wall and snked. This was the time of year when it could be hot or cold day by day; It wasn't summer or spring. An intermediate, liminal time. It's a boundary. As he

moved to better reach the engine block, he felt a cool breeze around his ankles and was playing inside the cuffs of his pants. His hand hurt; They're still potted. When he was a kid, he licked their backs, and at first he didn't realize they were still chapped in the long run. It was hard to break. Even now, as
they pinched, he resisted the urge to relieve discomfort for a moment. Outside, the wind blew again, with several leaves rattling the windows. Inside, something shifted and clicked. Something that settles in the trash can, maybe. Adam rubbed his arm against his face, and he only found out when he did
that he had smears on his arm. It didn't make sense to wipe his face until he was done with the night. There was another click from the store. He stopped at work, a wrench hovered over the engine, and the top of the skull touched him over the open hood. It seemed like something else, but he Figure out
what it was. The radio didn't play anymore. Adam watched the old radio carefully. He just saw two bays on the other side of Pontiac, a pickup truck and a small Toyota. The power light was off; Maybe he finally died. But still, Adam asked about the empty garage, Noah? It wasn't like Noah to be
deliberately scary, but Noah's been less noah lately than usual. Less Noah and more dead. Something popped out. It took Adam a second to realize that it was a portable work light that was hanging from the edge of the hood. It's blacked out. Noah? Is that you? Adam suddenly had the terrible and
threatening feeling that something was behind him, watching him behind him. Something close enough to blow cold around his ankles again. Something big enough to exclude a little light from the bulb at the side door. It wasn't Noah. Outside, the thunder suddenly crashed. Adam's devastated. He climbed
out from under the hood, spinning, and pushed her back to the car. There was nothing there but concrete blocks, calendars, tools on the walls, posters. But one of the wrenches was swinging on the tool wall. The other side of the garage was blurry, just like Adam couldn't remember. Go away, leave Something touched the back of his head. He closed his eyes. Adam understood it at the same time. Cabeswater was the one who tried to understand you. Persephone has been working with him to improve his communications: Usually, he asked me every morning what he needed while he flipped tarot
cards or scryed into the bathroom sink. But he hasn't asked since school started. So now he's forcing her to listen. Cabeswater, Persphone once said, quiet and strict, not your boss. Something clicked on the table on the opposite wall. Adam said, Wait! Dove into his messenger bag as the room went dark
on. His fingers found his notebooks, his textbooks, his envelopes, his pens, the forgotten chocolate. Something else flipped over, closer. For a minute, he thought he left the tarot cards in the apartment. It won't hurt. It's going to be scary, but it's not going to hurt you – but fear hurts too. Just because he's
tantrums, Of coursephone added, doesn't make it better than you. The cards. Squatting by his bag, Adam snatched the velvet bag and put the deck in his hand. Persaton has been teaching him all sorts of meditation methods, but he wouldn't be meditating now. Trembling, he mingle with the deck as the
oil began to roll over in the pan below Pontiac, an angry ocean. He hit three sheets on the concrete. Death, Empress, the devil. Think, Adam, think, get in it – The nearest fluorescent buzzed roughly, suddenly too bright, and then just as suddenly out. Adam's subconscious fled in Cabeswater's
consciousness, both of them caught up in this strange deal he made. The Empress, the Devil. Three sleepers, yes, yes, he knew that, but they only needed one, and besides, what was Cabeswater interested in, who was sleeping on the Ley line, what did he need from Adam? His mind focused on a
branched thought, traveling along a limb, to a trunk, down to the roots, into the ground. In that darkness, filth and rock, he saw the Ley line. Eventually he saw the connection and where it broke and understood what Cabeswater had asked him to fix. The relief washed it over. I get it, he said loudly,
resenting, caught himself in the cold concrete. I'll do it this week. The store immediately returned to normal. The radio spoke to the game again; Adam didn't hear the moment it started again. While Cabeswater's communication tools can be terrifying - apparations, black dogs, howling winds, faces of
mirrors - the point was never to intimidate him. He knew that. But it was hard to remember it as the walls shifted and the water on the floor inside the windows and imaginary women sobbed in his ears. He always stopped as soon as Adam understood. He just wanted you to understand. He took a deep
breath next to his tarot cards. It's time to get back to work. He heard something. It shouldn't have been anything anymore. But something scraped through the store door. It was a dry, thin noise, like a paper tear. It's a claw. It's a nail. But he understood. He promised to do the job. He was going to tell you
it was just a leaf or a branch. Something casual. But Henrietta wasn't a normal place anymore. It wasn't ordinary anymore. I said I understood, Adam said. Understand. This week. Should it be sooner? There was no answer inside the garage, but outside, something light and restless moved away from
one of the windows, high off the ground. There was just enough light to see his scales. Scales. Adam's pulse picked up, his heart beating so hard, it hurt. Cabeswater must have believed him; He's never let her down before. There were no rules, but there was trust. The noise came just outside the door:
tck-tck-tck-tck. The garage door opened. It sounded like a freight train as it roared along the tracks on the ceiling. In the harsh evening, in the deep blue-and-black rain, a pale monster was raised. There were needle arms and wild beaks, ragged wings and greasy scales. He was so opposed to everything
that was real that it was hard to even really see it. Terror was Adam's. The old terror, one that has just as much confusion and betrayal as fear itself. He did everything right. Why did it still happen if you did everything right? In horror an animal took a scratch, slipping step towards Adam. Shoo, you nasty
bastard, said Ronan Lynch. He stepped out of the rain and went into the store; It was hidden in the dark in his jacket and dark jeans. Chainsaw clinging shoulder. Ronan raised his hand to the white monster, as if he had thrown himself off a boat. The creature pulled its head back, separated side by side.
Come on, Ronan said, not afraid. Flew. For he was not just any monster; It was Ronan Lynch's monster. A night of horror that brought an evil life. He swam up into the dark, strangely gracefully, as soon as his face disappeared. Damn, Ronan, damn it, Adam gasped, his head was busted. Oh, my God, it's
not my fault. You scared the out of me. Ronan grinned. He didn't understand that Adam's heart was going to explode. Adam wrapped his arm around the back of his head and curled into a ball on the concrete, waiting for him to feel like he wasn't going to die. He heard the garage door rattle closed again.
Temperatures rose as soon as the wind was closed. A boot pushed Adam's knee. Get up. You donkey**down, Adam mumbled, still hasn't raised his head. Get up. He didn't mean to hurt you. I don't know why you're. Adam's curled up. Slowly, he was given enough functionality to be more annoyed than
afraid. He pushed her to her feet. There's more to the world than you, Lynch. Ronan turned his head to the side to read the cards. What is this? Cabeswater, i'm sorry. What's f**k wrong with your face? Adam didn't answer that. Why was he with you? I was at the Barns. He followed the car. Ronan lurked
around Pontiac, staring at the process with selflessness of understanding. Chainsaw hacked down to squat on the engine block, head busted. No, Ronan warned me. It's toxic. Adam wanted to ask what Ronan was doing at Barns all day and night, but he didn't push it. Barns was Ronan's family business,
and the family was private. I saw the shitty box on the lot backwards, Ronan said. And I thought anything to avoid Malory for a few more minutes. Touching. What do you think of the idea of researching Greenmantle's cobwebs? Possible? Isn't that possible? Anything is possible. Then do it for me, Ronan
said. Adam laughed in disbeliere. Do it for you. Some of us have homework, you know. Homework! What's the point? Tickets fed? Graduation? Ronan was sworn in as an indication of further lack of interest. Are you just trying to me off? Adam asked. Ronan picked up an outlet from the work table on the
other side of Pontiac. He studied it by suggesting that he considered it a weapon of merit. Aglionby is pointless for people like us. What do you think, people love us? I'm not going to use it, Ronan said, to do some work on a tie - He made a dangling movement over his neck, tilting his head. And you could
find a way to make the Ley line work for you, as it has been Her. Page 14 Adam responded: What do you see now, what am I doing? Where are we at all? Offensively close to the Toyota where I am. Work. I'll be at my next job in two hours for another four hours. If you're going to convince me that I don't
need Aglionby after killing myself for a year because of him, you've only got your breath. Be a loser if you want, but don't make me a part of it, make you feel better. Ronan's expression was cool at the top of the Pontiac. Well, he said fuck it, Parrish. Adam just looked at her. Do your homework. Anyway,
whatever. I'm going to get out of here. By the time Adam leaned in for a rag to get the fat out of his ear, the other boy was gone. It was as if he had taken with him all the noise of the garage; the wind was out, so the leaves no longer rang, and the radio tuning shifted, so the station was still a little blurry. He
seemed safer, but he was also lonelier. Later, Adam walked out on the cool, damp night to his little shitty car. As he sank in the driver's seat, he found something that was already sitting in the seat. He recovered the object and held it up under the weak inner cab light. It was a small white plastic container.
Adam unscrewed the lid. Inside was a colorless lotion that smelled of fog and moss. He replaced the lid with a wrinkled one, turned the container around and looked for additional identifying characteristics. At the bottom, Ronan's handwriting was just marked with the manibus. For your hand. 16 I mean, it's
the nicest possible way, Malory said, tilting Gansey's desk chair, but it can't be tea for love or money. The night outside the windows was black and damp; Henrietta's lights seemed to move as the dark trees blew back and forth in front of them. Gansey sat on the floor next to his city model and worked
slowly on it. I did not have time to add something new; instead, it took minutes here and there to repair the damage done in the summer. It was definitely less satisfying to restore something that was like growing. I don't know what I'm doing wrong, Gansey admitted. It seems like a simple process. If I
wasn't afraid to be in the bathroom you call a kitchen, I'd advise you, Malory said. But I'm afraid one day I'm going to go into the room and never come out. Gansey recorded a tiny cardboard staircase with a glass of glue and looked up to find the dog watching him with narrow eyes. The dog was not
mistaken; He put the stairs up a little skeely. Gansey straightened them out. Better? Asked. Never mind, Malory replied. He's very upset. He's confused, Gansey, that you didn't think about sending Glendower to sleep at 600. I've thought about it, Gansey said. Well, it's my fault. Guessing. I can't prove or
deny theories. And while interesting, it's ultimately irrelevant. - I don't agree with a scientist's point of view, as you should. Oh, should I? Your own assumption is that Glendower traveled here via the Ley line. A perfectly straight line at sea is not an easy thing to achieve. He's going to have to make a lot of
fuss to hide a prince. Why don't we hide it on a Welsh line? The English would not have rested until they had found him, said Gansey. Wales is too small for such a secret. Is that it? You and I were walking in Wales. Tell me there's no place in the mountains where I can hide it. Gansey couldn't. Malory ran
to the pool table maps. As Gansey joined him, he followed his finger through the overflowing sea, from Wales to tiny Henrietta. Why would we take on the almost impossible task of sailing a perfectly straight line across the sea? Gansey didn't say anything. This map was unmarked, but couldn't help but
see all the places it was. Outside, wind blew suddenly, plastering wet, dead leaves against the window panes. The Ley lines, the corpse paths, the death paths, Doodwegen, if you believe in the Netherlands, but who doesn't, that's how we used to carry on the dead, Malory said. The pallbearers traveled
the burial paths to keep the souls intact. Choosing a crooked path was to replace the soul, and a spooky one, or worse. So when they were traveling in a straight line with Glendower, it was because they treated him like the dead. So he had been asleep when they left, Gansey said, though now sleeping
seemed too easy a word for him. I had a flash of memory, although it was not real memory; It was a vision in Cabeswater. Glendower is touching in his coffin, his arms clinging to his chest, a sword with one hand and a glass on the other. Gansey, his hands floated on the helmet, feared and ecstatic to
finally look into the face of the king after six hundred years. His soul was kept with his body. Exactly. And now that I'm here, now that I've seen your lines, I think they sailed all the way here because they were looking for this place. Malory tttted on the map. Virginia? Cabeswater, i'm sorry. The word hung
in the room. If you don't have Cabeswater himself, you're in a place like this, Malory continued. Maybe they just followed the energy values until they found a place where there's enough power to keep a soul in stasis for hundreds of years. Or at least longer than your companions thought they'd live
themselves. Gansey's been thinking about this. The psychics said there were three sleepers. Not just Glendower, but two others. I What you're saying would explain why there might be others here. Not necessarily because no one tried to put someone else to sleep elsewhere, but because they couldn't
get anywhere but here. It inspired a shudder, an unpleasant thought, to imagine being sent to sleep, and instead of being sent out for a reliable, accidental death. The two of them stared at the map for a few minutes. Then Malory said, I'm going to bed. Are we doing a search tomorrow, or can I drive to
that other Virginia again to look for more cartography? Other -? West. West Virginia. I think we're going to have to go with you after class. Excellent. Malory left the objectionable tea on the pool table and retired with the Dog. Gansey didn't move in the warehouse after the door closed. He stood for so long
that he felt confused; It could have been standing for a minute, it could have been an hour ago. Maybe now, a year ago. He was as much a part of this room as his telescope and stacks of books. Unchanged. It cannot be modified. He couldn't decide if he was tired or tired of waiting. He was wondering
where Ronan was going. He didn't call Blue. Look, I found this. Gansey jumped at the exact moment he recognized Noah's voice. The dead boy sat cross-legged at the end of Gansey's mattress in the middle of the room. Gansey was relieved to see that Noah looked more determined than the last time he
saw him. In his hand, he held a dark grey piece of clay, which he turned into a small, negative-looking snowman. It's frosty, the clay man, said Noah, amusing. I took it from Ronan's room. Look, it's melting. Gansey looked more at him as he settled into the cross-eyed reflection of Noah. Did you get it from
your sleep? Gas station, I think. There are metal flakes in the clay or something, said Noah. See, he's standing on that magnet. After a while, it grinds and eats the magnet. Observed. They've been watching a lot. He moved so slowly that it took Gansey a full minute to believe that the metallic putty would
eventually absorb the magnet. Is that a sitye? Gansey asked. From the age of six. That's the worst toy I've ever seen. Noah grinned. He said, Piss on a rope. They both laughed loudly at Ronan's words coming out of Noah's mouth. The bottom of the clay shape could hide the magnet without Gansey
noticing any movement. What's with the slow expression? Noah asked. Slowly, slowly... ... Catchy monkey, Gansey finished it. Noah, don't go. I'm going to ask you a question, and I don't want you to go like always. The dead boy raised his head to meet Gansey's eyes. While he was not transparent or
inappropriate looking in any way, he was unwittingly unsettling in this light. his un blinked eyes. It could have been me. I should have been there. Did you hear him? When... when you died? Gansey regretted asking, but he kept going. Did you hear a voice? Noah's fingers touched his sleety face, though
he didn't seem to notice. He shook his head. If Gansey and Noah had died on the Ley line at the same time, why did they choose Gansey for life and choose Noah to die? Noah's death was by all rights the most sinous: he was killed for no reason. Gansey was stung by a death that had been scrubbing his
steps for more than a decade. I think it's... Cabeswater wanted to be awake, said Noah. He knew I wouldn't do what I had to do, and you would. He couldn't have known that. Noah shook his head again. It's easy to know a lot of things when time isn't straight, but time is up. But, said Gansey, but did not
know what he was trying to protest. In fact, it was just the fact of Noah's slow death, and it didn't seem like anyone could control the protest. He touched one ear; He could feel the spirits of the wasp crawling through him. If we find Glendower, I'm asking him to heal you. As a favor. He didn't like to say it
out loud; Not because he didn't mean it, but because it wasn't clear whether the favor worked or if it worked at all and he didn't like false promises. Noah messed with his clay man. He was no longer much of a man; Just because Gansey has already seen it, he still saw the suggestion of the figure in the
nondescript bunch. I know, I know. This... That's very kind of you. But...? Don't be afraid, Noah said it out of the blue. He reached out and pulled Gansey's hand out of his ear. Gansey didn't even realize he was still softly affected. Leaning forward, Noah blew his cold, dead breath into Gansey's ear.
There's nothing there. You're just tired. Gansey trembled a little. Because it was Noah, and no one else, Gansey admitted, I don't know what I'm going to do when I find him, Noah. I don't know what I'm going to be if I don't look for it. I don't know what it is to be that man again. Noah put the clay in
Gansey's hands. That's exactly how I feel about the idea of resusking. 17 Tell me my future, Blue said that night, threw himself in front of Calla, who covered the reading room table with receipts. The whole 300 Fox Way was howlingly loud; Orla had another group, just like Orla's mother, Jimi. Plus, Trinity
– Jimi's sister or cousin or friend – brought over about a thousand little cousins or something to make soap. The reading room was the quietest place. Tell me if I'm an orphan in it. Go away, Calla said, punching buttons in a He and Maura usually worked on the house's finances together, Calla operates
the calculator as an adult, and Maura sits cross-legged in the middle of the table nearby. But there was no Maura this time. I'm busy. I think I actually don't know, Blue said. I think that's it. You and Persesphone pretend to be wise, and oh, he has to find his own way into the world blah blah, but you're
really just saying that because you have no idea. That's the paperwork, Calla said. And you're a pest. Go away. Blue picked up a handful of receipts and threw them in Calla's face. Calla looked at him through the flapping sheet and didn't move. They settled on the table. Blue and Calla were staring at
each other. I'm so sorry, blue said, shrinking. I really am. He started picking up one of the bills, and Calla grabbed her wrist. No, he said. Blue's shoulders are more slumped. Calla said, Look. This isn't easy for either of us. You're right, i'm sorry. We've never seen Cabeswater, and now it's harder to see
everything else when it's just the two of us. It's harder to agree when there's no tiebreaker, especially when it comes to tiebreaker... His face has changed. There are three sleepers. You already told me that. That's what everyone told me. Well, I think your job is to wake one of them, and I think it's Maura's
job not to wake her up again. It's just two jobs and three sleepers. Persphone and I do not agree slightly with the existence of a third job or not. Page 15 Blue asked: What kind of work are we talking about here anyway? Like a job where we take out our salaries and end up pulling our faces up against the
wall of a magical forest with epoch's most valuable employee? A job like this ends up in balance, and we all live happily ever after. Well, that sounds good, except what about that sleeper in the middle and b, you can't finish a negative job ever, i.e., when mom knows she successfully hasn't woken
someone up, and three, does that still involve Gansey's death? Because f, that's not my idea of a happy ending. I'm sorry about this conversation, Calla said, and began stacking receipts. G, I don't want to go to school anymore. Well, you're not going to leave, so I'm sorry for your loss. I didn't say I was
quitting. It's just that I have very low job satisfaction right now. Morale is low. Soldiers don't want to go to community college. Calla cut another button on the calculator. His mouth took a very impressed shape. Soldiers shouldn't whine about someone who worked their ass off to go to community college. It
will be one of those i climbed both ways to Thing? Because if so – This is a must-go-contemplatn-your-entitlement-Blue-Sargent-thing. Blue, shame, huffed and stood up. Anyway, whatever. Where's the list of church guards? That doesn't make Gansey any less dead. Calla. It's in the box above the fridge,
I think. Blue stormed out of the room, deeply dissatisfied, and pulled a chair through hordes of soap-making children into the fridge. Of course, he found the church clocks in the box at the top. He pushed the entire collection through the hardworking children and then went out the sliding door into the dark
courtyard. It was immediately quieter. The yard was empty, except for some moms waiting to be planted, the huge beech tree with the large yellow canopy, and the Grey Man. He sat so softly in one garden chair that Blue didn't notice until he turned to the other. Oh, that's it! Sorry. Are you having a good
time? I can go back. His expression was pensive. He tipped his mostly full beer towards the other chair. No, I'm the intruder. I should ask you if you want this place for yourself. He flapped a diffident's hand towards him as he sat. The night smells of foxy and damp, with all the rain and failed leaf fires. For
a moment, they sat quietly as Blue snuffed through the newspapers, and grey man watched over his beer. The breeze was cool, and the Grey Man put down his coat, without a particular ceremony, and handed it to Blue. As he draped it over his shoulder, he asked, So, what's there? Sonettes, I hope.
Blue drummed his fingers on the sides, thinking about how to sum it up. Every May, we hold a vigil and see the souls of the people who will die within a year. We ask for their names, and if they're customers, we let the living know that we've seen their souls so they can fix things. This is a list of names.
Are you okay? Oh, yes, I'm just, it's, eyelids in my eyes or something, Blue said, wiping his right eye. What's this face for? The ethical and spiritual consequences are dazzling. Isn't that right? Blue kept the latest list over his head, so the kitchen lamp illuminated his handwriting. Oh, yes. What's going on?
He just found what he was looking for: JESSIE DITTLEY. He misst wrote, but still. Blue leaned back. Gansey and I met someone, and I thought I remembered their name. And there it is. Yes, that's it. The thing is, I don't know if he's going to die because we're in his life, or because we're not, or if he's
going to die either way. The grey man rested his neck on the back of his chair and looked at the low clouds reflecting Henrietta's light. Fate versus mere prediction? I'm guessing you know more about how psychic business works. Blue shrunk further into his coat than the wind bee leaves. I only know what
they said. And what did they tell you? He liked the way he asked. It was less that he needed the information and rather that he enjoyed his company. It seemed strange that he felt the least lonely and restless, that he was sitting here with her, not With Calla or Persanfon. He felt more eyelids sticking in his
eyes. Mom says it's like a memory,' Blue said. Instead of looking backwards, you look forward. Remembering the future. Because time isn't like that - he drew a line. That's right - He drew a circle. So I guess if you think like that, it's not that we can't change the future. It's that when you see the future, it
already reflects the changes you may have made based on seeing the future. I don't know. I don't know! Because mom always tells people that her reading is promises, not guarantees. So you can break your promise. Some warranties, too, the Grey Man noted, sound wry. And then all of a sudden,
Maura's on the list? Blue shook his head. He was born in West Virginia. The church guard only shows that people who were born in the area. Or, in the case of Richard Gansey III: reborn. Mr. Gray asked: Can I see you? He handed it over and watched the slow-moving letters overhead as he made his
way to the names. How much he loved this bee- tree. As often as a little girl she came out to put her hands against a cool, smooth crust, or sat herself on twisted, exposed roots. He once wrote her a letter, remembered it, and put it in a pen holder that was stuck in the roots. They've grown around the box
a long time ago, completely hidden. Now he wished he could read the letter again, since all he remembered was its existence, not its contents. Mr. Gray is still gone. Careful, did you say Gansey? Last name on the last page. He just chewed on his lower lip. Know? He shook his head, just a little bit. Do
you know how long? He shook his head again. His eyes were strong on him, and then he just sighed and nodded, in solidarity that he was left behind, who wasn't on the list. Finally, he said, Breaking a lot of promises, Blue. He inged his beer. He folded the paper to hide JESSIE DITTLEY and then reveal
it again. In the dark, he said, do you love my mother? He looked through the leaves' darker butts. Then he nodded. Me, too. He bent his index finger grimly. Frowning, he said, I didn't want to put your family in danger. I know you don't. I don't think that's what anyone thinks. I have a decision to make, he
said. Or a plan. I think I'll do it by Sunday. What's magical about Sunday? This is a date that used to be very important to me, Man told me. And it seems that this day I'm starting to be the person your mother thinks I can be. I hope the person my mother thought might be the person who would find the
mothers, Blue replied. He stood up and stretched himself out. - Helm sceal cenum, a þas heanan hyge horde on unginnost. Does that mean I'm going to be a hero? He smiled and said: His cowardly heart is not a prize, but the man of valiant deserves his shining helmet. So what I said, he replied.
Basically. 18 Gansey didn't sleep. Since Blue didn't have a cell phone, there was no way he could break the rules and call her. Instead, she started instead lying in her bed every night, eyes closed, hands rested on her phone, waiting to see if she was going to call him on the phone/seam/Cat Room in his
house. Stop it, he told you. Stop wants - The phone buzzed. He put it to his ear. I see you're still not in Congress. He was awake. Looking at Ronan's locked bedroom door, Gansey got his wireframes and diary and climbed out of bed. He locked himself in the kitchen laundry and sat in front of the fridge.
Gansey, what's going on? I'm here, he said softly. What do you know about blue-winged blue-winged blue? A break. Is that what you're talking about in Congress when the doors are locked? Yes, yes, i'm sorry. Is that a duck? Ding! Point to Fox Way. The bank holiday crowd is going wild! Did you know
that during the summer, they become flightless for a month when they discard all their flying pens at once? Blue asked, Isn't this all duck? Is that it? That's the problem with Congress. Don't be funny to me, sargent, Gansey said. Jane, it's not my fault. Did you know that blue-winged blue-winged blue must
eat a hundred grams of protein to replace 60 grams of body and tail feathers? I don't. That's about 31,000 spineless people they have to eat. Are you taking notes? No, no, no, no, no, Gansey closed his journal. Well, that was very instructive. It always is. Okay, then. There was another break, and Gansey
realized he hung up. He leaned back for the fridge, eyes closed, guilty, comforted, wild. He'd be waiting for this again in 24 hours. You know better, you know better: What the hell, man? Ronan told me. Gansey's eyes opened as Ronan hit the lights. He stood at the door, headphones looped around his
neck, chainsaw hulking like a gentle thug on his shoulder. Ronan's eyes found the phone near Gansey's feet, but he didn't ask, and Gansey didn't say anything. Ronan would hear a lie in an instant, and the truth wasn't possible. Jealousy ruined Ronant in the first few months of Adam's introduction to the
group; That would hurt him even more. he couldn't sleep, Gansey said candidly. And then after a break, you're not trying to kill Greenmantle, are you? Ronan's jaw has risen. His smile was sharp and humorless. No, no, no, no, no, I've come up with a better option. Do I want to know what it is? Is this
acceptance of the pointlessness of revenge? The smile widened and sharpened even more. That's not your problem, Gansey. It was more dangerous when he wasn't angry. And he was right: Gansey didn't want to know. Ronan opened the fridge door and pushed Gansey across the floor by an inch. He
pulled out a soda and handed Chainsaw a cold, hot dog. Then he looked at Gansey again. Hey, I heard this great song, he said. Gansey tried to turn off the raven's voice snoring a hot dog. Do you want to hear it? Gansey and Ronan rarely agreed on music, but Gansey shrugged. Ronan removed his
headphones from his neck and placed them on Gansey's ear – they smelled a little dusty and birdlike from the proximity of the chainsaw. Sound came through the headphones: Squash one, squash tw - Gansey ripped them off as Ronan dissolved into manic laughter, which Chainsaw echoed, fluttered
wings, both of them terrible and amused. You bastard, Gansey said wildly. You bastard. You betrayed my trust. It's the best song he's ever found, Ronan told him, laughing with bated breath. He's pulled himself back together. Come on, bird, let's give him some privacy with his food. As he left, he turned
off the lights and took Gansey back into the dark. Gansey heard him flick the rest of the killer squash song on his way to his room. Gansey pushed himself to his feet, collected his phone and diary, and then went back to bed. The guilt and worry were gone by the time he put his head in the pillow, and all
that was left was happiness. 19 Gansey forgot how much time the school occupied. Maybe it's because he's got more to do with it outside of school now, or maybe it's because now, he couldn't get it out of my head at school, even if he wasn't involved. Green man. Fuck! Gansey, it's not my fault. Gansey
boy! Richard Campbell Gansey, third. The Gansey in question swept through your colonnad with Ronan and Adam after school on his way to the office. Although he was faintly aware of the shouting, his mind was too noisy for the words to be heard. Part of it was donated to Greenmantle, partly to uncover
Maura's disappearance, part to uncover Malory's perpendicular ley line, part to the ravens' den, and partly to the knowledge that in seven hours Blue could call her. And one last, anxious part - a growing part - was preoccupied with the color of the autumn sky, the leaves on the ground, the sense that over
time without having to replace it with waning and spooling to the end. It was a uniformly free day in honor of the school's victory. Regional quiz bowl, and the lack of uniforms somehow worsened Gansey's anxiety. His classmates on the historic campus in vests, plaid pants and branded sweaters. He
reminded her that he still exists and has no other time. The other students have nominated themselves as unmistakable residents of this century, this decade, this year, this season, in this income category. Human clocks. It wasn't until we all returned from the same Navy V-neck sweaters that Aglionby
slipped out of time, and each time it began to feel like it was actually the same time. Page 16 Sometimes Gansey felt like he'd spent the last seven years of his life chasing places where he felt that way. Green man. Every morning this week began Greenmantle stood first in latin class, forever smiling.
Ronan didn't come for the first period. There's no way he'd have qualified if he failed latin, but gansey can blame him? The walls have fallen. Adam asked me why Gansey had to go to the office. Gansey lied. He's done fighting Adam Parrish. Ganseeeeeeey! The night before, Mr. Gray said to Ronan,
Dream me a Greywaren to give you greenmantle. And Ronan said, You want me to give that son of a bitch Cabeswater's keys? Is that what you're asking? So you're at a dead end. Gansey boy! Fuck. Ronan spind and walked backwards to face the shouter. He spread his arms. Not now, Cheng. The King
is a little busy. I wasn't talking to you, Lynch. I need someone with a soul. The light that glittered from Ronan's snarlings caught Gansey's eye and brought him back to the present. He checked his steps and watch before going back to Henry, who was sitting at a card table between columns. His hair
looked like a jet black fire. The two boys exchanged comrade handshakes on the table. They had a few things in common: before quitting last fall, Gansey was once captain of the team, and Henry once signed up for breakfast before scratching out his name at dinnertime. Gansey was in Ecuador; Henry
once did a model photo shoot with a racehorse called Ecuador in Love. Gansey was once killed by a wasp; Henry's family business was at the forefront of designing robot drone bees. The two boys were friendly, but not friends. Henry ran with the Vancouver crowd and Gansey ran with dead Kings of
Wales. What can I do for you, Mr. Cheng? Gansey asked pleasantly. Henry's got it. See, Ronan? That's how you talk to a man. Glad. It's you. I asked, Gansey. Look, I need your help. Sign this. Gansey observed this. The wording was fairly formal, but there appeared to be a petition to create a student
chosen by the student council. You want me to vote for the right to vote? You grabbed my much faster than our other contemporaries. I can see why you're always in the newsletter. Henry offered him a pen, and when Gansey didn't take it right away, a marker and then a pencil. Instead of accepting the
writing tool, Gansey tried to decide whether the petition's signature was promised at any time. Rex Corvus, parate Regis Corvi. Gansey, come on, Henry said. They'll listen to you. Your vote counts twice because you're white with big hair. You're Aglionby's golden boy. The only way to get more points is for
your mom to revive that place. Ronan grinned at Adam. Gansey rubbed a thumb on his lower nip, and he knew uncomely that Henry had not said anything untrue. He never found out how much of his place was earned here, and how much was left with his gilded ancestry. He was a little bothered. Now
he's really bothered. I'll sign it, but I want to exempt you from the nominations. Gansey accepted a pen. My plate is full. Henry rubbed his hands together. Sure, man, Parrish? Adam just shook his head. He did it in a remote, cool way that didn't invite Henry to ask again. Henry said, Lynch? Ronan flicked
his eyes from Adam to Henry. I thought you said I didn't have a soul. He didn't look at all of Aglionby only then, with his severed head and black biker jacket and expensive jeans. He seemed like a full-grown-up. Gansey thought it was like time had taken Ronan a little faster than the others this summer.
Who are these two? Gansey wondered. What are we going to do? It turns out that politics has already eroded my principles, said Henry. Ronan picked out a high-caliber marker and leaned deep over the petition. He wrote ANARCHY in huge letters and then threw the war device at Henry's chest. Hey, i'm
sorry. Henry cried as the marker bounced off him. You gangster. Democracy is a farce, Ronan said, and Adam grinned, a private, small thing that was inherently exclusionary. An expression he could have learned from Ronan. Gansey spared Henry a pity. I'm sorry, he didn't have enough exercise today.
Or there's something wrong with his diet. I'm going to take it now. When I'm elected president, Henry told Ronan, I'll make your face illegal. Ronan's smile was thin and dark. Litigation is a farce. As he headed back to the shady colonn, Gansey asked: Have you ever thought about the possibility that you
can grow up to be a donkey**down? Ronan kicked a piece of gravel. He slid through the bricks in front of them before jumping out into the grassy yard. Rumor has it that his father gave him a Fisker for his birthday, and he's too afraid to drive. I want to see if he's got it. Rumor has it he rode his bike here.
Vancouver? Adam asked. Gansey as a couple of impossibly young ninth grades ran through the yard – ever had that little one? He knocked on the principal's door. Am I doing this? That's what it was. Are you waiting for me here? No, Ronan said. Parrish and I are going for a drive. Are we? Adam asked.
Good, Gansey said. He's relieved they're doing something, they don't think about the principal, they're not surprised gansey ended up acting like a Gansey. I'll see you later. And before they could say anything else, he let himself in and closed the door. 20 Ronan took Adam to the Barn. Since the
disastrous fourth of July party, Ronan has disappeared into his family home and returned without explanation. Adam was never pried - secrets were secrets - but he could not deny that he was curious. Now it looked like he was going to find out. He's always found Barns disturbing. The Lynch family's
property may not have carried the patina of the lush property of the Gansey house, but it made up for it with more than a claustrophobic history. These barn-encrusted fields were an island unset by the rest of the valley, mementoed by Niall Lynch's imagination and grazed by his dreams. That was a
different world. Ronan was navigating the narrow driveway. The gravel cut through an embankment and a bunch of twisted wood. The cherry-red leaves of the sizzle and the blood spikes of the raspberry grapes flashed between the trunks. Everything else was green here: canopy thick enough to block the
afternoon sun, grass rippling up the banks, moss clinging wet. Then they cross the woods, the vast, protected fields. Here it was even more saturated: green and golden pastures; stables red and white; dense, messy autumn roses hanging from crowded bushes; purple, sleepy mountains half hidden
behind the tree line. Yellow apples, bright as butter, peek at the trees on one side of the drive. Some blue flower, unlikely, dreamed, was a spree in the grass on the other side. Everything was wild and raw. But those are the Lynches. Ronan made a big flashy sideways slide at the end of the drive - Adam
silently reached to keep the strap on the ceiling - and the BMW worn carelessly into the gravel car park in front of the white farmhouse. One day, you're going to blow a sidewall, Adam said, as he got out of the car. Of course, Ronan agreed. He climbed out of the car and looked up into the branches of
plum trees next to the parking lot. As always, Adam was reminded that Ronan belonged here. Something about the familiar way he stood as he searched for ripe fruit suggests that he has done it many times before. It made it easy to understand that Ronan grew up here and would grow old here. It's easy
to see how he was banished to cut out his soul. Adam allowed himself a longing moment to an Adam Parrish grew out of these areas, but also a dusty park outside Henrietta - an Adam Parrish who allowed him to want this home for himself. But it was as impossible as to imagine Ronant Aglionby as a
teacher. He didn't know how Ronan learned to be wild in this protected place. Ronan found two black-and-purple plums he liked. He threw one at Adam and then yanked his jaw to indicate that Adam had to follow. For some reason, Adam struck it in his head that every time Ronan disappeared from the
Barns, he was preparing for the house himself and Matthew. It was such a persuasive idea that he was surprised when Ronan showed him around the farm to take him to one of the stables built on the property. It was a large, long barn that was supposed to hold horses or cattle, but instead contained
garbage. A closer examination revealed that it was actually dream eyes, gently dust and fading. Ronan easily passed through the dim expanse, picking up the watch, the lantern, a strangely clothed screw that somehow hurt Adam to look at it. Ronan found a kind of spooky light on the strap; he threw it
over his shoulder to bring it with him. She was already scarfing after her plums. Adam stayed at the door and watched through the dust particles to keep the plum last. Is that what you're working on? No, it's dad's. Ronan recorded a little string instrument. He turned it around so Adam could see that his
strings were made of pure gold. Take a look at this. Adam joined him. Although he had homework to do and Cabeswater cared for, it was hard to feel rushed. In the barn, the air was sleepy and timeless, and there was nothing unpleasant about being researched through miracles and nonsense. Some of
the things in the barn were machines that were still running with mysterious tools. But others were things that Niall Lynch could come alive about because they were asleep. They found sleeping birds between the clutter and a sleeping cat, and an old-fashioned stuffed bear that had to be alive as well
because his chest rose and fell off. With the death of their creator, they were all vigilant— unless they were taken back to Cabeswater like Ronan's mother. As they passed through the old barn, Adam felt Ronan's eyes gaze down at him and away, his lack of interest practiced but incomplete. Adam was
wondering if anyone else noticed. Part of him wished they had done it, and he immediately felt bad because it was vanity, really: See, Adam Parrish is wantable, worthy of love, not just anyone, someone like Ronan, who might want Gansey or anyone else and chose Adam as his hungry eyes. Maybe he
was wrong. Maybe he's wrong. I'm inglorable, Ronan Lynch. You want to see what I'm working on? Ronan asked. Just be cool. Sure, Adam replied. Just be cool. Stopped only by the strap of ghost light over a fence column for subsequent retrieval, Ronan led Adam through the wet a barn they visited
earlier. Adam knew what he was going to find before Ronan opened the big, rusty door, and of course enough, he had a huge herd of cattle in every color. Like all living things in these barns, they slept. Expected. Inside, the light is dull and brown, filtered through dirt covered skylights from far above the
roof. It smelled warm, alive, familiar as hair, shit and humidity. Who dreamed of a herd of cattle? No wonder Cabeswater couldn't show up until Ronan's father died. Even Ronan and Kavinsky's careless dream sucked enough power off the Ley line to make the forest disappear. They were trinkets, drugs,
cars. They're not fields full of living things. It's not a fictional valley. That was the reason Greenmantle couldn't even have a fake Greywaren. Cruel Cabeswater is strangely fragile. Ronan came to the door in the barn; Behind him was a tagged office. There was enough dust everywhere to make dirt. On the
table, yellowed veterinary records and news feed receipts. They kept ancient cokes in a dumpster. Frameless prints were covered on the walls - a flyer for some Irish folk bands who played in New York; a vintage print of some children running on a remote, older pier in a remote, older country. It was so
different from what Adam's father pinned to the walls of the work site that Adam once again considered ronan's admiration. Someone like him treats someone like Adam as someone worthy – Ronan swore as he stumbled. He found the light switch, and a benign fluorescent came over their heads. It was
full of dead flies. In the slightly better light, Adam saw dust-free paths leading from the table to an office chair by the wall. The blanket embedded in the chair— not dusty — and it was not difficult to imagine the form in which a young man sleeps in it. There was something unexpectedly lonely in the picture.
Ronan pulled a metal tack out of the wall and knocked over the lid with a fantastic impact. I was trying to wake up my father's dreams. What's going on? They're not dead. Sleep. If I dragged them to Cabeswater, they'd stand up and walk away. So I started thinking, why don't I bring cabeswater to them?
Adam wasn't sure what he expected, but that wasn't it. For the cows. Some of us have families, Parrish. Aurora's trapped in Cabeswater. Of course Ronan would want me to come and go. Ashamed, Adam replied: I'm sorry. Has. It's not just that. It's Matthew - Ronan is devastated, very completely, and
Adam understood. It was another secret, a Ronan wasn't ready to tell me. After a moment of rummaging through the box, Ronan turned around with a clear glass ball in his hand. The air inside is misty shimmering. It was nice, something you'd hang in the garden or in an old lady's kitchen. He found Adam
safe. Not too Page 17 Ronan held him up to the light. The inner air rolled from side to side. Maybe it's not air at all. Maybe it's a liquid. Adam saw it reflected in his blue eyes. Ronan said: That was my first try. You dreamed it. Of course you don't, and Cabeswater? Ronan seemed offended. Asked. He
asked. It's so simple. It's like it's easy for him to communicate with this organization, which can only learn about itself in front of Adam through big and violent gestures. The dream that had some Cabeswater in it, Ronan continued, and intoned, If it works the dream, it works in real life. Works? Give me the
short version. Asshole. No, it's not. It really sucks. Ronan dug himself back through the tack box, highlighting the other failed attempts, all of them mysterious. A shimmering ribbon, a bunch of grass that still grows out of a piece of dirt from a forked branch. He let Adam keep a few; they all felt strange. It's
too heavy as gravity weighted them more than it should. And they smelled vaguely familiar, like Ronan or Cabeswater. If Adam thought of it - or rather, if he didn't think about it - he felt the pulse of the Ley line at all. I had a bag of sand, Ronan said, but I spilled it. I dreamed for hours. He drove an hour
every day to park his car and curl up in this chair and sleep alone. Why here? Why did you come here to do it? Toneless, Ronan said: Sometimes I dream of wasps. Adam imagined it then: Ronan woke up at Monmouth Manufacturing, a dream object clutching wasps clutching in his hand, crawling in his
bedding, Gansey couldn't get in the other room. No, he couldn't have had a wild dream in Monmouth. Lonely. Aren't you afraid you're going to get hurt on your own? Adam asked. Ronan has me. He's afraid for his own life. But there was something else in his eyes. He studied his hands and admitted: I
dreamed him of a box of EpiPens. I always dream of cures for stings. I've got one. I put it in the Pig. They're all over Monmouth. Adam felt cruel and cruel hope. Work? I don't know, I don't know. And there's no way to find out before it happens. There's not going to be a rematch. Ronan took two objects

out of the tack and got up. Here it is. Time for a field trip. Let's go to the lab. With one arm, he propped up a bright blue polar blanket to his body. On the other, he drated a piece of moss like a waiter's towel. Do you want me to take one with me? Adam asked. Fuck, no. Adam got him the door. In the barn's
large room, Ronan walked among the cows, stopped to look into their faces or pulled his head up to observe the markings. He finally stopped a chocolate brown cow with a jagged stripe off his friendly face. He pushed his immobile side motionless with the toe of his boots and explained: works better if it
seems more ... I don't know. Particular. If it looks like something I've dreamed of myself. It looked like a cow to Adam. So, what about this one? It looks f**cool friendly. Cattle, the boy wizard. He put the blue blanket on the floor. Carefully. Then he ordered you to feel his pulse. Don't just stare. Pulse. On
his face. There, there. Here, Parrish, my God. It's right there. Adam carefully followed his fingers on the cow's short facial hair until he felt the animal's slow pulse. Ronan wrapped his moss blanket in the cow's wither. What about now? Adam wasn't sure what he was supposed to see. He didn't feel
anything, nothing, nothing - ah, but he was there. The cow's pulse was acceleing. Once again, he imagined Ronan to be here alone, so hopeful of change that he would have noticed such a subtle difference. He was more devoted than ronan thought lynch was. Lonely. He said, Are you any closer than
that? Ronan has me. Did you think that's all I was going to show you? There's another one. Do you have to pee first? If. No, seriously. I'm fine, i'm fine. Ronan turned to the other object he brought out. It wasn't the blue blanket adam expected, it was something wrapped in the blanket. Whatever was in
there, it couldn't be bigger than a shoebox or a big book. It didn't seem too hard. And if Adam's eyes didn't fool him, Ronan Lynch was afraid of him. Ronan took a deep breath. Okay, Parrish. He unpacked it. Adam was looking. Then he looked away. Then he looked back. It was a book, he thought. Then
he didn't know why he thought it was a book; It was a bird. No, it's a planet. It's a mirror. None of them were. It was just a word. It was a cupped word in Ronan's hands that he wanted to be loudly said, but he didn't want to, but actually he did - Then Adam looked away again because he couldn't keep an
eye on it anymore. He could feel it going crazy if he tried to name it. What is that? Asked. Ronan looked at him, but sideways, his jaw decided from him. He looked younger than usual, his face softened by uncertainty and caution. Sometimes Gansey told stories about the Ronan he knew before Niall died;
Now that I'm looking at this fallible Ronan, Adam thought he might be able to believe them. Ronan said: A piece of Cabeswater. It's a piece of a dream. That's what I asked for. And this ... that's what I think it should look like, probably. Adam felt the truth. It was this horrible, impossible and beautiful object
that was a dream when there was nothing to live in. Who was the person who could dream a specific form of a dream? No wonder Aglionby bore Ronan. Adam checked it out. He looked away. He said, Does it work? Ronan's expression sharpened. He kept the dream thing next to Face. Light, or
something like that light, reflected onto Ronan's jaw and face, which made him sharp and handsome and scary and someone else. Then he blew it away. His breath went through the word, the mirror, the unwritten line. Adam heard a whisper in his ear. Something moved and moved in it. Ronan's
eyelashes fluttered dark. What do we do - The cow has shifted. Not much. But his head bowed; one ear flicked. It's like he's pushing a bee sleepily. A muscle trembled near his spine. Ronan's eyes were open; there was a fire in them. He was breathing again, and the cow twitched his ears again. He's got
a tight lip. But he didn't wake up and he didn't rise. He retreated, hiding the dream from adam's frenking sight. I'm missing something yet, Ronan said. Tell me what I missed. Maybe you just can't wake up someone else's dream. Ronan shook his head. He didn't care if it was impossible. He was going to
do it anyway. Adam gave me the Power. It takes a lot of energy. Most of what I do when I repair ley line is making better connections so the energy runs more efficiently. Maybe you could find a way to control part of the line. I've thought about it. I don't care. I don't want to make a bigger cage. I want to
open the door. They looked at each other. Adam's fair and careful, Ronan's dark and incendiating. That was Ronan's most honest. Adam asked: Why? Tell me the real reason. Matthew – Ronan started again and stopped again. Adam was waiting. Ronan said: Matthew is mine. He's one of my men. Adam
didn't get it. I dreamt him, Adam. Ronan was angry – every single emotion that had no happiness was anger. This means that if - if something happens to me, he will be like them. Just like mom. All the memories Adam possessed of Ronan, and his brother reframed himself. Ronan's tireless devotion.
Matthew's resemblance to Aurora, a dream being. Declan's eternal position as an outsider, not as a dreamer, not as a dream. Only half of Ronan's surviving family was real. Declan told me, Ronan said. A few Sundays ago. Declan went to college in D.C., but still made the four-hour drive every Sunday to
attend church with his siblings, a gesture so extravagant that even Ronan seemed forced to admit that it was kindness. You didn't know? I was three years old. What did I know? Ronan turned away, lashes low above his eyes, expression hidden, burdened by birth, not made. Lonely. Adam sighed and sat
down next to the cow, leaning against his warm body, and letting his slow breath lift him up. After a moment, Ronan slipped down next to him, and the two looked at the sleepers. Adam felt Ronan glance at him and be away. Their shoulders were close. Above our heads, rain began to tap on the roof
again, another Storm. Maybe it's their fault. Greenmantle, Ronan said suddenly. His bedroom. I want to wrap it around his neck. Mr. Gray is right. You can't kill him. I don't want to kill him. I want to do to him what he threatens me with. To show him how I can make his life hell. If I can dream of that – Ronan
yanked his jaw toward the blanket that kept his dream object – surely I can dream of something to blackmail him with. Adam took that into account. How hard would it be to frame someone if you could bring me any evidence you need? Could it be that Greenmantle couldn't undo it and found them twice
as dangerous? You're smarter than me,' Ronan said. Guess what. Adam has issued a disbelief. Didn't you ask me to search greenmantle in all my spare time? yes, and now I'm going to tell you why I asked you. Why me? Ronan suddenly laughed. This voice, as crooked and joyous and terrible as the
dream in his hand, should have woken these cattle up if nothing else had done. I heard if you want magic done, he said, ask the magician. 21 It was too late when Blue called that night, long after Malory returned to the Suburban, long after Ronan returned to bmw. No one else was awake. Gansey, what's
going on? Blue asked. There's something uneasy about him, it's calmed down. Tell me a story, he said. From the Ley line. He immediately went to the kitchen-bathroom-laundry, moved as softly as he did, thought something to say to him. As he sat on the ground, he said softly: When I was in Poland, I
met a guy who sang his way across Europe. He said as long as he sang, he'd always find his way back. Blue's voice was quiet at the other end of the phone. I assume you mean a dead road, not a freeway. Mystical interstate. Gansey grazed his hand through his hair, remembering. I walked about 20
miles with him. I had a GPS. He had the song. He was right, too. I could have turned him around a million times and misled him two million times, and he could always go back to the Ley line. It's like he was magnetized. While he was singing. Was it always the same song? Was it the killer squash song?
Oh, my God. The floor tiles felt cool at the barefoot bottom. For some reason, the sensation is sensual and disturbing, reminiscent of Blue's skin. Gansey closed his eyes. It was a simpler time before it unleashed him into the world. I can't believe how Ronan and Noah are obsessed with this song. Ronan
was talking about the t-shirt. Can you imagine it? It's blue. What happened to the Polish guy? I assume you're singing your way through Russia. He went from left to right. West-east, I mean. What was it that such as? It's prettier than you think. It's so beautiful. Stopped. I'd like to go one day. He didn't give
himself time to doubt the wisdom to say it out loud before he replied, I know how to get there if you want company. After a long pause Blue said in a different tone: I'm going to sing myself to sleep. See you tomorrow. If you want company. The phone went quiet. It was never enough, but there was
something. Gansey opened his eyes. Noah was sitting at the doorway of the kitchen-bathroom-laundry. When Gansey thought about it, he thought he might have been sitting there for a long time. There was nothing inherently sinful at the moment, except that Gansey was burned with guilt and excitement
and desire and a foggy feeling that was truly known. It was inside, and the inside was everything Noah ever paid attention to. The other boy wore a conscious expression. Don't tell the others, Gansey said. I'm dead, Noah replied. He's not stupid. 22 I'm very angry with you, Piper said, sound very tight.
Greenmantle lay on top of the surrogate rental, his arms crossed over his chest, and his knees close together, thinking of early medieval burial positions. I know, Greenmantle answered, opened his eyes. Above the sky was sarcastically blue. What's going on now? The blood-taking people were here
today, and you weren't. I told you to be here. Page 18: I was here. He spent the first hour coming home, lying on his face. A small percentage of medieval bodies were buried as such; historians believed that suicides or tombs of witches, although in fact historians were such Guesser McGuessers, he is
the largest of them all. You didn't answer when I called. That doesn't change the fact that I was here. Should I have looked for you in the car? Why are you even here? There's a creative block, Greenmantle said. What? He turned to face it. She was standing next to the car, wearing a dress that looked like
it had a tired number of steps to remove. He also kept a small animal with a jeweled collar. She didn't have hair apart from a long, silky tassel that grew on her head, the exact same shade of blonde that Piper sported. What's that there? Greenmantle asked. He deeply suspected that this was a physical
manifestation of his bad mood. Otho, i'm sorry. He sat up. The rental car sighed loudly. Is that a cat? A rodent? What race, pray? Otho is a Chinese crested. Chinese crested what? Don't be such a dick. Because Greenmantle had people to pant and follow him around with mindless loyalty, he never felt
the urge to be a dog, but when he was younger, he sometimes imagined acquiring a dog with a fringed tail and legs. The kind who picked up ducks, whatever it was. Otho looked like Maybe the ducks pick him up instead. Is it going to get bigger? Or grow hair? Where did it come from? I ordered it. From
the Internet? Piper had her eyes on her innocence. Why do you have a creative block again? I have to find Mr. Gray's psychic girlfriend, but it turns out no one knows where he is. He disappeared when he tricked me. Greenmantle slipped off the car. Carefully. He was stiff about his air funeral. How do I
destroy what you need when it's gone? He's been reported missing and everything. I stole the report, and he said he obviously told his family he was underground. He didn't steal the report. He paid someone to steal the report. But the story sounded better with him than the hero. Piper said, Underground?
Psychic? It's important for my interests. Why? While you were out there, I did things, he said. Follow me. He led her through the garage and through a door she didn't know about, and she went up to the house. The stairs are widened in the hallway in the bedroom. He said, Haven't you read any of Mr.
Gray's reports? He stared at her, indicating she didn't understand the question. He said slowly as if he were an idiot, when he was here looking for this stupid thing for you. Did you read what he wrote back to you? Tracking? Oh, they are. Of course you don't. Then why did you ask him to send them
away? It was a million. I just wanted him to feel busy and listen. There's nothing like paperwork that makes you feel oppressed. Why? Piper opened the cupboard door to reveal a collection of packages with shipping labels bearing her name on them. Otho probably arrived in one of them. I read them in
the bathroom. Then I read the other reports from the other barely literate bandits you hired. Then I read the news. Greenmantle didn't care if he read the Grey Man's letters naked. He opened one of the boxes and looked inside. What are they? Knee pads, he said, and put them to prove it. He was resily
pleased with you. That horrible man was talking about these underground psychic energy lines that hindered his search because they were so powerful. I thought stronger was better. I thought I'd like to see what's strong because I'm bored in my head. And how hard is it to find them? That's why I ordered
these things. Knee pads? I don't care if I break a kneecap while I'm wandering underground. Doesn't it look like The Grey Man's crazy psychic bitch is in the same place as these crazy psychic lines? Lucky for you, I bought you some knee pads, too. He was so impressed with his ingenuity. You shouldn't
have, really, because He was a very brilliant creature. He just didn't usually use his powers for good, and when he did, he wasn't usually pointed at. He just didn't think he really liked her. Because he was so pleased with himself that he didn't have the heart to tell him that he would have rather paid
someone else to go underground to find the Grey Man's girlfriend. And the dress, as it turned out, had a concealed zipper and came off very easily. Piper left her knee pads on. After that, Greenmantle realized that he had forgotten that the dog was there, which seemed vaguely tasteless. So there will be
a caver, he said. I don't know what that means. She's an ant-woman. In the most basic language sense, you'll be an an antwomen. Anyway, whatever. You're coming with me. 23 Blue was not quite as terrible a leader as a frightened one. Since he didn't, as Jesse Dittley pointed out, not eat his greens, he
had to adjust the seat as close as possible to the pedal. A performing bear clutched the wheel with grace. Everything on the dashboard was shouting his attention. Lights? Speed! Air on the face? Air on the legs! Fuel engine! Weird bacon symbol? He drove very slowly. The worst part of his horror was how
angry he was. There was nothing about the driving process that seemed confusing or unfair to him. He took his exam. He knew what he was doing besides the bacon symbol. Road signs were never disturbed; the right to the road was logical. He was the champion giver. Give it 40 minutes and you can
park the Fox Way Ford in parallel wherever you want. But he could never forget that he was a tiny pilot in a multi-thousand-important weapon. That's just because he hasn't practiced enough, Noah said generously, but he grabbed the door knob in a way that seemed unnecessary for the already dead. Of
course he didn't practice enough. There was only one car in the Fox Way 300, and there was a lot of demand. Blue could cycle to school, work, and Monmouth Manufacturing, so the car usually fell on people who worked outside the house or running errands. With his current rate of practice-acquisition,
Blue imagined he would be comfortable behind the wheel of a car sometime in his forties. This afternoon, however, he managed to claim the car for a few hours. Noah was his only companion on this field trip: Gansey had some raven boy activities, Adam worked or went out of work, and Ronan
disappeared into the ether as usual. They were on their way to see Jesse Dittley. We go so slowly, Noah said, craning his neck to stick to the inevitable line behind them. I think I saw a tricycle passing us. Rough. After a protracted journey, Blue joined Jesse Dittley's driveway. The farm seemed less
mystical in the sun, less gloomy. cursed and more dirty and rusty. Turning on the handbrake (We're not even on a hill! protesting Noah), he got out and headed to the porch. He was banging on the door. It took him a few tries to open it. When he did, the week was shocked again by his height. He was
wearing another white jersey, or maybe it was the same. Their height difference made it difficult to recognize his facial expression. OH, YOU. Yes, Blue reported. Here's my deal: let us explore your cave, and I'll clean your garden. I have good credentials. She leaned in and she stretched, and she
accepted the business cards she had made and cut herself to convince the old ladies in her neighborhood to pay for her putting bedding plants. As he read it, he studied his face and body, looking for signs of the underlying disease, some pre-existing conditions that could later hit him. Something other
than a cursed cave. He saw nothing but height and higher altitude. Finally, he replied, Are you trying to tell me that you don't like what I've done with the place? Each yard can be used with some flowers, Blue replied. IT'S BLOODY STRAIGHT. He closed the door in his face. Noah, who stood beside him
unnoticed, said, Is that what you wanted to do? It wasn't, but before he formulated his next plan, he reopened the door, but this time he was wearing some camouflaged rubber boots. He went out on the porch. HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE? Ma. MA? I'm super fast. He stepped down the stairs and surveyed
the yard. It was hard to say if he was analyzing whether Blue was able to pull it off in one afternoon or whether he would skip the ruin after he disappeared. YOU CAN PUT THINGS IN THE BACK OF THAT CAR. Blue followed his gaze to a rusty brown truck, which he missed with more garbage. Great,
he said, and he meant it. It would save him time if he didn't have to drive the car to the dump four times. So, is this a business? IF YOU DO IT TODAY. He gave her an upright thumb. Okay, then. I'm going to work. Time is just snowed out. Jesse looked like he was looking at Noah, but then his eyes
slipped off to Blue. He opened his mouth, and for a moment thought he had seen Noah and wanted to say something about him, but in the end he just said, I'm going to put water on the porch. Dogs don't drink it. There were no dogs in the evidence, but it's possible they hid behind one of the discarded
dezonas in the yard. In any case, he was touched by the gesture. Thank you, he said. That's nice of you. That gratitude obviously gave Jesse the confidence he needed to tell us what he had in mind before. Scratching her chest, she squinted onto her shredded T-shirt and bleached jeans and Boots.
You're a little thing. ARE YOU SURE YOU CAN DO THIS? It's a forced perspective. That's because you aeed the vegetables. I'm bigger than I look at you. Do you have a chainsaw? He blinked. YOU'RE CUTTING DOWN TREES? No, no, no, no, no, nanny. While looking for a chainsaw in his house, Blue
put on his gloves and got to work. He was the light bit first, picking up bits of scrap metal the size of pieces and cracked plastic buckets with weeds growing through them. Then he pulled beams with nails protlier from them and broken sink rainwater film in the pools. When Jesse Dittley appeared with a
chainsaw, he produced oversized rose-tinted sunglasses from the car to serve as an eye protection and began to hack the bigger things in the yard into more manageable pieces. MIND snakes, Jesse Dittley warned on the porch as he paused to catch his breath. Blue didn't understand what he meant
until he pointed to the weeds around the porch with an ominous handshake. I get along with snakes, Blue said. Most animals weren't dangerous if you knew how to give them a safety level. She pulled her back with her hands over her sweaty forehead and accepted the glass of water given to her. You
don't have to take care of me, you know. I can handle it. You're a weird little thing, Jesse Dittley decided. LIKE AN ANT. He tipped his head back to look at her. What do you think? THE ANTS THAT WERE ON TV. SOUTH AMERICA, AFRICA OR INDIA. THEY CARRY 10 TIMES THEIR OWN WEIGHT.
The blue was flattering, but he said: Each ant is ten times its own weight, isn't it? Normal ants? THEY DID IT BETTER THAN NORMAL ANTS. I wish I could remember how they did it better. So I can tell you. Are you telling me I'm a better ant? Jesse Dittley blushed. DRINK THE WATER. Bent's retired.
With a grin, Blue is back at work. Noah was caving in the trunk; He put in a few bags of mulch and some litter plants, and more in the back seat. Halfway through, he pulled out a bag of mulch, ripped it off, and blew up wood chips in the driveway. Oops. Noah, Blue said. Know. As he continued to tidy up
his eyes, he carefully picked up every slice of mulch. It was hard work, but satisfying, a bit like vacuuming. It was nice to see the effect right away. The blue was good at sweating and ignored the father of muscles. As the sun went down, the yard darkened, and the sparsy trees looked closer. He couldn't
help but feel he was watching in their presence. Most of them knew it was cabeswater. He would never forget the sound of a tree or the day he discovered that intelligent, alien beings were completely surrounded. These trees were probably just ordinary trees. He was no longer sure if there was such a
thing as an ordinary tree. Maybe they were heard in Cabeswater because of the Ley line. Maybe out here, the trees were robbed of their voices. But I'm an element, he thought. He thought he'd shut noah down before. He wondered if it was possible to do it the other way. Page 19 Sounds exhausting,
Noah commented. He wasn't wrong. Blue was exhausted after the church guard in May, when dozens of ghosts pulled out of him. Then maybe a middle ground. So were these trees talking, or was it just the wind? Blue stopped by his skedaed mulch and swings back into his corner. He raised his jaw to
look at the trees that closed the Dittley estate. Oaks, thorns, some red buds, a little somfa. Talking about? Whispered. There was exactly nothing more or no less than what he felt and heard before: the rattle of leaves, the movement in his feet. It's like the grass itself has moved. It was hard to know
exactly where it came from. He thought he heard faint and thin ... tua tir e elintes tir e elintes ... but perhaps only wind, high and impending between shards of branches. He tried to hear it again, to no avail. They're about to lose the light, and Blue wasn't happy about the idea of him slowly going back into
the dark. At least they finally make the truly pleasant part - the planting of flowers, making this look done. Noah had the strength to help in this and knelt next to him in a friendly manner, pawing holes in the dirt of the root balls. At one point, however, he looked over the faulty light and caught placing an
entire plant in the hole and knocking dirt over it all, flowers as well. Noah! He looked at her, and there was something completely blank on her face. His right hand swept another bunch of dirt over the petals. It was an automatic gesture, as if his hand had been separated from the other hands. Not that,
Blue said, not sure what he said, just that he was trying to sound kind and not frightened. Noah, listen to what you're doing. His eyes are infinitely black and fixed on his face in such a way that the rose hair on his neck. His hands moved again and crushed more ground on the flowers. Then he was closer,
but the hek didn't see him move. His black eyes were locked on his belt, his head wasn't very boyy. There was something about him that was completely Noah-free. The trees trembled over their heads. The sun was almost gone; The most striking thing about his skin was dead protein. The crushed hole
in his face where he was first hit. Blue, he said. He's so relieved. But then he added, Lily. Noah as Lily. Blue. He got up, very slowly. But he was no further away from her. Somehow he stood at the same moment as him, perfectly mirrored, with his eyes. It's still on there. His skin was frozen. Toss up your
defense, Blue told you. And he did it, imagining the bubble around him, the impenetrable wall - But it was as if inside was the bubble with him, closer than before. Nose to nose. Even malice is easier to deal with than his blank eyes, the black mirror, which only reflects him. Suddenly, the porch light came,
flooded with light over and Noah's body. It was a shady, checkered thing. The front door slammed. Jesse Dittley swooped down the stairs, veranda thunder, and strode hugely up them. His hand shot out - Blue thought he would strike him or Noah - and then he lifted something flat between his face and
Noah's. It's a mirror. He saw the gravel back; Noah was looking at the reflective side. His eyes are dark, they're go wide open. He put his hand up on his face. Not! He cried. It was like he was scalded. No, no, no, no, no, he tripped back from Jesse, Blue, and from the mirror, his hands were still pushing
him over his eyes. He had that most horrible whiny voice - more awful because now he's starting to sound like Noah again. He tripped backwards in one of the empty pots, landed hard and stayed where he fell, his hands on his face, his shoulders shaking. No, no, no, no, no, he didn't take his hand off his
eyes, and Blue, with some shame, realized he was glad he didn't. He was shaking, too. Looking up (and up, and up) is Jesse Dittley, who, above the mirror, the object is looking small and toylike in his hand. He said, Didn't I tell you there was a curse? 24 Jesse heated up two bowls of spaghetti in the
small kitchen, while Blue sat on a piece of old furniture that both had a chair and a chair. In this small room, he looked even more like a giant; All the furniture was baby furniture next to it. Behind him, the malevolent dark pushed through the window above the kitchen sink. Blue rejoiced in this yellow-toned
oasis. He wasn't ready to drive me home this night, especially now that he's doing it alone. Noah was missing, and he wasn't sure if he was ready to show up again. The microwave beeped. Jesse explained, as he placed the bowl in front of him, that it was not really the cave that was cursed; There was
something in the cave. And he's going to kill Dittleys, Blue said, and he's doing terrible things to my friend. Your dead friend Jesse remarked, sitting across from him at the tiny drop-leaf table. The mirror lay between them, face down. It's not his fault. Why didn't you tell me you could see him? I didn't say
I'd see you either. But I'm not dead, Blue pointed out. BUT YOU'RE PRETTY SHORT. He let it go. He ate a Spaghetti. It wasn't good, but it was polite to eat. What's in the cave that cursed him? Sleepers, he That was in Blue's best interest. THERE ARE THINGS THAT SLEEP UNDER THE
MOUNTAINS. YOU WANT TO SLEEP SOME OF THEM. I? Nodded. Why would I want that? He ate the spaghetti. Don't tell me I understand when I get older. I'm old. Have you seen your friend? It was him. That's true. With a sigh, he brought with him a large photo book – the Dittley family album. It was
the kind of experience Blue always suspected would be charming and interesting, an insightful and secret peek into another family's past. That's not what this is about. It was very boring. But among the stories of birthdays that went on, as I imagine, and the fishing trips that happened as fishing trips did,
another story appeared: a family living in the mouth of a cave where something slept so restlessly that they stared out at mirrors and eyes and fuzzed through loudspeakers and sometimes children tear wallpaper off their walls, or wives tear out handfuls of their own hair. This restless sleeper grew louder
and louder for a generation, until finally a Dittley went into the cave and surrendered to the dark. Later, the rest of the family took out his bones and enjoyed a few more decades of peace and quiet. And a few more photos of Dittley building a car. And you're next? Blue asked. Who's going to take over after
you? Son, I think so. Blue didn't mention that no one else was in the house, but he must have picked it up because he added, The wife and kids left five years ago, but they're going to get you back after the curse. He was so scared of all this, he ate all the spaghetti without thinking about it too hard. I've
never met a curse. What's yours? If I kiss my true love, he'll die. Jesse nodded, as if to say, yes, it's a good one. Okay, but why don't you go? Sell this house and someone else will deal with the wallpaper and stuff? He shrugged - it was a huge shrug. THIS IS MY HOME. yes, but he could be home on the
other side of henrietta, blue persevered. You can drive by this place at any time and say whoo hello house, with bleeding walls, we'll see you later! Problem solved. He took his bowl and threw it in the sink. He didn't seem offended, but he obviously disagreed with it, so he declined to comment. Also, when
w - Blue started, you just have to interrupt an angry pulsing. It sounded like it was coming from everywhere. Curse? Noah? He pointed questioned at the mirror. Jesse shook his head and said, Front door. He wiped his hands with a dish towel that looked like he had to wipe something else before going to
the front door. Blue heard it open and then the murmur of sounds rose and fell. Two people showed up at the kitchen door with Jesse behind them. Bizarrely, it was Gansey and Calla. It was strange to imagine the two of them traveling anywhere together, and even stranger, embracing the minds of those
standing here in the Dittley kitchen. They were very focused on Blue. Jesse showed him in a demonstrative way. See? Breaking over the threshold, Calla threw her hand out to Blue with her palms up. He spat acid. The car keys. Immediately. You don't drive that car until you're 80 and gray. Immediately.
Give them to me. He was staring blue. What is that? What do you think it is? You think you're just going to leave and not call? You said no one else needed the car today! And you thought that meant you didn't have to call me? Blue wanted to be late for being a responsible man, and they had no reason to
worry about his whereabouts, but then he saw Gansey's expression behind Calla. His fingers easily touched his hen and cheekbones, and his eyes looked nothing. Blue couldn't have interpreted it a few months ago, but now he knew it well enough to realize that it was a relief: the uneasy spring. He
seemed genuinely sick. They were both very concerned. Half a dozen people are looking for you everywhere, and you began to assume that you died somewhere in a ditch, said Calla. Wait, what' s going on? Are you looking for me? That's ten P.M, you left six hours ago, and you weren't supposed to be
working, were you? We had no idea! I was this close to calling the police again. He let the re-hang meaningfully. Blue didn't look at Gansey or Jesse. I will call Ronan, said Gansey, softly, and tell him he can go back to Monmouth. Was Ronan looking for him, too? It would have been heartwarming if he'd
been in any danger. I - Blue realized before he finished the sentence that there was no argument: They were right and he was wrong. Lami, he ended up like this, I didn't think anyone would notice. Car, said Calla, keys. Blue gently handed them over. Furthermore, I never want to travel in the boy's terrible
car again, said Calla. You can ride back with him because I'm too angry to look at your face. I'm going to say something I'm going to regret. He started storming back, and then he stopped by Jesse's, and his nose curled up. Their arms touched him; He obviously just got a little psychometric impression.
He said, Oh, it was you. He bowed his head so he could observe without malice. He treaded around the corner without further kindness or explanation. Uh, said Blue, and pushed him to his feet. I'm sorry about that. Don't mention it. Thank you for the spaghetti. So, as for the cave? YOU STILL WANT TO
GO IN. After? Like you said, only Dittleys are killed by thirst. The curse just kills the Dittleys. THE CAVE CAN KILL OTHERS. I'm willing to take a chance, if you don't mind. Jesse scratched his chest again. Fair is fair, I guess. He was shaken, blue's hand had a small knife in his belt. You did a good job,
ANT, he said. Gansey then entered, put his phone neatly in his pocket, and brought out his keys instead. He still had something thin in his expression. He looked like he was in the cave, his face striped and unknown. It was so strange to see him without richard campbell gansey iii's cover in public that
Blue couldn't stop staring at his face. No, it wasn't his face. This was the way he stood, shrug his shoulders, his stead ducked, his eyebrows uncertain from under his gaze. He was fine, Jesse assured him. My head knew it, Gansey said. But the rest of me doesn't. 25 I can't believe you didn't die
somewhere, Ronan told Blue. You should be dead somewhere. Maybe it was a sign that Gansey was irritating the situation, that he didn't correct Ronan on this front. Thank you for your concern, he replied. The kitchen at 300 Fox Way saw him with bodies. Malory, Gansey, Ronan and Adam were at the
kitchen table. Persephone hovered next to the sink. Calla leaned over the counter, wondering. Orla kept appearing at the door to steal Ronan's peek before he was shoved away. This claustrophobic, urgent night reminded Adam instead of one night, many months earlier, after Gansey broke his thumb and
was nearly shot after realizing Noah was dead. Things are just starting to change. Adam discreetly checked the oven clock. Two hours late, he asked to come into the trailer factory to meet the others tonight, and he wanted to make sure he didn't pass. Blue asked: Professor Malory, would you like a tea?
Page 20 Malory seemed relieved. I'd like a cup of tea. Do you like fruit or feet? He asked. If it were in the form of tea, would it be one form or another? He's considered it. Footy. Bold choice,Blue said. Someone else? He was shaken by several heads. Adam and Gansey were also victims of 300 Fox Way
drinks. The teas were harvested from the yard or collected from the farmers' market, shredded and mixed by hand, then placed in bags with the prevailing ingredient or desired effect. Some of them were easier to recreationally drink than others. Calla said, I went straight to the bourbon. He and
Persephone toasted. As Blue made tea and brought water to the dog, Gansey said, All right, here's the thing. We found another cave, and anecdote, someone's sleeping in it. It's time to decide what to do. There is no decision, Ronan said. Go in. You say that because you didn't see Noah today, said Blue,
as he put a mug in front of Malory. This does not have a hallucinogenic effect, but you may experience euphoria. Gansey said: Nothing I've ever drunk here has ever made me experience anything close to euphoria. I never had that one, he said. Besides, Noah was a very scary thing. Jesse, the man who
owns the cave, says there's a curse. He outlined the curse. Why isn't he moving? Adam asked. From his family home? Ronan asked, sounding both fucked and serious. Home is putting it heavily, Gansey said. I saw this place. You. Blue pointed it out. You're going to have to hold your back before you say
something offensive. There's something else you need to know. One of the women prophesied Jesse's death earlier this year. He didn't know her, but she knew her name. Adam's head knocked him out. Not because it was shocking information, but because Blue's voice changed a little bit, and
Persephone and Calla busily knocked back their drinks and suddenly didn't look at each other. Adam, a mysterious animal, is sharply at the tune of other people's secrets. So you weren't sure why anything would be secret about the death of a stranger, but you knew the Blue Sergeant was telling a partial
truth. Wait, wait, Gansey said. So you're saying that this Jesse Dittley not only thinks there's a curse in this place, but he's actually right, and he's going to die. Or he's going to die for what we're doing, Blue stressed. That's why I brought it up. I feel we need to make decisions responsibly. Do you have a
death list? Ronan broke in. Am I on it? Sometimes, I wish, Blue said. Can I see it? Adam asked. What's going on? Can I see the list? Blue turned away to make himself a cup of tea. I don't have it. Mom took it with her. I just remembered his name. I mean, I thought it was a girl, in the end, but the Dittley
part was memorable. Calla raised sharp eyebrows, but said nothing. Adam thought somberly and suddenly with certainty. Here it is. So one of us is on it. Never mind, Gansey said. Time is going to change, and Adam's going to have to go soon. The point is, are we going into this cave tomorrow? Which
one of us? Malory the farmer. Now would be the time to point out that I'm not going into any cave. I am happy to provide support from a place that the Sun can reach. Of course we're going in, Ronan said. Why wouldn't we? Risk, Gansey replied. I can't stress how much I'm not willing to put anyone in
danger in this room. Furthermore, rabbits, remember, have more than one sleeper, Calla pointed out. Three One is to wake up and the ztan to not wake up. And the one in the middle? Ronan asked. In his little voice, Persephone said: These things just really always sound better in threesomes. Jesse also
said that some things should not be awakened, Blue added, discreetly does not allow Adam to catch his eye. So, yes, it's a risk. More than one of us? We went into the cave in Cabeswater, Ronan said. The risk was the same. Maybe worse, because we were clueless about going in. Maybe Adam thought
Blue was on the list himself. Maybe that's why he hid it from them. Well, I agree with Ronan, Blue said, but I'm also biased because I want to find mom, and it's worth the risk to me. Adam thought about his conversations with Persephone. Would you have taught him if he knew he was going to die? Now
he looked at her, black eyes, solid, like he challenged her to challenge secrets. There's something else we need to talk about, Gansey began, hesitant. And that's what we're going to do if it's Glendower. If there's a favor when we wake him up. I'm not sure if there's just one or more, and we need to know
what we're going to say in both cases. You don't have to answer now, but think about it. There was a time when Adam thought only of the promise of this favor. But now he only has a year of school ahead of him, and he was no longer under his father's house, and even without Glendower's help, he saw a
way out. All I asked him to do was get rid of Cabeswater. And he wasn't sure that's what he wanted. Gansey and Ronan mumbled about something else, Malory got in, but Adam couldn't focus on it anymore. He knew he wasn't wrong about Blue's caginess. He knew as well as he did when Cabeswater
woke him up from his sleep and when he knew where to go to fix the Ley line. He knew it like the truth. He looked at his watch. When we decide, I have to go. It wasn't him. He's had some time. But it couldn't wait. The assumption grew in him. Already? Gansey asked, but not in disbeliere. How rotten. Oh,
it's all right. Yes, adam said. But there's this weekend, and after a lot of days off. Blue, can you help me get this thing out of the car? What kind of thing? He lied quickly and profiently. The things you wanted. I can't believe you don't remember. A, a - fabric. Persephone was still looking at him. Blue shook
his head, but within himself, not at him; because of his own lack of memory. He pushed her off the counter as she punched Gansey and nodded to Malory and Ronan. During the farewell, he did everything in his power to keep himself loose, though he felt accused of the unsanswered secret. Together they
headed back through the front door and down the dark walk His car was parked on the curb behind the glorious Camaro. It was quiet and cool out here, the dry leaves rattled together, as if someone were shutting up the crowd. I didn't remembe, blue began, then broke off when Adam grabbed his arm and
pulled him close. Which one of us, Blue? Hey, don't...! He twisted his arm, but he didn't step back. Which one of us is on that list? He looked diligently into the distance, his eyes looking at a car at a remote intersection. He didn't answer, but he didn't insult her by saying he was wrong. Blue. He didn't look
at her. He went around so he wouldn't be able to look at her. Blue, which one of us? His face was unknown, all the grins were tavas from him. She didn't cry. But his eyes were worse than crying. He wondered how long she'd been wearing this. His heart was shaking. You've done well. One of them was
supposed to die. I don't want to die, not now- Blue. He said: You won't know it's unknown. I need to know, Adam said. Don't you understand? This will be a favor. That's what I'm going to ask for. I need to know so we can do what we ask if there's only one. He just caught his eye. Gansey, Adam said. He
closed his eyes. Naturally. Of course they'll take it away from them. His mind provided the picture: Gansey twitched on the ground, covered in blood, Ronan crumpled next to him in mourning. It's been months since Cabeswater showed him the vision, but he hasn't forgotten. He also didn't forget that in the
vision it was Adam's fault. His heart was a grave. If it's your fault, Adam thought you could stop him. 26 Blue woke up angry. He couldn't remember what he dreamed, only that it was about his mother, and when he woke up, he hit something. He remembered when he visited Adam one afternoon that
summer and he kicked a box - that was how angry he was. It just didn't seem worth kicking anything when there was no one around to see him do it. He lay there and told himself to go back to sleep, but instead, he got angrier. He had enough of Persephone, Calla and his mother with holding back
information because Blue wasn't a psychic. That he couldn't dream of fancy colleges because he wasn't rich. That they couldn't hold Gansey's hand because they couldn't hurt Adam's feelings and they couldn't kiss Gansey's mouth because he didn't want to kill her. He was tired of know he was going to
die, and he was afraid his mother would die, too. Over and over again, he heard Adam figure out the truth: Gansey. He threw down his blanket and dressed angrily and stormed into the phone room angrily. Orla sat there and painted her nails at 1:00 a.m. Blue froze at the door, written with intent on his
face. What's going on? Orla Come on, let's go. Blue didn't move. Oh, please. I'm not going to stop you. I was just trying to stop you from breaking your heart, but whatever, go and do it, Orla said. Blue stepped across the room and picked up the phone and looked suspiciously at Orlába again. His cousin
returned to paint tiny mandalas on his nails. He didn't pretend not to listen, but otherwise he seemed carefree. Blue called Gansey. He picked it up right away. I didn't sleep. I know, he replied. Come and get me. There was something unknown about him when he arrived at the Pig. Something wild with his
eyes, some bite in his faint smile. Something completely hectic and restless. He smiled on the ledge and looked at the edge. This wasn't the Gansey you saw in the kitchen earlier. That was the Gansey he secretly called last night. He didn't ask where he wanted to go. You can't talk about it, so they didn't
say anything. The Camaro roamed the quiet late-night street. He climbed in and slammed the door. Gansey - heedless, wild Gansey - was deered by another outfit as soon as they were out in the area. He sent the car from the red light to the traffic light, and when he got to the empty highway, he let the
car frantically climb up to speed and hand it over with a fist in gearbox. They were heading east, towards the mountains. Blue turned on the radio and had fun with Gansey's music until he found something worth playing out loud. Then he wrestled down the window, so that the air was screaming at him. It
was too cold for that, but Gansey reached into the back seat without taking his eyes off the road and pulling his coat forward. He put it on, trembling, when the silk lining cooled his bare legs. The collar reeked of it. They didn't talk. The radio tripped and waltzed. The car was screaming. The wind was
blowing in the booth. Blue put his hand on top of Gansey and held it with white. There was no other soul on the road but them. They drove to the mountains - up, up, and across the pass. The peaks were black and forbidden in the dim light of the headlights, and when they reached the highest point of the
pass, Gansey's fingers tightened under his as he shifted downwards and squeezed the car around a U-turn as they came. They scoiggled back to Henrietta, next to the eerily empty shops, next to the quiet houses, just outside Aglionby, just outside downtown, next to Henrietta. On the other side of town,
he slid to a corner to the new disused bypass: four untouched street roads from scratch to nowhere. He stopped here, took his coat from her, and they switched places. He slid the seat as close to the wheel as he went and stopped the car and stopped it again. His hands on his knees, his fingers on the
skin, the lifeline touching the bone, and Him is letting the clutch out too fast. The engine was spind, strong and sure, and the car jumped forward. They didn't talk. The street lights streaked through the windshield as he made a pass up one side of the road, then turned around and went the other way, over
and over again. The car was awesome and willing - too much, too fast, everything at once. The gearbox collided with his fist when they were still there, and the accelerator pedal got stuck and then surged as they moved. Cool air with an under-dash opening whispered night air over his bare feet; the heat
from the booming engine burned the top of his feet. The sound: The sound alone was a monster amplified when it felt the gearbox vibrate, twitching at the steering wheel, roaring over its legs. Page 21 was afraid of him until he hit me, and then his heart beat too hard to remember fear. The Camaro was
like Gansey tonight: awesome and exciting, willing to do whatever he asks. With every turn, it was bolder. For all the noise and posturing, the Pig was a generous teacher. He didn't mind that Blue was a very short girl who had never driven a stick before. He did what he could. He couldn't forget Gansey's
hand on his knee. He pulled over. He thought it was so easy to avoid kissing someone when he was with Adam. His body never knew what to do. Now he knew. His mouth didn't care if he was cursed. He turned to Gansey. Blue, he warned, but his voice was chaotic. So close, his throat sniffed mint and
wool sweater and vinyl car seats, and Gansey, just Gansey. He said, I just want to pretend... I want to pretend I can. Exhaled. What was that kiss without a kiss? It was a tablecloth that was dragged out during a party. Everything's messed up against everything else, just a few chaotic moments. Fingers
on the hair, hands cupping neck, mouth pulled on the face and jaw in dangerous proximity. They stopped, the noses against each other, in the strange way that proximity required. He could feel his breath in his mouth. Maybe it wouldn't hurt if I kissed you, he whispered. Maybe only if you kiss me. They
were both swallowed at the same time, and the spell was broken. They both laughed, again at the same time, shaking. And then we'd never talk about it again, Gansey said, mocking himself softly, and Blue was so pleased with him because he played the words that night over and over in his head and
wanted to know that he could. Carefully she tucked her hair behind her ear - it was a fool's errand because she was never behind her ears to start and not stay. But he did it over and over again, and then he pulled out two mints, one in his mouth and one in his. He couldn't tell if it was very late or very

early. And now for the disastrous joy It goes away, and reality has sedented. Now you've seen it's almost the boy you saw in the cemetery. Tell him. He scrolled the mentality on his tongue. He felt trembling or tired. Have you ever thought about stopping before you find him? He asked. He seemed
confused. Don't make that face for me, he said. I know you have to find him. I'm not asking you to tell me why. I get it. But as it gets riskier, have you ever thought about stopping? He took his eyes, but his eyes went far, pondering. Maybe he was considering how much this mission would cost, as opposed
to the immortal old man, to see his king. Then he focused on her again. He shook his head. She slipped back and sighed big enough to cover her lips. Well, that's fine. Scared? Is that what you're asking? Don't be stupid, he replied. It's okay to have one, Gansey said. It's just mine, in the end, and I don't
expect anyone else to - No. Bve. Stupid. It was ridiculous; he didn't even know if it was the search for Glendower that would kill him – any old hornet would do. He couldn't tell her. Maura was right - it was just ruined by the days to come. Adam was right, too. They had to find Glendower and ask for
Gansey's life. But how could he know about this huge thing and that he didn't tell her? We should go back. Now he exhaled, but he disagreed. The clock at the Camaro didn't work, but it had to be dangerously close to the morning. They switched places; Blue, curled up again in his coat, feet in the seat.
As he tugged at the collar up to cover his mouth and nose, he let himself imagine that this place was rightfully his. That adam and ronan somehow already knew and are already ok with it. That his lips don't carry a threat. That Gansey wasn't going to die, that he wasn't going to Yale or Princeton, all that
mattered was that he gave her his coat with wheatgrass and mint on his collar. As he headed back downtown, they noticed a shiny vehicle, undoubtedly a raven boy's car, pulled over on the side of the road. It was glittering and astronomical in street lights. The ugly feeling of reality pushed Blue again.
What's with the...? Gansey told me. It is yours, he replied. He stood next to Gansey and waved to Blue to pull down his window. An equally astronomical and gleaming black-haired boy sat behind the wheel of the other car. You're a girl, she told him, confused. Twenty points! Blue replied tensely. Hell,
make it 30, 'cause it's late, and I feel generous. Cheng, it's not my fault. What's going on? Gansey told me, leaning forward to take him out. His voice immediately switched to the raven boy, causing Blue to suddenly be upset that he was seen in a car with him. It was like his anger. before he had not been
extinguished properly, and now it was only in the knowledge that he was a girl in a car with an Aglionby prince to re-ignite it. Henry Cheng jumped out of his car to lean into the passenger window. Blue was definitely uncomfortable being so close to his sharp cheekbones. He said, I don't know. Stopped.
How did you stop? Gansey asked. Henry replied: He made a sound. I stopped him. He seemed angry. I don't know. I don't want to die. My whole future is ahead of me. Do you know anything about cars? They're not electric. What noise did you say you made? Something I don't want to hear again. I can't
break it. I broke the last one, and my father was angry. You want to take me back? No, I want your phone. Mine's dead, and I can't walk down the road, or I'm going to get raped by the locals. Henry kneed on the side of the Camaro and said, Man, this is the way to do it. American muscle you hear from a
mile away. I'm not very good at this WASP thing. But you're a champion – I just think it's the other way around. He should hang out with girls during the day, boys at night. At least that's what my halmeon said. There was something terrible about the whole exchange. Blue couldn't decide whether it was
because he didn't need to, or because he was between two extremely wealthy boys, or because it was a concrete reminder that he had broken one of his most important rules. (Stay away from the Aglionby boys.) It felt like a dusty and ordinary accessory. Or worse. He just felt it was wrong. He silently
handed Gansey's phone to Henry. As the other boy returned to the shiny spaceship to place the call, said Gansey, I don't like the sound of it sounding any further away, just so you know. Like what? He knew it wasn't nice to say it, but his mouth did. Your fake voice. I'm sorry, i'm sorry. What you do with
them, he said. The other Aglionby bastards. Henry's fine,Gansey said. Oh, what, raped by the locals? It was just a joke. Ha ha ha. If. If. If. It's a joke when someone like him says it because he doesn't actually have to worry about it. That's so typical. I don't understand why you're like this. He's actually a
little bit like you - Blue's made me resiI. Oh, ho! He knew he was out of the hard way, but he couldn't stop. It was just something about their handsome faces, their pretty hair, their beautiful cars and their easy self-confidence. I think it's probably a good thing that we don't really know - we never - Oh, right?
Gansey asked, dangerously polite. Why is that? We're just not in the same place, that's all. We have very different priorities. We're too far apart. Actually, it wouldn't work. Two seconds ago He almost kissed her,' she said, and now it's all out because she stopped to see a guy using his phone? It was
never on! He was as angry as he was when he first woke up. More. Is that because I didn't agree that Henry was a bastard? I'm trying to look at things from your point of view, but I'm going through a very difficult time. Something about my voice? It doesn't matter. Forget it. Just take me home, said Blue.
Now he's very sorry - everything. He wasn't even sure where his argument had taken him, only that he couldn't back down now. After he returns your phone. Gansey studied him. He expected his anger to be reflected on his face, but instead his expression was purification. He wasn't happy, exactly, but he
didn't seem confused anymore. He said, When are you going to tell me what's really going on? It made him hang up with a great shuddering breath that was close to tears. Never. 27 Gansey woke up in a terrible mood. He was still tired - he slept hours to play and play back the action in the car, trying to
decide if he was wrong or right - and it mattered at all - and it was drizzle, and Malory whistled, and Noah smashed billiard balls and Ronan poured the morning cereal out of the box into his mouth. And Gansey's favorite yellow sweater smelled too doggy to wear another wearing, and Pig flooded in and
didn't start, and so now they were headed to Blue and Adam's soulless Suburban and a brown sweater that looked exactly on the outside as Gansey felt on the inside. This cave will be nothing more than a cave, so Gansey would have been fine if he'd stayed in Monmouth for another four hours and done
it on another day. He might as well be welsh in this rain, Malory said, not very pleased. Next to him, Adam was silent, disturbed by the expression, as Gansey had not seen him for some time. Blue was also sullenly quiet, with bags under his eyes to match Gansey's. Last night, his coat-jacket was still
fragrant with his hair; Now, he kept turning his head hoping to catch him, but like everything else in the miserable days, he went silent and dusty. At the Dittley farm Malory, the Dog and Jesse settled in the house (Malory, unconsensant: I don't think there's tea? Jesse: Do you want Earl Grey or Darjeeling?
Malory: Oh, sweet heavens!) and the teens walked through the wet field into the cave. Adam asked, Are you really going to bring that bird into a cave? Yes, Parrish, replied Ronan, I think so. There was no way to ask Blue about the night before. It was too boring to analyze. He just wanted to know. Are
you still fighting? Gansey stayed in bad mood as it applied to caving equipment and controlled and flashlights. Blue got a second-hand meal from somewhere, and the mere effort not to look at it was how little concentration he could get. He didn't think it was supposed to be like this. You shouldn't have
crammed into congressional events and congressional duties. It shouldn't have been a dark autumn day, too humid for the season. It was supposed to be a day when he slept enough to feel things properly. It shouldn't have been the way it was, and instead, it was all. It wasn't, he thought, as he
descended, even that cave he was supposed to look at. Of course Glendower was underground - of course Gansey knew he was supposed to be buried - but somehow he imagined it was easier. It was just a hole in the ground like the others. The walls of the earth were tightly pushed in, scratched and
chiseled when they became too narrow to accommodate a coffin. A rabbit hole, down and down. It didn't look like that in his vision when he was standing in Cabeswater's vision tree. But maybe that wasn't the truth. Here was the truth. That's what they were looking at. Stop it, Lynch,' Adam said. It was at
the end of the line; Ronan was there before. What am I supposed to leave? Oh, come on. Ronan did not respond; they continued to walk. They were only a few feet away when Adam said, Ronan, come on. They stopped slowly and stutteringly. Adam stopped, and that stopped Ronan, which stopped
Blue, and finally Gansey. Chainsaw hacked up, wings grazing on nearby cave walls. He rested on Ronan's shoulder again, his head standing low and careful. He desperately cleaned his pipe on his shirt. What's going on? Ronan demanded flicking his thumb and finger in the raven's direction. Vocals,
adam said. I'm not doing anything. Adam held his fingers to one ear. Now I know, I know it's not you. Do you think so? No, adam said, sound thin. I know it's not you because I can hear it in my deaf ears. A little cold sikamad on Gansey's skin. What's he singing? Blue asked. The chainsaw's beak fell
apart. In a trilling, lateral little voice completely unlike the rough raven's voice, he sang: All girls are young and decent, listen to their fathers - Stop it, Ronan shouted. Not a chainsaw, but a cave. Page 22 But it wasn't Cabeswater, and whatever it was, he didn't care about Ronan Lynch. Chainsaw
constantly singing - the feat made even more terrible because it never closed the beak. It was like just a speaker with some sound inside. His men have listened to their father all over his land, Ronan cried again, Whoever you are, stop. He's mine. Chainsaw broke down to laugh. It's a tall, cunning laugh,
as much a song as Jesus Christ, said Gansey, is to hide the sound of all hair standing on his body and both testicles retreating. Chainsaw, Ronan's crazy. His attention was on him. She looked at him, head pulled up, something unknown and intense about him. She struck large, her inked feathers ruffled
around her throat, her beak wild and expressive. Then it was impossible to forget that he was actually a dream creature, not a real raven, and that his mind was the same mysterious stuff as Ronan Lynch or Cabeswater. For a terrible moment, too fast, for Gansey to say anything, he thought he was trying
to stab Ronan with that wild beak. But he just went crazy on the pipe, and then he flew down the hallway in front of them. Chainsaw! Ronan called, but he disappeared into the dark. Damn, it's not my fault. Untreagule me. No, Adam and Blue said it at the same time. No, said Gansey, more decisively. I
don't even know if we need to keep going. I don't want to feed a cave. Defecting the chainsaw also felt bad. He turned to the side, somehow, or inside out. Everything seemed unpredictable - which was strange in itself, because it had to mean that so far everything was predictable. No - it's inevitable. Now
I felt like anything could happen. Ronan's eyes were still concentrated in the dark hallway, his eyes were looking for chainsaws, and they couldn't find him. He laughed: You can stay if you're scared. Gansey knew Ronan too well to let the barb sting. I wasn't afraid for myself, Lynch. Roll it in. I think it's just
trying to scare us, Blue pointed out, quite sensily. If he really wanted to hurt us, he could have. He meant a chainsaw pipe, so close to Ronan's eye. Adam? Gansey called me to the end of the line. Judgment? Adam was quiet as he weighed in on the options. His face was strange and subtle in the sharp
light of Gansey's head beam. Quickly and without explanation, he stretched out contact with the cave wall. Although it wasn't a dream thing, it was now one of Cabeswater's belongings, and it was hard not to see his fingers climbing over the wall and the darkness of his eyes staring at nothing. Blue said:
He also ... Possessed. None of them wanted to say it. Ronan raised one of his fingers to his 30th. Adam seemed to listen to the walls - who is this person, still your friend, what he gave Cabeswater, what he was going to be, why terror grows much better away from the sun - and then said cautiously: I'll
vote we'll go further. I think scary is a side effect, not intent. I think the purpose of the chainsaw is to lure us in. That's how he went on. Down and down, a crooked road like the cave in Cabeswater. This part was clearly water-worn, while this seemed circled instead of formed. In front of them, Chainsaw
cawed. I heard a strange daytime sound from the darkness ahead. Chainsaw? Ronan called, rude voice. Kerah, i'm sorry. That was the bird's special name for Ronan. Thank goodness, Blue said. Gansey, with his head, noticed the front, clinging to a ledge of rock face, scrabbling one leg and flapping a
little to hold his position. She didn't run away as she approached, and when she stretched out her arm, she flew up to her and landed hard. He didn't seem any worse than his obsession. He's half-turned. Here's your bird, Lynch. Ronan's voice was strange. And here's your grave, Gansey. He was looking
past Gansey. Gansey's turned. They were standing by a stone door. A lot of things could have had gates, but they didn't. It was a carved tomb door - a knight in stone armor, over whose hands he crossed his hand. His head rested on two ravens, on his feet, fleurs-de-lis. He was holding a shield.
Glendower's shield, three ravens. But that wasn't right. It wasn't bad, because Gansey wouldn't have waited for Glendower's grave that way. That was wrong, because it wasn't supposed to happen that way, on this day when his eyes hurt from insomnia and dripping out, and it was a cave that had only
been found a few days earlier. It was supposed to be a clue, then another clue, then another clue. You didn't have to walk 30 minutes and have a grave door just like that. But it was. It can't be, Adam said, finally, from behind. We just - press open? Blue asked. He seemed insecure, too. That's not how it
worked. The flash-forward was not the finding. I feel weird about this,' Gansey said eventually. It feels bad that it will not be ... ceremony. Be excited. He turned back to the tomb as the others approached. After his phone was withdrawn, he took several photos. Then, after a break, he typed in some place
notes. God, Gansey, ronan said, but it made Gansey feel a little better. He gently touched the seam of the knight's edm. The rock was cool, solid, real; his fingers came dusted. That's what happened. I don't think it's locked. I think it's just wedged in. Advantage, maybe? Adam ran his finger over the edge.
Not much. It's not too tight. Thinking about the fact that the three sleepers, one that woke up, one to stay asleep. Would you know if this was the one who left undisturbed? Surely - because if Maura had a job not to wake this sleeper, there would be no sign of her here. But he didn't know. There was no
way to find out. Everything that was on this day was insecurity and uncertainty. Suddenly the wall exploded. As dust swirled through the air and they fell back, coughing, Blue said: Ronan Ronan balanced in the middle of the slowly cleared cloud; He kicked in the grave door, he said barely, he said,
especially to no one, because he took my bird. Ronan, tell me now if I have to leash you, because I will, Gansey said. Ronan immediately ed me, but Gansey pointed to him. I'm serious. It's not just yours. If it's a grave, someone's buried here, and you're going to give him respect. Do not... Ask him. Again.
As a matter of fact, if any of us think we won't be able to contain themselves in the future, I suggest we turn around and come back another day or the party in question is waiting here. Ronan steamed. No, Lynch, Gansey said. I've been doing this for seven years, and this is the first time I've had to leave
worse in a place where it looks worse because I was there. Don't make me wish I'd come without you. It finally got through the steel to Ronan's heart. His head jumped off. They went in. It was like they were walking back to the past. The whole room was cut and painted. The colors are scythe-scythes of
the sun: royal blue; berry slila; bloody red. The carvings were carved into windows or arcades, bounded by lilies, ravens, columns and columns. The Saints looked down, alert and distinguished. The martyrs were speared and shot, burned, and passionately. Carved dogs chased the rabbit-chased dogs
again. On the wall hung a pair of gloves, a helmet, a breastplat. It was too much. Jesus, Gansey was breathing. He stretched out his fingers to touch the breastplat, and then realized he couldn't. He pulled his hand back. He wasn't ready to end it. He was ready to end it. In the middle of the tomb was a
stone coffin, waist-length, heavily carved on the sides. Glendower's stone image lay on top, his helmeted head padded to three carved ravens. Do you remember saving my life? Blue said, Look at all the birds. He followed his flashlight through the walls and the coffin. The beam found feathers
everywhere. Wings adorn the coffin. The pipes are picking fruit. The Ravens were boxing over the shields. The light fell on Adam's face. His eyes narrowed and he was careful. Next to him, Ronan looked strangely hostile, hunking a chainsaw over his shoulder. Blue took Gansey's phone out of his pocket
and took photos of the walls, the coffin, Gansey. Gansey's eyes pulled back to the coffin. Glendower's coffin. Is that really happening? Everything was sideways, mirrored, not exactly as you imagined. He said, What are we doing? I think among all of us, we need to be able to take advantage of the cover
down, Adam replied. But that's not what Gansey meant. He meant, what are we doing? Are we of all people? In a small, unmusic laugh, Blue said: My hands are damp. They stood shoulder to shoulder. Gansey counted down, one breathless 3-2-1, and then he strained. It was like they were trying to move
the cave. It's not even wiggling, Gansey said. Let's try the other side. As they went to the other side and raised their fingers barely to find shopping, cover immobile, Gansey couldn't help but think of old tales. He imagined that this was not an ordinary weight that held down the lid; It was more of a desiI.
They didn't prove themselves in some way, so Glendower was still banned from them. He's kind of relieved. At least that seemed right. There was no heavy lifting equipment, Ronan said. But it could have been ropes and snails, Blue noted. Or more people. Go over there, I can't get my other hand. I'm not
sure that's going to make a difference, Gansey said, but we're all pushed closer together. His body was crushed with his. Ronan crushed Adam on the other side. It was quiet, except for their breathing. Blue said: Three, two - and lifted like one. The lid came off, suddenly weightless in comparison. He
moved quickly and slipped. Grab it. Blue gasping. Then, as Gansey began to advance, No, wait, no! There was a sick, painful sound as the lid scraped diagonally off the other side of the coffin and cared for the ground. He stopped with a smaller but more destructive voice than a fist hitting a bone. It's
cracked,' Adam said. They're getting closer. A rough dress hid the inside of the coffin. That's not right. Gansey suddenly felt dead calm. This moment was so contrary to the way his vision depicted it that his anxiety was gone. There was nothing on his trail. He was free to take the dress. None of them
moved. At first, he didn't understand what he was looking at. His form was foreign; He couldn't put it together. Is it face down? Blue suggested it, but with stakes. Of course that's what it was, now that he's said it. A figure in a dark surcoat, purple or red, shoulder blades jumped towards them. A lot of dark
hair, more than Gansey expected, darker than he expected. His hands were tied behind his back. Bound? Bound. There's been some restless spasm in Gansey. Bad. Bad, bad, bad. Adam flicked the flashlight over the length of the coffin. Glendower's jacket was tied together, exposed to pale legs. Tied up
at the knee. Face down, hands tied, knees. That's how the witches were buried. Suicide. Criminals. Prisoners. Gansey's hand was floating, he was pulling away. It was not that his courage had left him; certainty. It wasn't supposed to be like this. Adam swept the flashlight again. Blue said: Ah ... Then he
changed his mind. The hair moved. Jesus sucked Mary f**k,' said Ronan. Rats? Adam suggested a suggestion so hideous that both Gansey and Blue bounced back. Then the hair again moved and a terrible sound in the coffin. A scream? A laugh. The shoulders are twitching, changing the body in the
coffin so that the head can turn to see them. As Gansey saw the face, his heart accelerated and then stopped. He was relieved and horrified. It wasn't Glendower. He said: It's a woman. 28 She did not wait for him to be freed. She wrigged and shimmied as she jumped back and then fell to the ground with
her hands and legs still tied. He landed at Ronan's feet and bit on his toes with wild laughter. He and Chainsaw flew back. Blue exchanged a hectic look with Adam. And now the woman has sung: Queens and Kings Kings and Queens Blue Lily, Lily Blue Crowns and Birds Swords and Things Blue Lily,
Lily Blue She broke up with a hysterical laugh that perfectly matched the one that came out with chainsaw earlier. Wrapped around his back to look directly at Ronan's disgusted features, he shouted, Cut me out, raven prince. God said, what are you? He laughed again. Oh, that's it! My savior came with a
milky white steen and said that the beautiful lady could bring what she needed – The 23rd Madman. Gansey said very calmly, don't touch him. Earlier, when they thought it was Glendower, he looked very shaken, but now he's more than recovered. Blue's heart was still filling when the lid of the coffin fell
off and when she slipped out. He didn't want Gansey to be his boss, but he's relieved that at least he's going to be in charge at this moment while persuading his pulse to slow down. He went around the coffin where she was lying. Now that he's face up, Blue saw he was young, maybe in his twenties. His
hair was huge, raven black and wild, and his skin was as pale as the dead. His coat was probably the most incredible thing in him because it was real. It didn't look like a medieval costume. It looked like a real piece of clothing because it's a real piece of clothing. Gansey leaned over to him and asked
politely, powerfully, Who are you? One wasn't enough! He cried. They sent another one! How many young men are in my room? Please tell me it's three, the number of gods. Are you going to unsing me? It's very rude to hold a woman for more than two, three or seven generations. Gansey's voice was
even calmer, or perhaps not changed, and he just seemed calmer than his growing pace. Were you the one who invaded my friend's raven? He smiled at her and sang, All young and decent virgins, listen to your fathers—That's what I thought, Gansey said, straightening up. He looked at the others. I I
think it's wise to untie him. Ah! Scared? - he made fun of her. Did you hear I'm a witch? I have three br**sts! I've got a dick and horns! I'm a giant down there. I'd be afraid of myself, too, young knight. I can get you pregnant! Run! Run! Let's leave him alone, Ronan said. Gansey replied: If we left people in
caves because they were crazy, you'd still be from Cabeswater. Give me your knife. Ronan said, I lost it. How come it doesn't matter. I have one, Blue said, feeling complacent and helpful. She produced her pink switchblade as the woman's grey eyes rolled up to check it out. Blue was more afraid she'd
sing to him, but she just smiled, broadly and knew. I thought these were illegal? Gansey asked, kneeling next to her. Now he seemed so anxious, like he was dealing with a wild animal. He cut the straps around her knee, but tied his hands. They, Blue replied Gansey, but he did not look away from her
eyes. She was still smiling, smiling, as if waiting for Blue to break and look away. But Blue had good practice, thanks to Ronan. So he just frowned. He wanted to ask the woman if she spoke English and who she was, and she was fine after being in a box for a while, but she didn't really seem like the
question-answering kind. I'll help you stand up, Gansey told the woman, but if you bite me, I'll put you back in the coffin. Understand? 'Oh, you little rooster,' said the woman. You remind me of my father. Which is too bad. Ronan was still staring at her, skeaning, so Blue rushed forward to help Gansey.
She was warmer and more real than Blue imagined. He was very tall; He probably ate his vegetables. As Blue lifted it with an elbow, his huge vertical black hair nest tickled Blue's face, smelling of dirt and metal. He sang a little song about gifts, kings and internal organs. Okay, Gansey, Adam said
carefully, What's the plan now? We take it out, obviously, Gansey said. He turned to her. Unless you want to stay. He scrolled his head back to have his hair broken on his shoulders and his face inches from his. Does the sun still exist? she asked. Gansey used his hair to take his head off his shoulders. A
few hours ago. Then take me. Take me. Adam was just shaking his head. I can't wait, said Ronan, to hear you explain this to Malory. The clouds disappeared when they appeared, and the sky replaced them with a storm so bright, blue and windy that everyone had to collide with the delicacy thrown
through the air. The wind was so cruel, he painfully threw Blue's bangs at his face. A Crows or ravens flew high above their heads, tossed and ejected. Ronan held a chainsaw to his chest, as if he were still a young raven, protecting him from the wind. As they walked back towards the House of Dittley,
leaning into gusts of wind, the rain occasionally splashed out of the cloudless sky. Adam reached out to wipe it from his face, and Blue said, Adam, your face—Adam pulled his finger away; The mountain was red. Blue reached out to catch another stray drop. Red. Blood, Ronan said, sounding factual
rather than concerned. Blue shuddered. Whose? Gansey studied a red spatter on the shoulder of his jacket, his lips parted in amazement. Gansey, Adam called, pointing. View. They stopped in the middle of the trampled grass to look into the sky of the bright sun. On the horizon, something shone
furiously like the sun from a distant plane. Blue shielded his eyes and saw the object had a fiery tail. He couldn't imagine what was so visible in this bright day. A plane crash? He asked. A comet, Ronan said with certainty. A comet? Adam echoed. Blue was more scared now than when they were in
danger in the cave. What did they do? That's how it starts! She cried. It's starting again! Round, round and round! He was spinning in the field, his hands still behind his back. In the sunlight, the woman's royal beauty was more evident. He had a fairly large nose that had a nice shape, slanted face and
forehead, dark quizzical eyebrows, and of course that impossibly tall hair snarls out over her already tall body. His purple-and-red robe was like a paint stain in a field. Gansey watched the heavenly body burn a slow mark on the blue. He said: Signs and omens. A comet was seen in 1402 when
Glendower began to rise. If! the woman shouted. Get up, rise, rise. There was still a lot of blood, a lot of blood, to get everyone! The latter part fell again. Adam grabbed her by the shoulder and stopped her from spinning. He turned his body off his hands like a drunken dancer and stabbed him with wild
eyes. You're my least favorite, he said.) You remind me of a man and a dog I never loved. He remarked, he replied. Are we getting a favor? That you woke me up? Of course, Blue was thinking stupidly. Of course we should have asked you that right away. Only the sleepers were the ones who
supposedly gave favors to the legends, not just Glendower. It seemed impossible that he didn't think of that, but everything that seemed obvious in theory was muddy, loud and scary in practice. The woman screamed like crows overhead and then screamed again, and then Blue realized she was
laughing. A favor! That you woke me up? Little mutt, I never slept. Adam stared at him, does not move. He let a single word, a mutt, cut to his spine. Gansey cut in, fearsomely polite. We were just being nice to you. His name is Adam Parrish, and that's what you might call him. He bowed cartoonishly to
Gansey, stumbling to his knees with his hands still tied. Forgive me, he laughed, sir. He pulled his mouth together, rejecting the gesture. What do you mean you haven't slept? 'Go to sleep, my little girl,' said the woman sweetly. It's a dream of war. But I didn't. I couldn't help but insult him. I've always been
a restless sleeper! He gave a dramatic pose, his legs spread out to balance himself. A drop of blood peppered his face like a tear. In a high voice, he shouted, Help! Help! I'm not sleeping! Come back! Come back. Bottom: Did you hear anything? It's just the pulsating sound of my blood in my manhood!
C'mon! Ronan's lips curled up. Blue was sure he heard that voice in the hallways of his high school. He said, Are you telling me you've been awake for 600 years? He chanted, Give or take 200. No wonder she's crazy like a cow's tit,' Ronan said. Ronan, Gansey started it, but then he obviously couldn't
think of a good rebuke. Let's go. At the house, Jesse Dittley looked at her. He was almost as tall as he was. The curse, Gansey replied. Jesse seemed a little sky. He asked her: Now tell me this: Have you ever made the walls cry? Only three or five times, he said. Did your father's blood choke you in
silence? Did you kill my wife's cat? That, he sang, was an accident. Was it your grandfather's blood before that? Get him out of my house,' Jesse said. Please. As the boys unloaded the woman on the other side of the house, Malory and the dog hurried after her, Blue stayed. He stood next to Jesse as he
pulled aside a shabby curtain to watch the boys convince the woman to get into the Suburbs. Blue caught a good look at him biting the Dog. She felt a little less afraid now that she was no longer standing right next to the woman, although she couldn't stop seeing Chainsaw's beak eerily parted with fake
songs or forget about the jump to her heart when the body first moved in the coffin. This curved spell didn't seem like Cabeswater's organic magic. It's not all there. Blue said, He's been awake for hundreds of years. Somehow, when a Dittley died in the cave, he must have silenced him a little. But we
have it now. He was the curse. You don't have to go into the cave and die now. Jesse let the curtain fall back into place. Do you think it's that easy to lose a curse? Maybe not, probably! He's been there for a very long time, Blue said. As long as there was no Here. You heard him say he did those things.
BUT WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH IT? I don't know. Something. He's got his arm skeded. You should call your wife or your dog. Jesse scratched his chest. You really are a very good kind of ant. They shook hands. Blue saw him look out the window as they left. They took the woman to 300 Fox
Way, of course, where they found an extremely impressed Calla and a rather alarming-looking Jimi and a charmed Orla. Persephone looked at the woman, nodded firmly, and then disappeared upstairs. Malory drank pot tea in the reading room. Adam and Ronan were lurking in the hallway,
eavesdropping, too cowardly to face Calla's wrath. And Calla was really in good shape. He barked: Remember how I said three sleepers, and Maura's job was not to wake one of them, and your job was to wake one of them up? Remember how I didn't say anything about the other one? I didn't mean bring
it to my kitchen. Blue felt equal parts of relief and annoyance. The former, because he was worried that the woman might have been sleeping, that he could not be awakened. The latter, because they were in trouble. He demanded, Where else can we take him? Mom would have told you to bring her here.
Your mother's out of her mind! We're not halfway home. Calla walked up to the woman who was looking in the kitchen with something between confusion and royal madness. What's your name? My name is to all the women, the woman replied. Sorrow. One of Calla's eyebrows took a moment to consider
hitting the woman. He said, Why didn't you leave him? From the lobby, Ronan looked at Gansey excellently. Look, I understand he can't stay here, Gansey said. But he's obviously more like you than... Calla's expression has become volcanic. Like us, sir? Like you, Richard Gansey? Is that what you were
going to say? You think it's going to make him crazy, but we're immune? Well, there's another thought, sir. Gansey blinked quickly. A slow smile spread over the woman's face. You're not wrong, witch. Lava spilled on Calla's eyelids. What did you just call me? The woman laughed and sang: Blue lily, lily
blue, you and me. Blue and Calla were also shaken by the eerily familiar words. This woman possessed Noah, as well as a chainsaw. Blue hoped this ability wouldn't extend beyond dream syracones and dead boys. It's not too late to put it back, Ronan said. You two, cried Calla. Adam and Ronan winked.
Go to the store and get him some supplies. Adam and Ronan changed their eyes wide open. Adam's gaze said, What does that mean? And Ronan said I didn't care; Let's get out of here before he changes his mind. he frowned as they trated to the front door. Page 24 Persephone reappeared, holding the
sweater with unmatching arms. He looked at her like she was in an evaluatory way; It would have been rude if it wasn't for Persephone. The woman surveyed her back and has much more of the eye protein showing. Finally, Persephone seemed pleased. He offered me the sweater. I made this for you.
Try it - oh! Why haven't you been untreated yet? We thought that maybe ... Dangerous? Gansey replied lami. Persephone pulled his head up on it. And you thought tying his hands would change that? I... He turned to Blue for help. He's an uncooperative witness, Blue provided. That's not how we treat
guests, Persephone said, with a softly cold. Calla replied: I didn't know you were a guest. Well, I was waiting for him, Persephone said. Stopped. I think so, yes. We'll see if the sweater's okay. Gansey cut his eyes at Blue; shook his head. You should unsansing me, little lily, she told Blue. With your little lily
knife. It would be very fitting and circular. Why would it be fitting and circular? Blue asked carefully. Because it's your father who tied you up. Oh, people. Blue suddenly woke up. He had been awake before, but now he was much more than before the second, that he felt like he was asleep. Father.
Suddenly, she was in her face, my hands were always tied behind her back. Oh, yes, that's it. He said it was a proper punishment. Artemussssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssessssssssss laughed at the stunned faces in the room. Oh, the things I know! Here's how it shines, inside a water ring, inside a
ditch, on a river, all in a water ring! The year Blue first met the boys, there was a moment when he was suddenly surprised by how he got involved in their tangled lives. Now he realizes he's never been involved. He's been with this woman and the other women on Fox Way all along, and maybe even
Malory and her dog. They didn't make a mess. They were just slowly illuminating his figure. He frowned, Blue pulled out the switch blade. Making sure not to cut yourself or grow pale white skin, she sliced the worn bonds on her wrist. Okay, talk. The woman stretched out her arms and out, her face
rapturous. He spind and spind, pushed the glasses off the table and broke his hand into the intricate light fixture hanging over the kitchen table. He tripped over the shoes and kept going, laughing and laughing, becoming more hysterical. When he stopped, his eyes were electric and confused. My name,
said he, is Gwenllian. Oh, said Gansey, very softly. Yes, little knight, I thought you knew. What did he know? Calla asked suspiciously. was problematic. You're Owen Glendower's daughter. 29 I don't even know what to buy. A kennel? Ronan asked. Adam didn't answer. They were in a big, glowing big
box shop looking at toiletries. He picked up a bottle of shampoo and put it back. Her dress was still full of blood from the apocalyptic drizzle, and her soul was still smart from the mongrel comment. Gwenllian - Gansey has been texting Ronan's identity - has been in a cave for six hundred years and has
gotten his number at once. How? Ronan picked up a bottle of shampoo and threw it in the car adam pushed. That's a fourteen dollars, Adam said. He found it impossible to turn off the part of his brain that added up the amount of food. Maybe that's what Gwenllian saw on the grooves in her eyebrows.
The other boy didn't even turn around. What else is there? Bolhanyakörv? You've already made a dog joke. Kennel. That's what I did, Parrish. He continued along the hallway, shoulders square, his jaw tilted haughtively. He didn't look like he was shopping. He looked like he was committing theft. He put
some toothpaste in the basket. Which toothbrush? This looks fast. He sent it in with the rest of the supplies. Gwenllian's discovery did strange things to Adam's brain. Disbelief shouldn't have been an option after all the things that happened on the Ley line and Cabeswater, but Adam realised he still didn't
really believe that Glendower might still be sleeping under a mountain somewhere. And yet here was Gwenllian, just as buried as in the legendary way. His last skepticism was taken away from him. What do we do now? Adam asked. Get a dog dog. Curse. You're right, i'm sorry. I really can't think of
another joke. I mean, now that we have Gwenllian. Ronan made a sound that indicated that he didn't find this line of thought interesting. Do what you did before. He doesn't matter. Everything matters, Adam replied, recalling his conversations with Persephone. He was considering adding deodorant to the
car, but he wasn't sure if it made sense for someone who was born before it was insinnation. Gansey wants Glendower. He's not Glendower. Ronan started saying something, but then he didn't. He threw a bottle of s razor cream in the car, but not a razor. It's possible it was him, not Gwenllian. I'm not
sure we should stop while we're ahead of us. We have Cabeswater. Why do we need Glendower? He was thinking about Seeing Adam, that Gansey was dying on the ground. He said, I want the favor. Ronan stopped so suddenly in the middle of the hall that Adam almost ran into the car in the back of his
leg. The six elements in the bottom are skittered forward. Come on, Parrish. Do you still think you need this? I'm not questioning the things that are moti... blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, Yes, I know. Hey, look at that, Ronan said. The two observed a beautiful woman standing next to the garden,
attended by three male shop workers. His car was full of tarpaulins and hedge trimmers, and various things that looked like he could easily be armed. The men held shovels and flagpoles that couldn't fit in the car. They seemed very happy to help. It was Piper Greenmantle. Adam said he didn't seem like
your type. Ronan symbolized: This is Greenmantle's wife. How do you know what he looks like? Oh, please. Well, that's what we should be thinking. Have you looked into it yet? No, Adam said, but that was a lie. It was hard for him to ignore the question once he had been asked, and Greenmantle had
bigger questions than most. He admitted to some. For many, Ronan translated and was right because, oddly enough, Ronan knew a lot about how Adam worked. It was possible that Adam had always been aware of this, but rather considered himself impenetrable—especially his own ugly parts. With one
last look at the weaver Greenmantle, they crossed the checkout line. Ronan stole a card without looking at the full amount - one day, one day, one day - and then they went back to the bright afternoon. At the curb, Adam realized he was still pushing the car next to the bag in the corner. He wondered if
they should have got more things, but he couldn't imagine what would have happened. Ronan pointed to the car. Go in. What's going on? He just kept pointing. Adam said, Give me some time. It's a public parking lot. Don't make this ugly, Parrish. As an old lady passed them, Adam sighed and climbed
into the basket in the shopping cart. He pulled up his knee to fit in. It was full of the knowledge that this was likely to end in scars. Ronan grabbed the handle from the strange concentration of a motorcycle racer and eyed the line between them, and the BMW parked on the far side of the lot. What do you
think the ticket is in this parking lot? C plus, maybe a B. Oh. I don't know. Ten degrees? Adam took the side of the car and thought it through. He was more of a hold-up. With a wild smile, Ronan pushed the car down to the curb and belted it towards the BMW. As they accelerated, Ronan took a joyous
and terrible oath, and then you jumped on the back of the car. As they went towards the BMW, Adam realized that Ronan, as always, had no intention of stopping before something bad happened. He held his hand over his nose as they glanced down from the side of the BMW. The seated car swayed
once, twice, and then disastrously tipped to its side. He kept slipping, the boys slipped with him. A of these stopped. Oh my God, Adam said, touching the road to burn his elbow. It wasn't that bad, really. Oh, my God, God. I can feel my teeth. Ronan was lying on his back a few feet away. A box of
toothpaste rested on his chest, and the cart fell next to him. He seemed profoundly happy. You should tell me what you learned about Greenmantle, ronan said, so I can start my dream. Adam pulled himself together before he was driven over. When? Ronan grinned. 30 This house is beautiful. So many
walls. So, with so many walls, Malory said, as Blue entered the living room a little later. The couch cushions thankful they ate it. The dog lay rigidly on the floor next to the couch, crossing his paws and looking usually judgmental. Behind the closed door of the reading room, the murmuring of Gansey's
voice briefly rose before Calla buried him. They fought with Persephone or talked while he was in the same room as them. It was hard to tell the difference. Thank you, said Blue. Where's that crazy woman? Blue had just finished pulling all of Neeve's belongings off the mattress in the attic so Gwenllian
could stay there. His hands resembled the herbs Neeve used to make his prediction, and the herbs Jimi used to try to conquer the herbs Neeve used to make predictions. It's up in the attic, I think. You really think she's Glendower's daughter? I see no reason not to believe, Malory said. Looks like he's
dressed in period clothes. It's a lot. Too bad it can't be released in a journal. Well, I think it's a man who wanted his career to end convincingly. I wish I could just talk straight, Blue said. He says it was my father who tied him up and put him to sleep, only to say he never slept. But that's impossible, isn't it?
How can you only be alive and awake for 600 years? The dog gave Blue a thin, wry look that indicated that he thought it was that Gwenllian had come to see the way he was. It seems likely that this artemus is also the individual who sent Glendower to sleep, Malory noted. I don't mean to be rude, but the
thought of him being his father is more of a burden of credulity. Rather, Blue echoed. There was no emotional stake in that either way: his father had always been a stranger to him, and regardless of how he turned out to be a six hundred-year-old crazy person he wouldn't change that. It was interesting
that Gwenllian was tied up and sent to sleep by someone named Artemus, and it was interesting that this artemus person apparently looked like blue, and interesting that Maura also said that Blue's father was named Artemus, but interesting not to find Maura. Although one considers it a taper, Malory
said. old taper from the flooded barn. Blue saw it again - the three faces, the red hand. What do we think of him? You don't know. Are you going to stay here? Malory asked. I think so. Yet? He'll probably kill us all in our beds, no matter what Persephone says. I think it's wise that he stays here, Malory
said. Includes. Blue blinked at him. Although the crotchety professor has grown on him since he first met him, he certainly didn't think he was the kind to consider other people enough to be able to offer interpersonal insight. Want to know what service the dog provides? Asked. It didn't seem to affect his
previous statement, but Blue's curiosity devoured him. With self-control, he replied, Oh, well. I don't want you to feel uncomfortable. I'm always uncomfortable, Jane, Malory said. That's what dogs are for. The Dog is a psychiatric dog. The Dog is trained so that if the Dog senses I am having fear, he does
something to improve the situation. Like sitting next to me, or lying on my chest, or put your hand in your mouth. Are you really nervous? It's a terrible word, restless. This makes one think of tying his hands, hysteria and myders. I'd rather just not care about people because people - me, they go at it, don't
they? This was because Calla was just yelling in the other room, don't give me that vacuous PREP BOY STARE. Blue had previously been pleased not to be in the reading room for a serious debate, but now he's changed his mind. Malory continued: I paired the dog directly on this trip and I have to say I
couldn't imagine it would be so challenging to travel with a dog. It wasn't just about finding a place for the dog to lighten up, the dog was constantly trying to lie on my chest while I was standing in that awful safety line. Page 25 The dog didn't look sorry. Malory continued: It's not the appearance of the
people that bothers me, it's the inside. Ever since I was a kid, I've been able to see the auras or what you are. Personality. And if the person - Wait, you said that you see auras? Jane, I didn't expect you to judge any of the people. Blue was well familiar with the idea of aura - energy fields that surrounded
all living objects. Orla went through a period in her teens when she told everyone what their aura said about them. He told Blue that his aura meant he was short. He was a pretty terrible teenager. I didn't judge! - provided Malory. I was just clearing it up. This applies to the dog because ...? Because when
people are too close to me, their aura touches me, and if too much aura touches me, it confuses me, and the doctors stupidly call me Doctors! Fools. I don't know if Gansey ever told me how my mother was killed by the British health system. He was very interested in how Malory saw the auras, which
were definitely his interests, and less interested in hearing the deaths of mothers, which is definitely outside his interests. It's a shocking story, Malory said, with some relish. Then he told her the story because of Blue's face or stature. He finished with it, and I saw his aura slowly disappear. See, that's how
I know Gwenllian belongs in a place like this. Blue pulled a look back on his face. Wait, it's not my fault. I missed something. His aura is like yours - it's blue,' she said. The psychic's aura! Is that it? He was going to be extremely annoyed if it was how he struck the name — like naming a puppy Fluffy. This
aura color belongs to those who can pierce the veil! He decided that telling him he couldn't pierce the veil would only prolong the conversation. That's why I was originally attracted to Gansey, Malory continued. Despite his mercenary personality, he has a very pleasant and neutral aura. I don't feel like I'm

with another person when I'm with him. He's not taking it away from me. It's a little louder now, but it's not much. Blue had only a very limited understanding of what mercurial meant and that limited understanding was a very bad time trying to apply it to Gansey. He said, How was it back then? It was a
wonderful time, Malory replied. Then, after a pause, he added: Except when they weren't. It was smaller then. As he said, smaller made it seem like he wasn't talking about height, and Blue thought he knew what he meant. Malory continued: He was still trying to prove that he wasn't just hallucinating. He
was still pretty obsessed with the event itself. Looks like he's outgrown himself, lucky for him. The event - the stabbing? I mean, death? Yes, Jane, death. He was always puzzled. He always drew bees and wasps and stuff. I have screaming nightmares on it – I had to take my own place because I couldn't
sleep with him as you might imagine. Sometimes these seizures happen during the day. We were just driving on a riding trail in Leicestershire, and the next thing I know, he's going to be on the ground scratching his face like a lunatic. But I let him be, and he ran his own way, and it was fine, like nothing
happened. How awful, whispered Blue. He imagined Gansey learning to throw up his smile on his real face. He recalled in shame that he once wondered what a boy like him would have been, a boy who had everything. such a skill. How unfair it was to assume that love and money would rule out pain
and hardship. He thought they disagreed with some guilt in the car the night before. Malory didn't hear him. Such a researcher, though. What a sharp nose for hidden things. You can't train this! You have to be born with it. He heard Gansey's voice in the cave, empty and afraid: Wasp. He was shaking. Of
course, you just left one day, Malory masturbated. What's going on? Blue suddenly concentrated. I shouldn't have been surprised, said the professor in a saying voice. I knew he was a great traveler. But we weren't really done with the research, I thought. We had a little up and down and patched it up.
But then one morning, he disappeared. Get out of here? The dog climbed on Malory's chest, and now he's licked his jaw. Malory didn't push him away. Oh, he's gone. His things, his bags. He left behind a lot of things he didn't need. But he never came back. It took him months to call me again, like
nothing had happened. It was hard to imagine Gansey leaving anything like this. There were things around him that he clung to wildly. He didn't leave a message or anything? He just left, Malory said. After that, his family sometimes called me to find out where he was going. Your family? He felt like he
was telling a story about another person. Yes, of course I told them what I knew. But I didn't really know. It was Mexico before he came to me, and then after Iceland, I think, before the States. I doubt I still know half of it. He pulled himself together and moved so easily, so fast. He'd done it so many times
before England, Jane, and that was his old hat. Previous conversations have slowly rearranged Blue's mind and made new sense like them. He recalled one of the nights he spent on the side of a mountain and looked down at Henrietta like a fairy village. At home, he said it was like he was in pain. It's like
he didn't believe it. It wasn't exactly what Malory said, and he had a run-in with the Gansey he knew. Rather, the Gansey you saw was just a partial truth. It was cowardice and stupidity, Gansey said at the door. He leaned on the door way, with his hands stretching into pockets, as he often did. I didn't like
the send-off, so I abstained and didn't think about the consequences. Blue and Malory took a look at him. It was impossible to say how long he'd been standing there. It is very kind of you, he continued, not to say anything to me about it. That's more than I deserved. But know that I regret it very much.
Well, said Malory. He was very uncomfortable. The dog looked away. Well, it's my fault. What's the verdict on your anaster? Gansey put a mint in his mouth; It was impossible not to think the night before, He put one in his. He's staying here for now. That wasn't me, that was Persephone. I offered to fix the
first floor of Monmouth. This may still be the end of it. Who is this? Blue asked. He tried the name Gwenllian. He didn't say it was better – the double lls didn't say anything like they looked. Glendower had ten children with his wife Margaret. And at least four ... not with him. Gansey said this part with
antins; It was clear he didn't find this appropriate for his hero. Gwenllian is one of four illegitimate ones. It's a patriotic name. There were also two other very famous Gwenllians who were associated with Welsh freedom. There was something else he wanted to tell me, but he didn't. It meant unpleasant or
ugly. Blue said, Spit it out, Gansey. What's good? He said: As he was buried - on the tomb door was Glendower, and also the lid of the coffin. It's not a picture of him. We can ask him, although getting real information from him is something, but it seems to me that he was buried in a shillssala. What's that
there? Sometimes when you have a very rich grave or a very important one, you can put a double grave somewhere nearby, but it is easier to find that grave robbers something to find. Blue was scandalous. Your own daughter? It's illegal, Gansey said, but he was unhappy like him. As punishment for
something. It's all so tacky. I'm starving to death. Where did Par – Adam and Ronan go? To get supplies for Gwenllian. He looked at his huge and handsome watch with a huge and puzzled frown. It's been a while? He made a face. Ish? What do we do now? Gansey asked. From the other room Calla
exclaimed: GO BUY US PIZZA. EXTRA CHEESE, RICHIE RICH. Blue said, I think he's starting to like you. 31 Ronan went back to St. Agnes. Adam thought he wanted to go to Adam's apartment above the church's scare, but when they got out on the street, Ronan strayed and headed to the main
entrance to the temple. Even though Adam lived above the church, he hasn't been in it since he moved into his apartment. The Parrishes were never templegoers, and although Adam himself suspected that God existed, he also suspected that it didn't matter. Lynch, he said, as Ronan opened the door to
the dark sanctuary. I thought we were going to talk. Ronan dipped his fingers in the holy water and touched his forehead. Empty. But the church didn't feel empty. He was claustrophobic with the smell of frankincense, the vases of foreign lilies, the white cloth, the broken gaze of the sad Christ. He bled with
stories that Adam didn't know, rituals he would never have done, relationships he never shared. The humming history was dense, which you feel dizzy. Ronan hit Adam's arm with the palm of his hand. Oh, come on. He walked down the back of the obscure church and opened the door to a steep
staircase. On top, Adam found himself on a hidden balcony inhabited by two benches and a pipe organ. A statue of Mary - probably Mary? - he reached out, but only because he didn't know her. And then again, he bought Ronan, and he probably knew her. Some little candles burned at his feet. The choir
sits here, ronan said, sitting on the organ. Without warning, he played a terrifyingly loud and startlingly sonor fragment. Ronan! Scolded Adam. He looked at Mary, but he didn't mind. I told you, no. There's no one here. When Ronan saw that Adam still did not believe, he explained: This is confession day
in Woodville and they share our priest. That's when Matthew used to take his organ lessons because no one would be around to care how bad it was sucked. Adam finally sat on one of the benches. His face pressed against his smooth back, he looked at Ronan. Oddly enough, Ronan belonged here, just
like he did at barns. This noisy, lush religion created him as well as the world of his father's dreams; It seemed impossible for all Ronan to exist in one person. Adam began to realize that he didn't know Ronan at all. Or rather, he knew part of it and assumed it was all his business. Cabeswater's scent,
after every tree rain, drifted past Adam, and he realized that while he was watching Ronan, Ronan was looking at him. So, Greenmantle, he said, and Ronan looked away. Fuck it. Yes, that's it. I looked into all the public stuff the first night. It would have been easy for Ronan, too, but maybe he knew Adam
wanted the puzzle that occupied the mind. Double PhD, home in Boston, three speeding tickets in the last 18 months, blah, blah, blah. What about the cobweb thing? It doesn't matter, Adam replied. It took him just some time to see the easily available version of Colin Greenmantle's life story. And just a
little more time to realize that it's not really the life story he needed. You didn't have to undo the Internet— you probably couldn't undo the Internet. He had to turn a new net. Of course it matters. That's all that matters. No, Ronan, look- come here. Adam began writing in the dust next to the bench. Ronan
joined him and squatting and read it. What's that there? The things we would put in their place, said Adam. He worked it all out in his head. Although it would have been easier to describe, he would have thought better. It's better not to have a paper trail or an electronic record. Only Cabeswater was able
to hack into Adam's mind records. This is all the evidence. we have to dream and how to bury them. Some things literally had to be buried. The plan was orderly in the concept, but not in the execution; It was dirty to frame someone, and the murders required bodies. Or at least body parts. It looks like a
lot, Adam admitted, because he didn't, he once described it all in the dust. I think that's kind of it. But these are mostly small things. Ronan finished reading Adam's plan. His face turned a little away from the horror, just as he turned his face away from his dream object. He said: But - it's not what
happened. That's not what Greenmantle did. Ronan shouldn't have said it: it's a lie. Adam should have known this was a problem for him. He had a hard time explaining it. I know it's not. But it's too hard to frame him for killing your father. It's too good, and there's too many pieces in it I don't know. You
can disprove one of our pieces with a real play, or something real, like the real timeline you actually did, you can ruin something we're going to come up with. But if I invent the crime, I can control all the pieces. Page 26 Ronan just stared at him. Look, and it has to be something really terrible, something
you don't want to go to jail for, Adam said. Now he felt a little dirty; He couldn't say whether Ronan's apparent ren against him only stemmed from the nature of adam's proposed crime or whether Adam was even able to think of such a crime. But he persisted because it was too late to withdraw. We want
to be too threatened to even think about opening your mouth or against it. If he was accused of this, he'd be ruined, and he knows it. And if he does get caught, those who commit crimes against children will be mistreary in prison, and he'll know it. Adam saw ronan's two sides at war. Incredibly, I saw that
lying was going to lose. Just once, Adam said quickly. Just this once. I could do it again to be your father, but it wouldn't be that bulletproof. And then you'll have to deal with court cases. So is Matthew. He felt bad about the last part, even if it was true. Because he knew it was going to deer Ronan, and he
did. Okay, Ronan said unhappily. He looked at the plan written in the dust, and his eyebrows frowned. Gansey would hate that. Because it was the worst kind of filth. Kings shouldn't have dragged their hems into it. That's why we won't tell him. He expected Ronan to back down, too, but he just nodded.
They agreed on two things: protecting Gansey's collapsing feelings and lying by omission. Do you think you can do this? Adam asked. That's a lot of specifics. It was supposed to be impossible. No one should have dreamed of these things, much less. These. But Adam saw what Ronan could do. He read
the dream will and rode in the dreamlike Camaro and was terrified of dreamlike night terror. It's possible there were two gods in this temple. Ronan squatted at the bench again, studying the list, and his fingers running over his head as he thought. When he didn't want to look like an ass** down, his face
looked very different, and in a tipping moment Adam felt the appalling inequality of their relationship: Ronan knew Adam, but Adam wasn't sure if he knew Ronan. I'll do it now,' Ronan said eventually. Now? Adam asked in disbeliere. Here? Now? Ronan flashed a cocky grin, glad he got the reaction.
There's no better time than the present, Parrish. Nwo. Everything except the phone. I need to see what kind of man you have before I can dream about him. Adam looked around the quiet church. I still felt so inhabited. Even though he intellectually believed Ronan that the Church would remain empty, in
his heart he felt that ... Options. But Ronan's face left him challenged, and Adam didn't back down. He said, I know what kind of phone you have. It's not enough to tell a model. I need to see it, Ronan replied. Adam hesitated, then asked, What if I asked Cabeswater to show me his phone in his sleep? I
know what kind that is. He waited for Ronan to stumble or wonder about Adam's weirdness, but Ronan just straightened up and rubbed his hands together. Yes, it's good. Good. Look, maybe you should go. To the apartment, and I'll see you when I'm done. Why? Ronan said: Not everything in my head is
a big deal, Parrish, believe it or not. I told you. And when I bring something back from a dream, sometimes I can't bring back just one thing. I'll take my chances. At least give me some space. Adam retreated to sit next to Mary as Ronan stretched out the bench and rubbed out the dingy plan with his jeans'
feet. Something about his silence in pee and the glee of the light reminded Adam of Glendower's image, seen at the grave. He's a king, he's asleep. Adam couldn't imagine if Ronan could rule. Don't listen to me, Ronan said, though his eyes were closed. Anyway, whatever. I'll ask Cabeswater for the
phone. I'll see you on the other side. As Ronan was nervous, Adam flicked his eyes to the candles at Mary's feet. It was harder to look into a flame than a black water pool, but it served the same purpose. As his vision turned white, he felt his mind loosen and detach from his body, and before he fell out,
he asked Cabeswater to give Ronan the phone. Asking questions wasn't the right word. The presentation was better because it showed Cabeswater what he needed: a picture of the phone showing itself as Ronan. Time it's impossible to judge when she cries. Nearby - what was nearby? - he heard a
sharp sound like a caw, and suddenly realized that he wasn't sure if he was staring into the light for a minute, an hour or a day. His own body felt like a flame, flickering and fragile; It's gone too deep. It's time to go back. He ran back, pulled back into his bones. He felt the moment when his mind pushed
me back to his body. His eyes opened. Ronan twitched in front of him. Adam yanked his feet toward his body, locked away from the disaster just in front of him. Ronan's arms were covered in blood, and his hands were visceral, juicy wounds. His jeans were soaked in black. The carpet of the church
sparkled with it. But the horror was his spine, and he leaned back on himself. It was his hand, pressed against his throat. It was his breath - the gasp, the gasp, the choked-off word. His fingers trembled as he held them to his mouth. It was his eyes, too wide-open, too bright, thrown at the ceiling. All I see
is pain. Adam didn't want to move. He couldn't move. He couldn't do it. That didn't happen. But he was, and he could. He's moving forward. Ronan - Oh, my God. Because now that he was closer, he saw what it was like to destroy Ronan's body. Unrecoverable. He was dying. I did this - it was my idea he didn't really want to - Are you happy now? Ronan asked. Is that what you wanted? Adam started violently. The sound came from somewhere else. He looked up and found Ronan sitting cross-legged on the bench above them, his expression alert. One of this Ronan's hands was bloody, but obviously it
wasn't his own blood. Something dark blinked on his face as he cast his eyes off his dying doppele. The other Ronan was whining. It was a hideous sound. What's happening? Adam asked. Dizzy. He was awake; He was dreaming. You said you wanted to stay and watch, ronan chanted from the bench.
Enjoy the show. Adam understood. The real Ronan did not move; He woke up right where he fell asleep. This dying Ronan was a copy. He wanted his brain to believe that this agonizing Ronan didn't exist, but the parallelism was too perfect. He saw a Ronan Lynch violently dying and a Ronan Lynch
watching his cool removal. Both were true, although both should have been impossible. I tried too much at once,' Ronan said on the bench. His words were short, cut off. He tried not to look like he cared about seeing himself die. Maybe not. Maybe that's what's always happened. How foolish of Adam to
think he knew anything about Ronan Lynch. It's not the kind of thing - it's the kind of thing I usually dream about and everything is excited about. The horrors of the night came. Then wasps. Me too I'd bring them with me. That I'm going to wake up like this. So I dreamed of another one for me that I have,
and then - I woke up. And here I am. And here I am again. What a good trick. What a cool trick. The other Ronan was dead. Adam felt the same way he felt when he saw the dream world. Reality is wrapped in you. Ronan was here, dead, and offended because there was Ronan, alive and blinking. Here,
said Ronan. Here's your shit. The lies you wanted. He's got a convex, oversized manila cover on Adam, full, presumably, of evidence to frame Greenmantle. It took Adam too long to realize that Ronan wanted him to marry her, then a second longer to take his mind to mechanics to take it. Adam told his
hand to stretch it out, and reluctantly. Get your ass together, Adam. There was blood on the envelope, and now it's on Adam's hand. He said, Did you get everything? It's all there. It's all there. What an impossible, wonderful and hideous thing it was. An ugly plan that an ugly boy planned has now come to
an ugly life. From dream to reality. How appropriate it was that Ronan, left to his own devices, manifested beautiful cars and beautiful birds and gentle brothers, while Adam, when given power, manifested a sordid series of perverted murders. Adam asked: Now? What to do with ... Nothing, grumbled
Ronan. You're not doing anything. No, you're doing what I asked you to do. Go. What's going on? Ronan was shaking. It's not the poison, like the other Ronan, it's some chained emotion. I said I didn't want you here if that happened, and now it's happened, and look at you. Adam thought he took it pretty
well, considering. Gansey would have fainted by this time. He didn't see how his presence made things worse. He saw, however, that Ronan Lynch was angry because he wanted to be angry. So it should be an ass**down. It wasn't my fault. I didn't say it was your fault, Ronan said. I told you to get away
from me. The two boys were staring at each other. Insanely, I felt like every other argument I've ever had, although this time I had a Ronan-shaped body wavy between them covered with gore. Ronan just wanted to yell where someone could hear him. Adam felt it was because of his temper, not because
he thought Ronan was mad at him, but because he was sick of Ronan thinking it was the only way to show that he was upset. He said, Oh, come on. What's going to happen now? Ronan said, Oh. That's what. Anyway, Adam said, head for the stairs. Next time, you'll die alone. 32 Back in the apartment,
Adam stood in the shower for a very long time. For once, the part of his brain that calculated how much a long, hot shower could cost was silent. He was standing in the water. it's lukewarm. After getting out and getting dressed, he belatedly remembered that Ronan might have been upset by the dream
itself, not the way he watched her die. He fell asleep to get proof of the murder and woke up with blood on his hands. Adam knew that the horrors of the night only came to Ronan when he had a nightmare. Ronan must have known what was in store for him, but he volunteered when Adam asked. Maybe
Adam should see if he's okay. I'm sure he'll still be there. But Adam stayed where he was, thinking about the other Ronan. The dead one. The strangest thing was that the moment was Adam's vision of the tree in Cabeswater, but it turned out. Gansey's not dying, Ronan is. So the vision was wrong? Have
you changed your future yet? Or was there anything else? There was a knock on the apartment door. Probably Ronan. Although unusually, he wouldn't testify to it if he were the first to admit wrongdoing. The knock came again, more persistent. Adam checked to make sure his hands weren't bloody
anymore, and then he opened the door. It was his father. He opened the door. It was his father. He opened the door. It was his father. Aren't you going to ask me to come in? His father asked. Adam's body wasn't his, so out of astonishment, he watched him step back to get Robert Parrish into his
apartment. How narrow-shouldered he was next to the other man. It was hard to see where it came from without a closer look at their faces. Then you could see that Robert Parrish was wearing Adam's thin, delicate lips. Then it was not difficult to see the same beautiful hair, braided from dust, and the
wrinkle between the eyebrows, formed by caution. In fact, it wasn't hard to see one bee for the other at all. Adam couldn't remember what he meant before he opened the door. So that's where you keep yourself, said Robert Parrish. He looked into the rooter's shelf, the makeshift bedside table, the
mattress on the floor. Adam got out of the way. 'It looks like we're about to have a date,' her father added. He stopped to stand right in front of Adam. Are you going to look me in the face when I'm talking to you, or are you going to keep looking at that shelf? Adam wanted to keep looking at that shelf.
Okay, then. Look, I know there's been a few words, but I think you might as well call this whole thing off. Your mother's very upset, and she's going to be pretty ridiculous that day. Adam was sure his father couldn't be here. He couldn't remember everything that happened after he filed charges, but he
thought it was a temporary restraining order. At the time, he thought he remembered finding it reassuring, a memory that now seemed foolish. His father beat him for years. To get caught, and a punch was a bigger act than trespassing. Of course, then you can call the police and report a violation of your
father; He wasn't sure if his father would be punished, but Adam's adult side thought it seemed like a good thing to put him on the record. All this, however, came after these minutes, which he still had to go through. Through.
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